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Diversion cf Ten Per Cent cf the Nation's
Customs Receipts Is Proposed; Shipping
Beard Would Be Authorized to . Sell Its
Ships as Scon as Practicable.
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Washington, Feb. 28.
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House Ways and Means
Committee Spends Three
in
Hours
Conference,
Which Is Without Results
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YLDR MfflDER SOLVE

1

. ' 'M-today in tho first test of strength
on any question affecting the International convenants negotiated
Washington conference.
during thewas
60 to 23.
The vote
Only two republicans, Borah of
Idaho and France of Maryland,
only
supported tho proposal and Alafour democrats, Vnderwcod,
Williams
bama: Pomerene, Ohio;
of Mississippi and Meyers of Monbeen
tana, voted against it. It haddemooffered by Senator Pittman,
am- have
would
and
crat, Nevada,
that existing
putiea the provision Un"ed
the
treat, rights toof the
mandated is
shall apply
lands of the Pacilic.
Later, by a vote of 52 to 11, t'.ie
senate nlso rejected a proposed
amendment by Senator - France to
prevent mnnufacturo o:- export of
intoxicating liquors on tno mandated islands.
Eight democrats
joined this time with tho republicans opposed to the nmendirent,
while not a singlo other senator
of his own party cast his vote with
I
Mr. France,
:
j
Op'nlon Differ.
Senators differed over tha significance of tho two roll calls as
This Is one of the most recent photos taken of England's princess,
they bear on the general situation
of the arms conference treaties, Mary, daughter of King George and Queen Mary, and Lord Lascelles,
but the senate leaders declared the who were married yesterday In Westminster Abbey, London.
result had been to strengthen their
expectation that nil the covenants
would be ratified by safe margins,
even though there might be considerable opposition on the democratic side.
Just before adjournment another
amendment as presented by Sena-
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PUD IS TO AID GElfELOPCVIEHT
OF AMERICAN MERCHMT MARINE

WnsriirHrt.on. Feb. 28.
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13

FINANCIALOUESTI0N
IS FULLY DISCUSSED

fillESED
Q!IES7k"2

SIX

Mrs. John Rupp's Statements Are Taken
Down in Shorthand in the Presence of Officers, Who Say They Will Check Up Every
Detail; Another New Witness Is Found.

Debate Is Said to Have
Waxed Acrimonious at
Times: May Reach Some
Kind of Agreement Today

H
(BY TT1F ASSnriATFl) PHFSS.I
Tho Assorliileil TreKH.)
House
Los Anprelea. Calif., Feb. 28. "The mystery of the
Washington, Feb. lis.
means
and
committee,
repub
ways
murder of William Desmond Tavlor. film director, is
licans, spent three hours today try
inu to reconcile their differences solved, if the story told by lira. John Rupp in connection
over the soldiers nonus, uiu wun witn trie arrest here
today ot six drug peddlers is corout success. After they had adjourned until tomorrow. Chairman rect," tonight declared Detective Serjeant Herman Cline,
Fordncy announced that he had one of the police squad assigned to the case.
boon "authorized to siy tint the
When Sergeant Cline, head of the
averting the director
committee has arrived at no conpolice hnmicli
squad, made that hud "injured their business." Sho
clusion."
Mrs. Hupp, who told the declared they showed nervousness
"There Is nothing to be given to
in tho senate by one and the vessel's first port of
Introduced
the newspapers today," ho add;'d. police she had "kept house" for the night of February t, when Tav150
less
than
in
other
call
the
.is
commerce
Caalrman Jones, of the
tt was understood there was a the men, hail been subjected to a lor was murdered In his btmcalow
commission, and in the house b.v miles."
i.partmcnts, were nwav from
general discussion of the wlinl.i rigid questioning by two detectives court
The bill provides that where net
Chairman Greene, of the merchant
an
office. her house for a time early thnt
question of finances, nerlmnnimis of the district attorney's
operating income derived by the
the bill sets
marine committee,
and returning, "stayed up
night,
the
finlnh
the
at
nnd
at
that
vessels receiving
times,
Her statements were taken down
fourth that the purpose of the di- owner from
situation w.iii Just where it was be- in short hand in the presence of of- all night."
subsidy benefit exceeds ten per
rect subsidy provision is to "aid the cent
The
police stated Kirby and Calcent
fore the special
in any fiscal year,
ficers ..ho said they would chock vert were
no strangers to them and
development and maintenance and
shall bo paid to the
tentatively agreed upon a special up every detail.
tho American merchant marine, to of such excess
that
belcvrrt some of the six,
in
tho
they
which
bo
tax
board to
subsequently
new In the case if
program
Another
placed
witness,
shipping
of
the
foreign
the
not all. were wanted in Chicago,
growth
.promote
was disapproved
by I'resldent and whoso exact connection with it where
merchant marine fund from which
commerce of the United States and
alwouM be paid,
Harding.
and whose nat.io was not made scut forfinger prints of all would be
to contribute to the national de- the subsidy
Mrs. Hupp
tinino Favor Postponement.
though it is stipulated that this
public officially, was taken before was said identification.
fense."
amoun.
were
hopetotal
tho
committeemen
gome
exceed
not
shall
Leo Woolwine, district at- came hereto have stated the six
Thomaj
Other Provisions.
from Chiero several
received under tho
ful that there would be some kind torney, to whom he was said to
Other provisions of the bill would of compensation
months ago and had been engaged
of a conclusion tomorrow. It vb
law.
told a "very
have
important
authorizo the creation of a "con- proposed
In
cent
contraband
peddling
ten
Included
said that the possibilities
per
In addition to the
drugs and
The witness is called
story."
struction loan fund" to be admin- diversion
of customs receipts to
a postponement nf the whole ques- "Krenchy
nnd
George" by the detec- liquors.
istered by the shipping board vesbill
the
that
belief
a
the
month
in
create
for
this
provides
tion
fund,
informadecline
who
further
tives,
that underived from the sale of its
bo derived from port tor Pittman, stipulating
TEXAN WHO SHOT
the delay would serve to clear the tion concerning him.
der thn treaty tho United States
sels in addition to operating reve- that it shall
taxes or fees, should
but several members
duties,
atmosphere,
tonnage
"Frenchy George's" story, howwhether
sole
be
nues;
judge
AFTER SLAYING TW 'S
the
under
doubted
to
such
would
be
look
were
understood
which
to
tho
was
-upon
believed to relate
ever,
is maintaining sufficient wir
Kequire that not more than fifty I 'II, and also the amount that would
a program with disfavor.
r
arrest of the six men. who were acor
NOT EXPECTED TO .1,7!
Van
on
facilities
loss
Island,
per cent of the number of inaliens
Tho discussion today was report- cused of having sold drugs and
any otherwise be payable by the
admissible to this country
the American right to Inf:r the transpor. whether
ed to have revolved largely around liquor to motion picture actors and
should
one year be transported in foreign :ation department
fttntlon
there
a
wireless
stall
Amarillo. Tex., Feb.
of mails.
the proposition to write Into the actresses and others of the HollyThis and several
be exercised
(BY THU ASSUClATl'l) IMILSS.)
bottoms;
Upton. 18, who shot hi
nnd reserva
As the promotion of sales as for the bill some kind of a financing pro- wood district of Los Angeles.
Feb.
tho
Authorize the payment of addi2i
nther
amendments
Washington,
(by
school house In Floyd
a
that would meet the presiTo Visit Miss Not ..and.
are expected to coma to a sociuted X'ress). The text of Pres- t'iicllitation of our purchases. There vision views
tional month's pay annually to of- TEXAS PANHANDLE IN
tions
about
fifteen miles from
conb
ast
Tho
half way
at
After "Frenchy George" had
is not a record in all history of dent's
and under nn ident Harding's address to
vote tomorrow,
ficers and men of tho merchant
sales tax suggested by the presi- cluded his statement, a detective following the killing earl
In "the
GRIP OF FIERCE STORM agreement reached yestprt7av, a
exmaintained
eminence
marine who shall enlist reserve
In
on
long
aid
for
Rovcrnment
today
by the special attached to the district attorney's day morning of two girls ;!
merchant marine naval
roll call on ratification is to be the American merchant marine, port trade, except as the exporting dent nnd rejected
s a
last week by an office, said officers would pay an- Solomon
ir, and Nell
nations developed their own carrywhich the bill would establishreserve
not later than two p. m. on follows:
(B,v Th. Anorlntpd Frsw.)
taken
as they slept, Is not ex
was
not pressed other visit to Mabel Normand, film
vote
overwhelming
Amarillo, Tex., Feb. 2S. The Thursday.
component part cf any
ing
capacity.
Members of Congress:
particularly. It was fiald, and tho actress, who is recovering from live, according to advice
force of the United States navy.
Panhandle plains region, embracDuring today's debato further ' When addressing the congress la No story of national development impression
seat
Is out that some memwhat her physician recently de Floydada, county
of section five ing western Oklahoma,
more fascinating or so full of
eastern attacks were made on the tio-itBy amendment
I
last
December
to
you
a
reported
romance as that of developing bers had In mind a special tax clared was a severe attack of in county. was removed
of the merchant marine act of 192
New Mexico and the Panhandlo of by Senators France, Pittman. Bo- tho failure of the
to
"xecutive
to c he t i
Upton
aunervous
be
breakdown.
fluenza and
the shipping board would
Texas, hi in the grip of one of the rah and R"ed. democrat, Ml sun!. carry out the intent of certain fea- capacity for ti. e:;crianes of com- program.
In
n
yesterday
'ales .tax proponents were unMiss Normand
thorized find directed to sell Its worst snowstorms of years.
recently closed fromFloydada
Mr. Reed
a of tho merchant marine act merce. Expanding civilization my
that
the
ture
charging
his
be traced over tho avenues of ex- - derstood to be hopeful that this her Los Angales residence and took went an father's home.
shins "as soon as practicable and
Snow began falling Sunday night republican leaders were attTn.it-ln- g of 1020, notably the
for
but
r'1'11
operation,
a suburb of
program would bo worked around a house in
with
consistent
good business and still continues with no prosto "force" senate action before the notice of. cancelation of all ,('11:'11R(rl'f f.n;ocs. No matter how to
he Is bleeding inter: ulh ii
the sales tax, but leaders of the asadena, where during her illness sny
it may sound, nations
methods," to citizens of. tho United pect el esBing, The fall at Ama- the country could realise what the commercial treaties
,
cannot possibly recover.
t
luir.
Aha
bloc
two
will
attended
been
has
oppose
by
u ii r iii(.insciv
ttvu
rillo this morning nt 7 o'clock was nrms conference agreements real- ed our grant of discriminating du
titnes.
and agricultural
The bullet
his leff
r.nsn Subsidy Rato
tho world nlmost They take the position that the nurses and her parents, who re lust below the entered
y
four nnd a half Inches, with a
The
onslaught ties on imports brought to our litwe influenced
heart and 'ii
can be financed out of pro cently came here on a visit from
bonus
Tlie Iuihr subsidv' rate provided temperature of four degrees above ly embody.
as
have
pit
promoted
they
without
u.i
virtually
tho left lung and one kid
passed
reply shorea in American ships. There tneir commerce. We
for nil vessels either sailing or of zero.
need not re- ceeds from the refunded British Now York. Her present physical
From other parts of the fro mthn treaty's supporters.
o
was no doubt ubout the high
completely through t i
1 r,0o
condition is said to no approacning ing
cross tons or more, regard
fer to the armed conflicts which debt.
zero
near
r.f
Is
ni'Miier
Hursts
In
He
a
I
territory
temperatures
of
to
cotrrress
this
apply
of one are recorded with the snow fall
Endorses I.oslon Sfnml.
normal.
have been Incident thereto. When
less of speed, 'is
It was aecomnanied by frequent proven practice to the upbuilding commerce
no s:
As the republican committeemen
While officers declared the day's Hon nnd has made
rout ner serosa shin ton ner nun amounting to as much as six bursts
has been destroyed, fadof laughter which the pre of our merchant marine.
had
It
All
consid-in the Taylor cas? further than the one b
I
resume
to
were
traveled."
miles
developments
dred nautical
aFsembling
have
attended.
ing
glories
inches.
no
to
mnno
to
have
ed
made
oiricer
In
most
pi ion
etTeetlve
proven
yesten
the earlier
ernllon of the bonus, Hanford Mac- -' were encouraging,
they suffered
power driven vessels between that
Asj.lruCoii Is .Nation Wide.
Traffic of all kinds is greatly siding
cheek, that Senator France's res- -'
of American shipping; it had,
Ing after he was remov
It will avail nothing to attempt Nider, national commander of the. one misfortuno in the report of thes father's
tonnage, and 5,000 tons gross would hampered by the blinding snowfall. olntinn was presented and reject-a- t days
'
i
In
vhich
various
home,
demonstrated
its
times,
pneumo-Thomafrom
two
the
davs
to
dnath
John
ago
and
receive the rate applying
Legion,
Tho Fort Worth and Denver pas- ed. Senator France said that t he effectiveness In the upbuilding of even the br:eie. resume of our American
'
chauf-th- e to have .'.dmitted shoot!' ;
former
of
vessels
cf
r.la
chairman
For
vice,
own
F'N
Tiffany,
to
efforts
Taylor,
litter displacement.
that
senger train from Denver, due here senate was not (riving serious con- - commercial shipping for ether
letdon's legislative commiltee, feur to Taylor, and declared to- girls.
American importance in commerce
capable of a speed of thirteen knots this morning at 6:30, la reported
to his proposal, and tions.
Funeral service for Gladys
discussed
tho bonus situation with have been of the "utmost Importon
additional allowances four hours late.
ur moro
seas
the
which
carrying
high
Senator Tl"ed, also lecturing his
and Nell Umberson, the murThe success of the earlier prac- was recorded in the earlier
President Harding at the White ance" ns a source of Information omon
would be provided, ranging from
of
days
for
take place at
colleagues
mirth, causel tice for this republic came at a the republic.
thlr
of one cent to two and
The aspiration is House. They said afterward that concerning Edward F. R'inds, miss dered girls,thiswill afternoon
new
at 3
of
convulsions
on
merriment
we
time
when
had
few treaties, nation wide. Tho conflict between they were "perfectly
cents for vessels with n FAVOR MODIFICATION
satisfied"
Ing former butler secretary to the Floydada
the floor and in the enllcrles hy when our commerce was little de two schools of
o'clock.
or more.
director.
fl'"i
conference
of
the
results
with
the
speed of twenty-thre- e
politicul
thought
Floyd county officers are awaitOF THE VOLSTEAD ACT pleading that thn provision be ec- veloped.
The felonv
hcretof' re h"a defeated all efforts and expressed
pending
charge
confidence
that
The shipping board would bo au...
.w- cepted "so that some Japanese
Its suncrsedure bv reciprocity In ..."
ing developments In tho condition
thorized to increase these rates up
there would le no delay In the en- against .Sands was mid to have of
'
can
olstead
his
exercise
Upton before making any formal
genius shipping regulations and the adop- wmch other nations found
been the' result of information proactment of the
(Hy The Amoclntrd Tresi.)
compento double their amount whenever it
the rncl-ft,on of other methods of upbuild- - tageous, while we held aloof, and sation legislation.adjusted
San Francisco. Calif.. Feb. 28.
vided bv Tiffany, who was employ- charges of murder.
added
shall determine that the base rate
They
Senator
the ing merchant marines through va- - jtlio terms "subsidy" and "subven- - that tho president was "heart and ed by Taylor while Sands also
Lodge declared
is insufficient to induce the opera- More than 93 per cent cf the mem
bers of the San Francisco chamber amendment wholly unnecessary, nous lorms or government am, and jtion" were made more or less hate-th- e soul" with thn legion and under served the director.
PHOENIX BANK FAILS
tion of lines where the establishth'o
from
r
proviquoting
treaty
century of negotiation of com- - fu to the American public, llut stood Its position fully.
Cnu'rlit by "rcotlo Sfiuad.
ment and maintenance of service of commerco favored the modifica
are
not
sion
TO OPEN ITS DOORS
to
that
be
lntox'cants
were
mereial
.
to
to
nil
In
combined
men
to
treaties,
six
tion
of the olstead act to permit
The
"pro
the nation wide desire
restore
At the White House, It was said
is considered necesriry
custody
Simithe use of beer and light wines, in "supnlied to tho natives" of ho develop a situation which should; our merchant nmine has out- - that President Harding, in his talk caught in a raid by the police
mote the nation's welfare."
SenaTo
mandated
islands.
this
relead to endless embarrassment If lived all defeats and every costly with the legion officials, had sim- "narcotic squad" at Mrs. Rupp's
Phoenix, Ariz., Feb. 28. Tho
responses received toduy to a postlarly, It would be permitted to
Wo tailure.
failed to open Us
About 2,600 re- tor Reed replied that a tnor com- we denounced our treaties.
duce the base rato under special card referendum.
ply referred to his recent letter to home at 1S06' Wesl Washington Bank of Phoenix
was
conshould
plete
ho
not
prohibition
In
was
preferable,
were
it
The Institution foralone
tho
doors
where
received.
street.
The chamber
circumstances
only
plies
quite
today.
Kigbt
ago
of
house
Chairman
years
aspiration
the
Fotdney
cf commerce Included
including foreigners as well ns na- supporting a policy long since su found expression in a movement to ways and means committee, out- sidered desirable.
Thev gave their name and ages merly was the Central bnnk, which
an or the leading businesspractically
men of tives, so that the world would not pcrseded through the growing in- - have the government sponsor un en lining his position on the 'bonus ias William East, 36; Walter Kirby suspended business on March 21,
Foreign Trade Defined.
behold
of
a
the
was
States
the
spectacle
International
relationthreo
1921, nnd
in which individual genius as favoring a sales tax to raise tin za; .ionn Mersey, zu. nay i.vu.
"tota'ly timacy of
Trade between the United
city.
sober ponnlatlon bossed hy ,1ap1i-ne- ships, but we should invite the dis- - lurprise
had failed. It would be funds with which to finance it, or 26; George Calvert 2r,. nnd Harry months later as the Bank of Phoeand the Philippines and the Virgin
seemingly
to
officials
loaded
the turbanco of those cordial oomnicr- - ldifficu.lt correctly to appraise the else postponement of such legisla- Amorheim. 27. The police were nix. A recent statement listed the
Islands is defined for tho purposes
PERKINS ESTATE.
cial relations which are the firs; 'policy, because the world war put an tion.
at $100,000 and de-Tho
of the bill as foreign trade.
New York, Feb. 28. George W. guards."
them Incommunicado capitalization
holding
The Pittman amendment regardsits aggregating $1,537,485.
definition of such trade excludes Perkins, financier, who died June
requisite to the expansion of our end to all normal activities belore we
was Is- tonight, mine, than twelve hours
statement
Tho
following
"L'nforseen
conditions, making
that on the great lakes as well as IS, 1920, loft a net estate of $5,307,-07- ing existing treaty rights nlso was commerce abroad.
ships, and we enlarged old yards sued nt the White House on the after they bad been arrested.
to be
Aid o Our Shipping:.
and established new ones without conference:
trade "between ports in the Unilod
to an appraisal filed declared by Senator Lnduo
According to tho police Mrs. Impossible tho anticipated liquidaaccordlna
InIt
was
and
States and ports In foreign coun in surrogate court late today. The entirely superfluous,
Contemplating tho readiness of counting the cost. We builded
"The president made no com- Rupp directly charged two of the tion, have made it necessary for
the state banking department to
tries where the distance between hulk of his estate was left to his dicated that other amendments congress to grant a decreased duty madly, extravagantly, impractical-ly- , mitment except that in his 'etter men with the murder rf Taylor.
and reservations to be proposed to- on Imports brought to our shores
and yet miraculously, but we
the vessel's last port of call In the widow and two children.
Tho officers quoted her as de- take over the bank's affairs." said
Fordncy. which exmorrow would likewise be opposed in American bottoms and facing met a pressing need und perform- to Chairman
by S.nte Superintendpressed an attitude which remains claring Kirby and Calvert In had aentstatement
the embarrassments incident to re- ed 'a great service.
of Banks Fairfield.
by tho republican leader.
her
He proposed no fur- made threats against Taylor
unchanged.
A
to
vital
tho
indifferent
of
all treaty arrangepeople
adjustment
ther statement and hns none to
ments it seemed deslrablo to find nocessity of a merchant marine to
CACHE
a way of applying suitable aid to the national defense, ungrudgingly make."
' OF LIQUOR IS FOUND our shipping, which tho congress expended at five times the ctst of
clearly lntendod. and at the same normal construction and appropri- BRAZIL WILL CHOOSE
time avoid the embarrassment of ated billions where millions had
A PRESIDENT TODAY
Boston, Mass., Feb. 28. Work- our
been denied before we acquired vast
trade relationships abroad.
men excavating Just across
The recommendation of today Is tonnage. Some of it, much of it,
street from the old Granary based
Rio
Janeiro, Feb. 28. Twe
wholly on this commendable is suited to the peace sorvice of ex- tickets ,de
burying ground, where repose the
are in the field for Brazil's
commerce.
Some
of it,
bones of Paul Revere and other intent of congress. The proposed panded
election to bo held topresidential
to
much
the
of
it, may be charged
New England forefathers, set up a aid of the government to its mer- errors
f war morrow, March 1, to choose a sucand extravagances
chant marine Is to have its chief
cry of buried treasure.
source in the duties collected on time anxiety and haste. The war cessor to President Epitacio
They had turned up a
program and that completion of
cache of liquor, said to have imports. Instead of applying the contracts
Governor Arthur Bernardes of
which followed gave us
to
discriminating
sneciflc
the
duty
been
stowed
at
the
time of
away
$20 tho
Oeraes, and Governor
cargoes, thus encouraging only the something more than 12,000,000 Minas Santos
great Boston fire in 1872.
of Mnrahao,' respectnot counting tno
inbound shipment, I propose that gross tonnage,
two
It
consisted
of
of
hogsheads
are
a
the presidential and vice
at
ively,
$65,000
wo snoii collect all import duties, folly of the wood construction
old New Kngland rum and a quancandidates
three
of
total
presidential
by repre
approximately
without discrimination as between
outlay
tity of Madeira wine, Thorndyke American
sentatives of 16 states.
and foreign bottoms, and and one half billions of dollars.
rye, champagne, gin and other
Political leaders of the four reWo llavo tho Vessels.
apply the heretofore proposed rerare liquors.
We' became possessed of the ves- maining states, Bahla, Perriam-bucduction to create a fund for the
Rio Grande do Sul and lt'o
(BY THE ASSOCIATET
of a great merchant marine;
PRESS.)
government's aid to our. merchant sels
New York, Feb. 28. Five men have flooded the metrnnolltan area
little of it was built for the speed de Janeiro, refused to accept the
fBV THK ASSOCIATKO PURRS.)
marine.
to
were arrested and a , ress for print with counterrctt J20 bills In the last
convention's candidates and selectthe coveted class
London, Feb. 28 (by the Asso- - and applause, tho good will andBy such a program we shall en which gives service.
OKLAHOMA
was
tew
an
here
ed
Nilo
But
with
ticket
days.
peooutstanding
opposition
ing counterfeit $20 bills In a buildelated Press. King George today approval or a pageant-lovin- g
courage not alone the carrying ot vast
tonnage for cargo Bervice, and Pecanha of Rio de Janeiro stati gave his only daughter, Princess pie, anxious to share in the happi
d
Inbound cargoes subject to our tarstreet an-- )
ing at
the
in
the
for
and
I.
vivJ.
Governor
exceptional
were
government,
ness
president
notable
Lasof
this
to
In
Viscount
day,
but
we
iffs,
TWO MEN ARRESTED
marriage
shall strengthen Am
Broadway at the heart of Manhat
commerce which immediSeabra of Bahla for vice president. Mary,
celles.
It was a great national idly displayed. Another source of
erican snips in th carrying of that call offollowed
tan's uptown business district, and
the
the
rewar,
sought
was
ON LIQUOR CHARGE
event which will live long In thn the nation's felicitations
greater Inbound tonnage on which ately
JG5.000 In spurious' currency were
no duties are levied and more im- establishment of shipping lines In
vast throngs flected In the daily press, which
tho
of
memories
en
direction' calculated to
tfoized tonight by federal agents.
whose unrestrained plaudits greet- exulted that "this wedding does
By Ttir AomeMfA lre
portant than these, we shall eouin every our
foreign trade and further
our merchant marine to serve our hance
The five prisoners are alleged to
ed England's princess as she pass not link us with a foreign alliance
Saratoga Springs, N, Y., Feb. 2$.
cement
our
relations.
friendly
Police at Mechanlcsville this aftoutbound commerce, which' Is the
ed through five streets to the altar that might1 provo In future years
The movement lacked In most
measure of our eminence In for
ernoon arrested Frank Moran and
in stately old Westminster Abbey unpopular."
cases that Inherent essential to
to become the bride of an English
This feeling was expressed In
Edward Zuppe, who gave their reseign trade.
which is found In IndividIt is interesting to note. In con- - success
idence as New York City, on a
commoner.
various other forms. "Today our
a
ual
Initiative.
was
It
rather
I
A bridal march within the walls princess marries not a foreign
charge of violating the prohibition H. R. Christopher, Sick In
where
government
experiment,
rich in royal associations, and a princeling, but an English gentlefi law.
were established In high hope
lines
Federal agents who assisted in
witnessed by a grand assemin
to
ritual
our
shores
man," and "hers Is no diplomatic
Chicago, Says He 'Expects T lmprt? carried
little assurance, because the
the arrest said that Moran admitthat the value of and
blage and attended hy the tradi- alliance the future of Europe inFORECAST.
.noms,
L
was
to
bear
the
public
treasury
IU UU IU UMIIUiyeu, riUU-j11- "
amiame imports for 1920 in all burden.
tional splendors that mark state volved In a union contracted for
Denver, Colo., Feb. 28. New ted he was a former heavyweight
I forebear tho detailed
.
vonoois was
Mexico: Wednesday and Thursday pugilist. With the men were taken
occasions, were the more auper- - reasons of state."
i,S6, 885,000, while recital. The misadventure was so
Next
Week.
ably
the
nn
automobile
of
cargoes
and
of the day's proceedinga
a
admitted
flclal
free
ef
The solitary exception to tho edduty,
generally fair; rising temperature.
quantity
when
unfortunate
the
that
on which no discrimination
present
an empire's itorial approval was the reminder'
was
:
Arizona: Wednesday and Thurs- liquor. The arrest was made when
That which
administration came Into respon AFC Held 111
COnneCtlOn With imagination captivated
Chicago. Feb. 28 (bv
was the realization of of the Inborlte Daily Herald, that
possible, were valued at
day, probably fair; rising tempera- Moran drove the car Into a parage ciated
sibility the losses were approxiPress.)
Judge Henry R.
for repairs.
ture Thursday.
fif $9R0 nnfl a dream much older than empires "beneath the surface of lite in
thf Thfft
i
mately $16,000,000 a month, and
Christopher, of the superior court
Tonnnfte Comparison.
tno mnrriBfi 0 a ,)pautiflll lr, Merry Kngland today lies a man
of Okmulgee county, Oklnhoma, toThe actual tonnage comparison to the cost of failure was added
and
koCAL REPORT.
COn of exalted rank to a man of more of misery and suffering."
FrOm
COnneCtiCUt
3
TO ARBITRATE
OFFER
Is even more significant from the the humiliation of ships libeled In
to
Associated
stated
the
Press
night
numuitt Biaiiuu, uui ul pruven gal- "England is not all like the streets
Conditions for the twenty-fou- r
from
ports.
to
a
he
foreign
sick
bed
bethat
tractor
expected
and
Realtor.
viewpoint
of
cargo carrying,
of Westminster
there are slums
hours ended at 6 p. m. yesterday,
STRIKE IS REJECTED return to Okmulgee, probably next cause the dutiable
lantry.
all the later loss?
The testimony of genealogists under the very palace walls."
cargoes, meas- In In spite of however.
recorded by the university:
It Is auite
operation,
week, and resume tho bench.
ured In round numbers, were
Thn
Auiirinttd
(Dy
VII
that
Trna.)
the
Slums.
From
King
Henry
2T
through
Throngs
Highest temperature
Providence, R. I Feb. 28. Reb.
beyond question that our abundtons and the
Judge Christopher, In what he
New
Three
York, Feb. 28.
and bridegroom are both
But It was from the slums,
Lowest
i ,
resentatlves of the manufacturers termed tho "final statement
In csrgces were 25,000,0000 tons. The ance of American tonnage
was members of tho firm of Friedman, bride
It
from
descended
William the Con- wherever
exist in London,
,
16 and of both unions Involved in the connection
Kange
with his discharge of
two and a mainly responsible for our ability Markelson and Company, stock queror, In no way minimized this that a largethey
employment,
Mean .
19 strike In cotton mills In Rhode Is- the Okmulgee county grand Jury larger
proportion of today's
,,,,
to share in the good fortunes of brokers at 45 Beaver
half times, was In by
were
of
romantic
street,
the
6
affair.
aspect
m
a.
78
at
cheering
madly
throngs poured to
Humidity
world trade during the two years arrested
land, late today rejected the propo while It was Investigating the af- shipments.
tonight and taken to poacclaim the princess and her husDaily Press Iixults.
t8 sition of tho state board of media- fairs of the Bank
(fcumldlty at 6 p. m
war. In lice headquarters
of Commerce,"
the
immediately
tollowlng
Continued
be
must
trade
recip
in
connection
In the joyous faces of those band. Among the richly garbed
.04 tion and conciliation that the wage assorted that he acted only after rocal.
Precipitation
We cannot lona: maintain all probability the losses we have with the alleged
of $250,- - crowding either sldo of the gay wedding guests In the abbey were
60 ccntroversy bo submitted to Judge consulting the
Maximum wind velocity..,..
attorney general nd sales where we do not buy. In the sustained In our shipping activities 000 from Alfonsolarceny
a
J.
routo
from the palace to the
Descamps,
half a dozen representatives of orroraction of wind..
East J. Jerome Hahn, chairman of the satisfying nmipet'
the lurv was Ille promotion of these exchanges we were ruiiy compensated to the
and real estate operator , tuary, and in their tumultuous and ganised labor and their wives, bidJCharucter of day
Partly claudyi board, as Bole arbiter.
gally constituted.
should have as much concern for
Continued on I age Two.)
of Hartford, Conn.
prolonged outbursts of cheering den at the instance ot the king. .

approximately $32,000,000 annually, to be provided fornvinrmnllv hv the diversion Of ten per cent Of the nation's customs receipts, would be paid to the owners of
American ships engaged in foreign trade under a bill introduced today in the senate and house. The measure
incorporates a subsidy plan proposed by the shipping
board and endorsed by President Harding in a message
read today to a joint session.
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Tre-mo-

LASCELLES K!ARRY IN STATELY

nt

WESTMINSTER ABBEY, LCHD03

Prisoners Are Alleged to Have Flooded the
Metropolitan District With Spurious
Bills in the Last Few Days;
in
"Fake" Money Taken By Federal Agents.

Tes-so-

U.'-ba-

a,

Beautiful Girl of Exalted Rank Becomes the
Wife of a Man cf More Humble Station But
of Proven Gallantry; Event Will Live Long
in the Memories of Vast Throngs.
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PEPPER PRAISES

ARMS TREATIES
DIRE
They Mean Thati the.

FLEECING" H.

!

a

Pow- J
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(My The AmcIuIp(1 Pre

New York. Feb. 28. Alfred K.
Lindsay, alleged swindler of society women, issued a statement
from his cell in the Tombs prison
today, denying that he had fleeced
them out of nearly $1, 000, 000 by
fake stick transactions, and painting himself as a faithful meal
ticket to those who had lost
through his speculations.
This statement was in sharp contrast to one Issued earlier in the
day by Assistant District Attorney
Murphy in which Mr. Murphy said
down and
Lindsay had broken
a confession
sobbingly dictated
that many of the charges against
him were true i nd that he and his
suicide as a
wife had discussed
possible way out of their difficulties.
All the women who advanced
hlrn money did so, Lindsay's statement declared, with a full understanding that it was to be used for
stock speculation, and all know, he
added, that their money had been
"lost honestly."
Part of Losses Restored.
Notwithstanding that he felt he
was under no obligation to them,
ho said he has continually
them
money until the
greater part of their losses has
been restored to them.
his contention, he
Supporting
gave out a sample "monthly payroll" on which the names of eight
of hia accusers appear as recipients
of sums ranging from $100 to $500
and aggregating $1,675.
Mrs. Lindsay, he said, although
she knew nothing of the merit of
the women's claims, was willing
to turn over to a creditors' committee the handsome Lindsay estate at South Nyack. which, with
6hould
tho furnishings
bring

four-pow-

four-pow-

er

four-pow-

Support of a bill now before congress to make Yorktown a national
ark as i memorial to tbe heroes of "76 is being urged by leaders of the
6 aughters
of the American Revolution. Mrs. George M. Minor, president general of the D. A. R., and Mrs. James T. Morris of Minneapolis,
vi
president general and chairman of the committee on historic spots
c" the D. A. R., recently called on President Harding at the White House
to urge his support of the bilL

INDIAN SCHOOL

TU

SQOflRRQ COUNTY

EPIDEMIC

SHERIFF

IS HOT SERIOUS

122 Cases to Local Officials Recover Car
Report
Health Bureau Yesterday
and Notify Socorro Sheriff to Make Arrest of the
Covers Entire Number;
of

Many Fupils Are Well.

Alleged Thief.
Authorities of Socorro county
still demand the full $200 reward
offered
by Guthrie, Oklahoma,
officials for the return of Harry
Thayer and the recovery of the
Dodge automobile which ho Is
said to have stolen.
I'pon information from local
police and the sheriff's office,
Thayer was arrested by Socorro
officials on a charge of stealing
a phonograph here. By the time
'
a deputy sheriff arrived in Socorro, officials there had learned
of the reward offered for Thayer
and tho car and refused to turn
tho prisoner over to him.
The car was captured here and
is held by local authorities, who
are perfectly willing to split the
reward, but the Socorro county
officers want all of it. To tangle
matters even more, tho sheriff
front Oklahoma refuses to pay
the reward to the Socorro county sheriff, claiming that he did
nothing to entitle him to it, as
local officials have the car and
were the cause of tho arrest.
Officials hero stated yesterday
(that if the matter was not settled
soon, they would turn tho car
over to the Guthrie sheriff and
pay no further attention to the
,

j

matter.

FILM SMILES
and o forth
.ill Speed
--

QUEENS
MU5THAVEn0RE
LIVES

BALMES Theodore G. Balmes,
aged 67 years, died yesterday
morning at his ranch near Park
View, N. M.p after a short Illness.
Mr. Balmes was engaged in the
cattle and sheep business. He is
survived by one son, Alfred Balmes
Funeral arand Mrs. Balmes.
rangements are pending. Crollott
will have charge.

m'i--

For tho information of those
who have visited the progressive
ladies' and children's
and millinery shop known as
the National Garment company at
403 West Central avenue and who
are convinced aa to the real values
of the merchandise offered (often
at prices which are lower than the
cost of tho material) we make thia
announcement: You will be able to
buy goods from us nt the same low
prices that have prevailed during
the opening week; not only that,
but we will endeavor to give you
even better and greater values
than heretofore.
Nothing will be
too good for us to carry as nothing Is too good for you to wear,
and our prices will be within the
reach of all. We will carry exclusive garments, one ot each style,
and in spite of the low prices we
will do all alterations free of
charge.
We wish to take this opportunity
also to thank the people of Albuquerque and vicinity for the wonderful patronage we have enjoyed.
THE NATIONAL GARMENT CO.,
Ladies' and Children's
Outfitters and Millinery.'
M. Osoff, Mr. 408 V. Central avc.
ready-to-we-

MADE TO FIT YOUR FIGURE
There is no suit like a tailor made.; No
two men are alike in build that makes it
hard to find a perfect fit in ready to wears.
Let us build your spring suit aa you want
it built. You have the advantage of seeing it
in the making, trying it on, etc. All the latest
spring and summer models conservative,
young men's and sport. .

i
9

114 West Central Ave

.

t

O
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enough at

hands

the

of
to put most
girls in the hospital. In a recent
Hammer-stei- n
Elaine
picture she
"dropped her eyes,"

her

sub-title-

"cheeks

burned," she was "choked with emo- tion" her "heart stopped beating
and still she lived.

MARY PICKFOHD

I

4

.

movie

heroine endures

The funeral ot
MARRUJO
Christobal Marrujo, who died on
Some of the cnRtumea in filmn ar
Monday evening, will be held this not very extensive, but they are, at
8
from
the
o'clock
morning at
Burial will bo least, nig my important
family residence.
at Santa Barbara cemetery. Crol-lo- tt
In his new screen comedy Owen
will have charge.
Moore must "Sink or Swim.
However, he may compromise and
McCLTJRE
The funeral of Jofloat.
sephine McClure, who died Monday at her residence on North First
It will probably require the full
street, will be held this morning at
9 o'llock from
the family resi- voltage of "Conquering Power" to
dence. Burial will be at Mount "Conquer the Woman."
Crollott Is in
Calvary cemetery.
charge.
Result of Amendment
The
German serial,
OTERO Joe Otero, Infant eon "Mistress of the
World," has been
of Mr. and Mrs. Leonardo Otero, reduced to 20
reels for American
died last Monday night at their
117 South Second consumption.
residence,
street.
The Bidy was taken to
Possession "By Right of Purchase"
Crollott's funeral parlors pending
would seem to imply a clear title,
funeral arrangements.

Tailor Made Suits

PHONE 520.

MM A CAT,
ApHE

Rnn.RNE

x

y.

MOVIE

;

1

WANTS

ALL THE REWARD

,
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Before a fairly well filled house
last night I'aul AHhouse, tenor, assisted y Ri:dnl.)l- Grucn, pianist,
presented a. program of snngs and
piano solos which won tho most
hearty ovation accorded an artist
so far this sason.
Tho program, which reached Its
dramatic climax in the depth and
power of "Take All of Me," by
Stickles, and the appealing gentleness of "The Brown Eyes of My
Dushka." by Lohr, was very well
balanced and gave evidence of
skillful selection.
Mr. Allhouse's first group of
souks was composed of French
airs, of which the most vigorously
applauded was "Le Chevelier
of Holmes. This Mr.
sang in truly mnsterful
style, calling into play tho brilliant
notes of his top voice ns well as
well delivered phrases in a lower
register. His singing of the aria.
"Celeste
Verdi's
from
Aida,"
"Aiiia," was magnificent nil the
way through to the end, which was
marked l)y a perfectly placed high
note of great volume. To this and
the preceding group Mr. Althouse
was ton ed to add encores.
Of tho remaining songs on the
program, the most distinctive were
"The liiantom Ships," composed
by Mr. Grucn; "A Page's ltoad
Song," by Novello; "Take All of
Me," by Stickles, which Mr.
delivered with tho utmost of
dramatic power and opulence of
tone: and "The Great Awakening."
by Kramer, which was, in fact, the
The
of the concert.
of the final
applause at the end
,1
n
tl. I'M
nftpl
rr,.,,, rou
being recalled several times, Mr.
Donna
an
Althmise pang
encore, "Ia
E Mobile," from Rigoletto. which
'he sang with appropriate lightness
and perception of feeling, culmi
nated in another nlgn note wnicn
easily overcame the poor acoustics
of the auditorium
sufficiently to
extract great enthusiasm from the
number was
This
last
audience.
truly the big moment of the evening.
Mr. Althoit.ye Is possessed of n
of
voice
extraordinary
really
beauty. ITis vocal methods are
such as place at his disposal any
style of singing, from sauvity of
phrasing to the most tremendous
of rohusto passages, lie sings with
the ease that invariably bespeaks
the musical Intelligence of artists
of the highest rank.
There were moments of ft suggested huskiness or hoarseness of
tone, which were for the most part
confined exclusively to pianissimo
achieved
passages. Mr. Althouse
iwithout
tones
...
ktn inuni .r,wmi-futun
none of
He
has
apparent effort.
the pw 'ling tennency in umvc
i
fnrtlssimo nasnage.
nrn.i,,rM.,v
The work of Rudolph Gruen at
no
less praisewiirmy.
was
the piano
Mr. Grnen. in his accompaniments,
played with a sympathetic perception which permitted him to produce most artistic settings for the
singer's airs. In his soloasselections
a pianist
Mr. Gruen was revealed
artisui-uiof large proportions
Flat
tii. ..n,u.w.a tf nVinnln's "ft HunScherzo" and Liszt's "Sixth
marked
by
garian Rhapsody" were
nis
ui.t
a nico intelligence.
was Terey Grainger's "Country
Gardens," in which he differed
somewhat from the composer's Init faster and
terpretation, playing His
beautiful
with more sauvity.
touch was revealed at its best in
this number.
Tho members of tho Apollo club,
with Georeo Geake conducting,
their
sang two songs in which
,n:
finite were betrayed
K
There
apparently, little
again.
effort to retain the piicn, Inanu inui
apparent discrepancies W. tempo
Faw
Mrs. P.
were noticed.
excellent
provided
llclle-Ktoill-

OH-

...

at

Mrs. George M. Minor, left, and Mrs. James T. Morris, photographed
the White House.

AlthouKh the report filed with
the county health department yesterday by tho Indian school officials would indicate that there
wore 122 cases of in.'luunza at the
school, the fact is that there am
less than half that number at
present.
$100,000.
nearly
filed yesterday covTho
'
Lindsay took up each woman's ered thereport
entire influenza epidemic
verhis
claims separately, giving
school
from the first
the Indian
sion in detatt ot the transactions at
several weeks ago. The greatand denying vigorously the magni- case
part of the victims of the epitude of the sums some of the er
demic are now well and attending
women said thev had lost.
of the cases
Mrs. Lillian D. Duke, divorced classes as usual. None them
resemwife of James B. Duke, tho "to- were severe, many oof la
grippe.
bacco king," who claims to have bling light attacks
him about
$375,000,
advanced
actually gave him far less than that
DEATHS AND FUNERALS
sum. ho declared, though ho did
not give an exact figure.
Tho body of Mrs.
GILLTAM
Was to I'lay the Market.
who died Sun"In 1913 I met Mrs. Duke, who Carrieat V.herGilliam,
homo on South Arno
gave me a check for $3,000 with day
to Bowling
the understanding that I was to street, was shipped afternoon
on
Ky yesterday
POPULARITY OF "Y"
play tho market for her," the state- Green,
train No. 2, accompanied by her
and
said.
ment
May
April
"During
her
WORK IN WEST IS
of that year she gave me approxi- husband, S. B. Gilliam, and
Blake-inor- e
Ry that time, father, Charles A. Ilicks.
INCREASING mately $100,000.
DAILY
and Son were in charge.
Mrs. Duke was sued, or about to
affecasso- be sued, for alienation ofofa
Funeral services for
BREWER
Young Men's Christian
Judgtions. She was afraid
ciations throughout the western ment against her, sold her stock Pamuol N. Brewer will be held nt
are enjoying tho greatest and gave me the money to specu- Strong Brothers' chapel Thursday
slates
.no. nt.At trlvfrn ".'lllPP tbclr
Chas.
late with, which I did, making re- afternoon at 2 o'clock, Rev.
Members
tablishment, according to It. K. ports to her from time to time as R. McKean officiating.
asLute, secretary of the Denver
to the stocks which I invested in, of the Carpenters' union, of which
sociation, who was one of the and which she knows was lost tho deceased was a member, will
direc"Y"
local
the
at
act as pall hearers. Interment will
speakers
honestly.
tors' dinner last night.
have always given Mrs. Duke be in Falrview cemetery.
"I
a
Mr. Lute has just completed
money. I gave her $800 in Detour of many of the west and cember,
WARREN Tho funeral service
and as late as
1931,
southwest states and declares that January 20 or 30 I gave her $150. for Simon Warren, who died at his
he is surprised at the greet inter Mrs. Duke went to Europe in home on South Walter street Monest being manifest in all cities in 1914 and I gave her the money day afternoon, will be held this
"Y" work, which In nearly every to go with. Each letter asked morning
at 10 o'clock from
to j me for more
section is being broadened
Uev. John It.
money which' I sent French's chapel.
give more efficient service. one to her. I have been giving her Gasfl will officiate. Burial will be
was
tho
first
The meeting
money ever since July of 1913, in Fairvicw cemetery.
held by tho new directorate since and if she will figure
up the
its organization and a number of amount I have given her it will
HAWKINS
Funeral services
plans for the coming year were be almost, if
not
the for Henry A. Hawkins, who died
quite,
discussed.
amount Bhe gave me. During the at his homo on 7cst Lead avenue
life time of John B. Stanchfield Sunday afternoon, were held at
she consulted him with reference 2.30 o'clock yesterday afternoon
to this matter and he advised her from French's chapel. Burial was
that she had no action against In Falrview cemetery.
me."
FLOOD
Funeral services for
Mrs. Julia B. Flood, who died at
rimplo. liolU, Corbunelcs. etc., qulck:y
WILL ERKCT MONtMENT.
Breslau, Germany, Feb. 28. A her home on North Seventh street
monument to "Lost Upper Silesia" Sunday morning, will be held this
be erected here by the city, afternoon at 2:30 o'clock from
will
&tie at druggist
or your money back,
tir by mull postpaid.
with the aid of popular
French's chapel. Rev. W. A. Guy
THE BOII.ENE CO.. Albuquerque, X. M.
will officiate.
Burial will be in
Fairvicw cemetery.
f iV
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unaerstanaina
mat It
Was to Be Used to Snec- ulate in Stocks, He Says.

Boston, Feb. 28. Tho Washington conference treaties mean Unit
the powers concerned in them have
turned away from coercion in international affairs and have resorted Instead "to the only process
which
can yield
international
friendship and understanding
tho process of conference," Senator George Wharton Pepper of
1'ennsylvanlrt declared tonight in
an address before the Boston Republican club. For the reason that
the treaties were evolved in conference. Mr. Pepper urged that the
the
documents, especially
pact, be ratified without
reservations.
"Even greater significance than
the treaties themselves great documents that they are," he said, "is
tho method by which thev were
evolved, and the theory which underlies the most important of them
nil, the
treaty. I speak
of tho
treaty as the
most important because it seems
clear to me that its ratification is
necessary to create the atmosphere
in which a limitation of armaments
can be honefnlly undertaken.
"I find in the document no suggestion or implication of commitment by any signatory power to
anything but conference; and if we
cannot safely pledge ourselves to
confer we might as well abandon
all international approaches and
arm ourselves to tho teeth."
Turning to the subject of the
tariff, as it affects international
wrrned
that
amity, Mr. Pepper
while protection for American industries was essential, no action
should be taken without first giving consideration to its effect on
other countries,
touched also on
Mr. Pepper
tactics" in congres"democratic
sional debate at this session and
suggested that his audience "watch
carefully for the next few months,"
asserting that their programIf apthey
peared to be one of delay.
f tariff
could force postponement
he
legislation until near election, adadded, it. would be "an unholy
now
to
minority
the
vantage'"
pnrty, as tho election would then
come, in the midst of the "inevitable depression" which always lasts
lor a little while after a new tariff
is effective.

MANY EXEMPTION

FORTH APPLAUSE FOUNDED

a Full.
Moneyt Advanced With
-

Away From Coercion in
International Attairs.
(By The Associated
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R. LEADERS URGE PRESERVATION
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Pick-for-

New York, Feb. 28. Mary ' at"herself, not a movie,
tracted a largo crowd to tho federal court building today when she
sat in the witness chair and denied
C.
that she engaged Mrs. Cora boost
In
to get her a big
hussalary back in 19 IB. but her was
band, Douglas Fairbanks,
He
bored by the proceedings.
sat on
Constance Talmadge will appear in walked out into a corridor,
and spent
Mrs. Leffingwell's Boots," right and a radiator, lit a cigarette at nearby
the afternoon gazing
left
skyscrapers.
Miss Mary, as her lawyer called
"A Lady's Name" is frequently in- her.
Mrs.
Wilkenning
looked
havvolved in news of the movies.
straight in the eye and denied
she was
1916
that
in
fold
her
ing
No matter how dense the crowd distressed over business affairs.
there is always a clear space between She also denied that sho engaged
the star and the camera.
her at 10 per cent commission to
get offers from other producers in-so
Movie pufflicist informs that "Per- Adolf Zukor would feel like
secution" was adapted from the Book creasing tho J2,000 a week salary
of Esther and she is unable to refute she then received.
Is Ruins? For $108,000.
the statement
Mrs. Wilkenning Is suing the
queen for $108,000, which
If Winter Comes" implies a doubt movie
she claims Is due her for having
about something Canadians know to Miss Pickford'a pay envelope Inbe a certainty.
creased.
"Not the.ro or ever," was the way
Ten years ago Bernhardt's first Mary put It when asked if she had
film was shown in America. Now discussed salary with the plaintiff
every film we see has its own Bern- in 1010.
It brought
On
hardt.
out that another phase of Mary's
that givwith
conflicted
"The Sleep Walker" must be the testimony
en by her in a previous trial.
chap who crawls in front of those
"I was nervous then," tho star
who are Seated in a movie theatre.
explained, "but I'm not nervous
now.".

It

d,

is to be hoped that "Smiles Are
Into her testimony the actress
Trumps" does not have its scenario Injected a word about an Interview
based, on this "column," The plot attributed to her.
would be too thin.
"It says I wore a pink fluffy
waist," she exclaimed with a bit
WISHES HE HAD KNOWN IT of resentment.
"I never owned a
sooN::rt
pink fluffy waist In mv life."
"I only wish I had discovered
Miss Plckford said she had
Foley's Honey and Tar 60 years planned early In 1916 to leave
ago, as I have been the victim ot Zukor's employ because she was
attacks of Influenza and bad colds informed that her secretaries had
until I found this wonderful relief," been shoved out of his office Into
writes W. H. Gray, 854 Nowlta. PI. the hall. Thero were other unVenice, Cal. Foley's Honey and pleasant Incidents,
she added,
Tar helps coughs anil colds, bron- which moved her to go to Mr.
chial and la grippe coughs, tickling Zukor and asked to be released
throat and noarseness. It ia good from her contract.
for croup and whooping cough.
Mr. Gray adds; "Worth its weight
Providence was the first city in
In gold.
effective." tho United states to have open-ai- r
Marvelously
Sold everywhere,
schouls.
'

Compensation for personal serv
ices in tho form of salaries, wages.
commissions, fees, tips, bonuses and
pensions form the principal item in
tho returns of millions of taxpay-rule, nil such in
come is subject to tax. However,
i;n;
there are exceptions wuu which
as
taxpayers in the interests of self
should
well as tho government,
familiarize himself, lucJl officers o"
the internal revenue office declared
yesterday.
Salaries paid to lis otliecrs and
employes by n stnto or "political
subdivision thereof (city, town,
n hamlet tire ex'enillt froi.l
The reason for tins is.
taxation.
hoc-that tho federal governmenta mm.-.
sucn
activities oi
not tax
bv a. notary pulili'i.v..
not
commissioned by a ktutu arc;
$5.00
taxable, neither are lees paid jumio
subdivision
or
political
by a state
thereof. Witness fees in law inits.
however, even though su upturn.
con.kl- i... ct;t,.'a nttornev are
..mnim-eof the state ami fee
,...v
received by them are subject to tarttion.
or a receive'
ti,o cnmmisslons
r iniiu.
i... uttiii cnimtv
cipal court are annot taxible. ilu
nuiinmo"-""- '
commissions ot
nvAtmr nrn taxablo because Uiey
are not paid by a state or political
"
subdivision, uui out. oi
of the deceased.
ami
rv
officers
t,,inni
...!.,
r.i.
iT.it lUl
n
or tm'
employes, including those
territories ami me toii?iiei
tax.
Paaiifs
lumbia are subject
fees paid by the United States
and
.
ministers oi
ita nmiiiwp.'idors.
in
consuls arcretlited to foreign connto
government
;i
tries or by foreign
United States citizens are taxable
and the amount spent by them lor
Fceo
entertaining is nrt deductable.governpaid a juror by the federal likewise
ment aro taxablo income,
the fees received by a reieree, n u
All sizes.
tee or receiver, under the nationa.
act. The foes received
commie-noneby a notary public
ure taxby tho District of Columbia
able.
Annuities paid by the government to retired employes an. sub
,...
...v in tbn extent that Hie
aggregate 'amount of the payments
exceeds tno umouiiia
of Hie emp yv.
tho compcn-satiMAmounts deducted and vutiintiu
or comfrom the basic salary, pay
lo.ves In the
to
eini
paid
pensation
civil service ot the United State,,
n accordance with the provisions
to
of the act providing for pensions
1)3
(Ivo Your Slomnch Help YVItli a
government employes tax shou.d
purposes.
Stiinrt'M
Tablet And
reported for income
of
Noon I Say Meals Wont Kotlicr
compensaticn
""J;1"
The total
os
in
h
Jinny people are so afraid of
n'oyes should be reported deduc-Hon- s
No corresponding
drowsiness after eating that they
amounts
tno
can be taken I.r
as
sic.
inasmuch
withheld,
amounts are payments towards to
pruvid.-of annuitka
n

JUST RECEIVED

1

BIG

SWEATER

SHIPMENT

..c.-u-o-

VALUES FOR

nt

(

io

-

-

Slipon and Tuxedo Models With Girdles;
Jade, Jockey Red, White, Pink, Buff,
Black and Harding Blue, also color combinations of black and white, jade and
white, tan and brown, white and black,
etc.

vn"'"'

i

Inquiries

lay Awake
After Eating

received

tho

Indicate

minds of many
li.pression inall the
school teachers are
perstns that
of the Inexempt from paymentare
not excome tax. Teachers

(if

i

C

in educaempt because engaged
tional work. As a rule the salaries
are expaid public school teachers
reason that
empt, but only for thoa slate
or poof
they are employes thereof.
litical subdivision
The special exemption of $3.51M1
allowed under tho revenue act int
l'HS persons in active service reforces is
military and naval
act of 19!1.
pealed by the revenue
Soldiers and sailors are alln
onlv the exemptions granted othti
or
individuals, $1,000 if single,
married and not living wi h wife
and
or husband, $2,500 if married nn
husband
living with wife or1921
was $n,00
the net income for if married
and
or less, and $2,000
ana
or
husband
living with wife was mere than
the net income

;

Ite-for-

FRED CTtOLLOTT. '
Clerk.
Ity HAHTtY F. LEE, Deputy.

IS OUTPOINTED.
Philadelphia. Feb. 28. Tommy
I.otighran, Philadelphia, outpointed Bryan Downey, Columbus, O.,
in an eight round bout tonight.

Albuquerque Foundry
and Machine Works

mm

1XHVNEV

THE FACE IN THE MIRROR
Your face, does It wear the
of good
contented
expression
health, or are tho features drawn
and pallid? In the latter case,
your story is read by all who see
you, and what woman of spirit
wants to bo pitied for her physical condition? There is a way to
get tho nervous, tired lines out of
your face and the slump out of
your body. The use of that standard remedy, I.ydla B. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound, will strengthen the nerves and tone up the Of fine golden crusted bread we
system to resist that excessive sell at this bakery. It makes the
mouth water to look at It. And a
fatigue.
taste of Its light, toothsome
will make It water still
more. Try this bread as a change
from home baking. We believe
Dr. Ola
hat pottttv
you'll like it so well you'll make
able (o cur
pruuf h
the change permanent.
tuborculott
Inhalntl n

LOOK AT THE
LOAF

TUBERCULOSIS
!

by
tn any cllntnta.

PIONEER

Ftr further InformntloB

tlrtrom THIS T F. ttLAF
IXHAI.ANT
CO.. MASON
f.OS A..NUIS-J.E- 3
1I1ILIHNO.

CALIFORNIA.

XOTIt'i;.

State

.d

i

State
ot
l'.ernaliilo. In the District Court.
William A. lloss. Plaintiff, vs. Jeu- nette A. ltoss, Defendant.
To the Above Named Defendant:
You aro hereby notified that
suit hRB been filed against you in
the said court and countv by the
above named plaintiff, in which the
said plaintiff prays for an absolute
divorce from the defendant, on the
grounds of cruel and inhuman
treatment and abandonment.
And
you are further notified that unless
you enter or cause to bo entered
your appearance In said cause on
or before the 27th day of March, A.
1922, judgment will be rendered
I.
In paid cause against you by default and the relief prayed for will
be granted.
Tho name of the plaintiff's attorney Is Heacock & Grigsby, whose
postofflce address is Albuquerque,
(Seal)

1.

I--

st

NOTH K OI'
IT.
No. 13211.
of New Mexico, County

N. M.

skip meals or cat so little they are
undernourished.
Such stomachs
merely need the help of Stuart's
Dyspepsia Tablets. The sense ot
fullness is relieved and there is no
acid effect, no gassiness. no heart$3,000.
burn. Digestion proceeds without
those peculiar pressures and sensations of indigestion and you soon
MONIES RECEIVED AS
learn to forget your stomach proTAXES APPORTIONED
vided you do not forget Stuart's
BY STATE TREASURER Dyspepsia Tablets. Get a 60 cent
box today of any druggist and note
how much better you feel after
(Snecltil Correspondence to Tim Jtiurnnl.)
.
Santa Fo. Feb. 28. The largest eating.
amount of tax collections received
for a number of months has lust
POUND SALE
been apportioned by State Treassum
On Thursday, the 2nd day of
urer Charles U. Strong. ThecollecIs $"74 375.97. representing
March, 1922 at 10:00 a. m. in front
nt the fMtv hull nn Nnrrh second
tions remitted to tho treasurer
Of
of
month
February.
the
street, I will sell the following de
during
scribed stocK :
this tho state roads fund receives
One sorrel horse about 15 hands
$r.4,875, the current school fund
receives $27,437.
high, weigh 900 pounds, 9 years
Various Institutions receive the old, branded on left thigh, all feet
following: University of New Mex- white, blaze face.
Ono t;rey horse, 15 hands high,
$13,537: Agrico, Albuquerque,
icultural college, Ia.i Cruces,
weigh 1100 pounds, 8 years old,
Normal university, T.as Veens, branded on left thigh.
J 9,1 44; Normal school, Silver City,
J. It. GALUSHA.
City Marshal.
$7,537; Military institute, nosweli,
Ubnd.
Institute for the
$7,317;
the
for
School
Alamogordo, $5,413:
Deaf and Dumb, Santa Fe, S3 T7'
School of Minos, Soeorro, 53,512;
Insane aiylum,
Vegas, $1 2,440;
Miners' hospital. Raton,-$73Enirlnrertt Founder
MnrbtnUt s.
school, Springer. $2,927: MuCastings in Iron, Branu, Bronze. Alumseum of New Mexico, Santa Fe. inum,
Electric
Mntnri, Oil Englnea,
Sanla Fe. I'umps ant) IrrtRAtlnn.
$3,057;
penitentiary.
U
url
and
Office
welfare
depart$10,531;
Alliuque rone
public
ment, $5,852: historical society,
Santa Fe, $175: girls' welfare
board, Albuquerque, $1,462: vocational education, $3,457; rehabiliEll
tation, $732.
$17,-SR-

LEGAL NOTICE

BAKERY
South

207

first Street,

of New Mexico, Bernalillo
County. In the District Court.
No. 13200.
Stato National Bank of AlbuquerN.
M., I'laintiff. vs. R. R,
que.
Koblnson and J. Leon Brogan,
Defendants.
To the Above Named Defendants:
jNotlce is hereby given pursuant
to an order of the district court
that this action has been brought
and is now pending against you In
tho above entitled court and cause
to recover Five Hundred Ninety-foand
($594. D8) Dollars
with Interest and 10 per cent atan attachment
and
torneys' fees,
issued herein has been levied upon
your property, to wit. a quantity
of household furniture.
You are hereby notified that Unless you enter your appearance In
this cause and answer the complaint on or before tho 24th day of
March, 1922, Judgment by default
will be taken against you for the
amount claimed and costs, and
your property sold to satisfy the
same.
Marron and Wood, whoso address is Albuquerque, New Mexico,
are the attorneys for the plaintiff.
FRED CROLLOTT, .
(Seal)
ur

58-1-

-

'Clerk.

By HARRY F. LEE, Deputy.
Dated this 6th day of February,
,
1922.
NOTICK OF SIIKKIIT'S SAI.F:
This Is to givo notice that I will
offer for sale and sell to the high-

est bidder for cash at the hour of
9:30 A. M. on the ICth day of
March, 1922, at 2100 South Second
street, Albuquerque, New Mexico,
One Steam Boiler, capacity two
to four hoursepower; that the said
sale Is to be made under and by
virtue of a writ of execution Issuing out of the district court of Bernalillo County, New Mexico, and
ba.sed upon a judgment ot said
court made and entered on the 13th
day of January, 1922. In cause NO.
12859 on the docket of said court,
wherein Thos. J. Mabry was plaintiff and Ernest House was defendant, being a suit on a promissory
note given by the said House, the
amount of which judgment was
and is for $350.00 and costs and
the amount of which judgment together with interest to date of sale
is $369.00.
Witness my hand this 20th day
of February, 1922.
ANTONIO C. ORTIZ,
Sheriff of Bernalillo Coirntr.
EXKCl'TIUX'S NOTICE.
;
In the Probate Court ot Bernalilfo
County, New Mexico.
In the Mutter of the Estate of Peter
-F. McCanna, Deceased.
Notice is hereby given that the
was, on tho twenty-thir- d
undersigned
day of February, 1922. duly
appointed Executrix of the estate
of Peter F. McCanna. deceased, by
the Probate Court of Bernalillo
County, and having qualified aa
such Executrix all persons having
claims against the estate of eaUl
decedent are hereby notified and
required to present the same to the
and
undersigned in the manner la-within the t me prescribed by

NELLIE

McCANNA,

Executrix.
Dated February 23, 1923.

Advertise in the Morning Journal for best
vesults.

March 1, 1922

ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL1
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THEY'RE ALL INVITING MR. CARPENTIER TO VISIT U. S.

SITiSSIIeE THEE

U, S. CONTROL OP

REW BOXERS TO LOCAL FAR S if
:

iffl

ISUSLE

Sixteen-year-ol- d
Wllletta Hug-gicrop and health reports, market
of Janesville,
reports, lectures, entertainment, InWis., who Is
cluding grand opera and Jazz, ser- totally blind and deaf, can receive
mons and speeches
by United telephone messages through her
acute sense of touch and In some
States ionators.
ways Is said to excel Helen Keller
Astronomers will meet In Rome In her sensitive discrimination In
In April to fix the date for Easter. touch and sound.

H!0

EVERT TO

II

Bout Between Young Sol and Leonard Lee,
the Little Denver Knack-Ou- t
King, Promof
Be
World
ises to
a
Speed; Padgett and
Burns All Set for 15 Frames of Hard Boxing

STATIONS

HEAR FUTURE

to:

Congress Will Be Asked
Pass Legislation Giving
the Department of Com- M
mprrp PrnaH Pnunrc-

Lee,
Puke City boxing fans have been known boxer, now managing
are Eddie Dunn and John Gihbrr.s.
crying for new faces In the ring. ball
headed
for
are
who
players
For the past thrive months tho pro- Southern
California to open tiie
moters have been heeding the cry season. The
four were motoring
and have introduced suoh lads as to
Juarez from Denver whin ihe
Kid
champion colored lightIa-o- ,

weight; Johnny Kid Mex, Joe Kale,
Frank Ilcrrera, Young Sol and one
nters. Appaor two more main-ev- e
rently the fans have appreciated
tho efforts, as the bouts have supported themselves in spite of the
fact that it costs real money to
bring this class of boxers to Albuquerque,
In tomorrow night's card the
Veterans of Foreign Wars have extended themselves to please the
fans and three new lads will appear in the double main event.
The bout between Young Sol and
the little knock-ou- t
Leonard
king of Denver, was arranged on
moment Monday
the
the spur of
night when Lee stopped over in
Albuquerque on route to Juarez,
where he will box the next main
event. The mill between Lee and
Sol Is scheduled to po 10 rounds
bout
and will precede the
between Sailor Danny Burns and
Cowboy Fadgett.
Lee, who has (scarcely sighted
his "twentls," has Just reached
the bantamweight, having stepped
into the ring for the prist rovr-lof years at around 110 and 112
pounds. He can now tip the sranvs
at 114 and will be the first actual
b.mtnm to meet Young Sol, who
has showed his wares here several
times during the past three months
against hoys who outwelghoi him
by several pounds.
Both lads are speed personified
when against their own weight,
and the bout promises to be the
snappiest seen here since the revival of the sport a few months
ago. Lee has been showing Ms
wares
the past year
during
throughout the middle west and
boxed a number of main events Jr.
southern California.
Although Young Sol has no'
made his appearance nt Moose hall
to train with the other hidi. he
has not been inactive and announced yesterday that he was in
Most any
the pink of condition.
morning along about the time the
sun begins to wake up, Sol and Dr.
Fred I'ettit can bo seen s'artlng i n
e
run.
h"v
Then
their
come back and Sol claims his
sparring partner has a real wallop.
Although Cowboy Fadgett ana
Sailor Danny Furns nre new to
local fans, they are well lc.inwn by
this
reputation, having boxer! In some
section of the country lor
time. They have bee.i hitting the
ball around Denver, Pueblo, Kl
Paso and other of the large:- - western cities. The boys are welterweights and have tho distinction
of never having been koncked out.

lo,

five-mil-

Cowboy Padgett nor
Sailor Danny Rums has stated
whether he will meet Young Wallace of Raton In case he wins the
bout tomorrow
night. Wallace
sent a challenge to the winner.

Neither

With Leonard Lee and Sa'lor
George Hartford, hlmsolf a well

''si

"""

..

Veterans copped Leo off for the
bout tomorrow night.

LAS VEGAS NORMAL
ATTRACTS STUDENTS
FROM OTHER STATES
Las Vegas, N. M., Feb. 28. With
tho opening of the spring term,
February 2 7. tho high school de- normal
jartment of tho New Mexico tne
fcan
university became also
An act
school.
Miguel county high
passed by the state legislature last
year provides that counties wherein
state normal schools are located
of
jmay mike a levy for the support
jthe high school department, which
thus becomes the county high
school and which may bo attended
by young
people living in the
county without payment of tuition.
available Februbecamo
This levy
ary J7. President J. H, Wngner
had given the young people o the
county notice, and on enrollment
day u goodly number came in to
County Superintendent
register.
Benito F. V. Baca and all the
ounty teachers will use their in
gradfluence to have eighth-grad- e
uates take a course In the county
high school.
Fnrollment day for the spring
term saw many new enrollments.
The most unusual development was
the fact that nearly all the students
remained in school. In former
years there has been a tendency to
drop out during the spring, proba
bly because of the belief that tne
young people were needed at home.
The New Mexico normal univer
students from a
sity Is drawing
distance. Among those newly enrolled are Miss Martin, of Memphis,
of Virginia;
Tenn.; Mrs. Curry,
Misses Loefflo, Jontz and unkcly.
of Poplar Grove,
Mo.; Mr. and
Mrs. Bowman, or UKlnnorna,
ine
former a graduate of the Univer
latter
the
and
Oklahoma
of
sity
recently returned from overseas
erv ee. are taking worn, fliiss Ber
tie Chlttum, of Raton, who has a
scholarship and Is a graduate or
Raton high, has arrived to take
four years r f work. Mrs. Gertrude
.Volnn, of Las Vegas, has enrolleu
in the art class.

i4J

V

tha heavyweight
day.

r

NORMAL'S GROWTH IS
SHOWN BY SCHEDULE
T oo
Vopas NT M.. Feb. !tP. The
schedule for the spring term of the
shows
normal university in 1000-0that the school naci six ranai!
in the
besides those
emplrved
and that twentv- training school,
ntno hour i a week wee assigned io
cli'sses. The growth of tho schorl
schedule of the
Is shown by the
up
present spring term. Just niadi.
O.i roon. which
Dean
Frank
by
shows seventeen teachers above
"ixty-nin- e
training school, with to
school
hours weekly devofd
work.

ib.

-
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nimnri-r- i
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max Is one of the most thrilling we
have ever seen and makes one gasp.
!
It is pictures like this that are
making an art of tho motion pic-to
ture industry am! it will appeal
"li" Theater "The Law and tne all classes and ages.
as
Woman,'' with Betty Compson
the leading star. Is being repeated; TOM MIX AT PASTIME
IN A ItKAL WllllUAYIM)
also repeating the wonderful pic
PICTHIK, "SKV HIGH'
tures of the late Pope Benedict
Holmes
and the "Burton
W,"
Tom Mix, the whirlwind Fox
Travelogue" pictures.
beats the speed of his own
Iijrlo Theater "All for a Wo- :;tar,
bullets in his latest picture,
man," a great picture with an
notices meal
if advance
cast, is being repeated today;
What with Tony, his
anything.
also repeating the Goldwyn-Bra- y
aira
government
wonderful
horse,
comedy, "Great Umbrella Mystery."
of
Past Into Theater The great and plane, and the Grand Canyon
is
Mix
as a background.
only Tom Mix, of cowboy fame, is Arizona
stunts
in
x
himself
at tho Pastime today starring in Faid to
h
well, foolishness
"Sky High;'' also presenting the and sheer
Mr. Mix doesn't see the word and
interesting side attractions.
come to make us swallow it).
There are a lot of reasons why
SCPFJlSTtTlOV AN All) TO
motion picture fans adore Toir,
BKTKCTIOX OP CKIMINAIjS:
which open
SEE "LAW AM) THE WOMAN' Mix, and
at the Pastime theater today, is
reason his
best
to
be
the,
declared
Because a woman, guilty of a
ever have had for doing
capital crime, was superstitiousmirrorto followers
0
It is usually found that Tom
tfio extent that breaking her
living up
foreshadowed doom for her she doesn't even bcther about He
kecp.i
was finally forced to confess at the to his advance notices.
eleventh hour and save tho life of far ahead of them.
In
Mix
thi
shows
"
a man convicted of murder, though
kind of role his devotees like best.
innocent.
immiSuch is the central plot of "The He is seen as a government
in Arizona,
Law and the Woman," a new Para- gration agent, down
smugof
a
band
mount
starring Betty trvlng to squelch
picture,
are sneaking Chinamen
Compson, to be repeated today at glers who And
Tom musses up the
through. considerable
the "B" theater.
before he's
lnndscape
It Is by means of this Idea ofplaythem.
tho through with
ing upon the superstition
The big outstanding stunt Is
guilty woman that Miss Compson,
in the role of the faithful wife of his dash through the Grand Canyon
braving
In an airplane
man, succeeds in
jthe accusedconfession
skimming off the sides of the
from a
a
and
dropping from
ths
with
whom she confronts
giant precipices
a rope into the Colorado river. Begruesome reminders of her crime.
of
fore that be rides Tony
The picture shows the danger
right around tho dizzy rim
circumstantial evidence in homiof the canyon.
cidal cascs.
No stronger play has been pro
duced than this. William T. Carle-to- n WOMAN WILL TAKE 5TH
plays opposite the star end
HUSBAND ON MONDAY
heads an unusually strong support-In- s
cast.
Boston, Mass., Feb. 28. A man
"ATJi FOn A WOMAN" GH.EAT
who she said was a congressman,
IV TVRAMATIC VAM'FS; SFE an artist, a lawyer and a German
PICTI KE AT IVIUC THEATER baron, have been her former husbands, Mrs. Florence Ethel Walker
(Seldom has It been our good for- said, ond now she is engaged to a
tune to witness such acting on the business man. Thirty-five
screen as that contained in "All for old, Mrs, Walker, says that inyears
the
a Woman," an Associated First last twelve years she had more than
National attraction which Is being fifty serious marriage proposals,
repeated at the Lyrlo theater to- has been widowed twice end has
had two divorces.
day.
She will be married Monday to
The chief character part, that of
naKlwood B. Waunh, of Portland,
Tianton, the Idol of an entire
tion and who was deposed chiefly Maine, manager of a photographic
because of his affairs of the heart, enlargement office here. Her preis played by Emil Jannlngs, whose vious husbands were:
No. I, former Congressman H. E.
over the world
fame spread
through his work In "Passion."a Still, of Hartford, Conn., divorced.
No. 2, Oscar M. Shea, of Bath,
Any other actor, given such
strong part and such an opportu- Maine, artist, dead.
No. 3, Maurice E, Walker, of
the
nity, would have overplayed
role, but In Jannlngs' hands It Is Newport, Maine, nn attorney, dead.
No. 4, Baron Alfred R. Kursa, of
one of the masterpieces of tho
New Tork, divorced.
art.
n
Mrs. Walker has a son, 7 years
Is
cast
him
a
the
Assisting
of which reveals genius in old, by her third hunband. She is
Itself. Each character is sharply a native of Newport, Maine.
delineated with an eye to contrast,
GOOD IYlU TH AT "FIX" corGn
anu eacn in competent, iu lubi
For quick relief from the wearspell over the spectator.
The story tells one phase of the ing coughs that "hang on" after
the
or Influenza, take
French revolution that of the part
grippe
played by George Denton, In that Foley's Honey and Tar. Mrs. K. D.
g
uprising of an out- Drake. Chllds, Md. writes: "After
raged people. At first in sympathy an attack of the flu th, t left me
with tha policies of the blood- with a severe cough nothing seemed to relieve me till I tried Foley's
thirsty RobeBplerre, the constant
use of the guillotine
finally be- Honey and Tar. which I can highly
comes too much and he deserts the recommend." It Is also good tot
croup, whooping cough and colds.
ruling clique.
But retribution comes quickly, It puts a toothing, healing coating
aided and abetted by a pretty over the inflamed surfaces, cuts the
young woman,, of whom tianton phlegm, eases hoarseness, clears
has tired and cast aside. Tho di- - the air passages. Sold everywhere.
"Sky-High-

out-Mi-

Season in a Elat at $5.08

"Sky-High-

This Is the first season for several
years that tho market has afforded a
$5.00 hat that we can conscientiously
recommend to our customers.

"Sky-High-

there have been opportunities during these years to procure
hats which could be sold for $5.00, but
none which we would care to put the
Of course

Guarantee
into.

Ilata

Afford a
Satisfying
Selection of
Styles,
Colors and
Brim
Widths.

Clothing

label

Company's

This means that this season you
can get a good hat which In style,
workmanship and materials lives up to
Guarantee traditions for
AA
DtJUU
the popular price of

GUARANTEE

CL0THMG

vam-Ipir-

CO.

HAYDEN and KELEHER
Phone 335

218 West Central.

WE PAY

Pb

INTEREST

Giving You First Real Estate Mortgages as Security for Your Money.

e,

,"

lables.

semi-com-

Clark Griffith.
lionor King Waiter a few years ago.
Griff Is the seventh president of
the club, following a list of famous diamond personages in tha.
Jinimv McAleer,
role, including
Jake Stahl, Joe CantilU'n and Pa:
'Donovan.

!

hunger

his

strike 40 days ago and that during the night tho prisoner had
muttered weird, unlntelllgiblo syl-

Dr. Norman Copeland, who went
to the cell when the guards reported Church's niutlerings, sat by the
bedside for hours and later announced that Church would live
to go upon tho gallows.
Dr. Wm. O. Krohn, pyschatrist.
said that Church was a "faker,"
but possessed of one of the "greatest wills I havo ever observed."
"He is not mentally dead," he
said. "His brain may ba numbed
by hardships he has forced himself to go through, but Church, If
ho does not understand everything
that goes on around him, fails only because he actually has hypnotized himself into

Theaters Today

n

isoclntcd Prena.)
Feb. 28. Guards

The

at the
death cell of Harvey Church, sentenced to be hanged Friday, announced today that tho prisoner
had come out of tho state of semicoma Into which ho lapsed shortly

life-lon- g

7
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CHURCH WILL LIVE TO
GO UPON THE GALLOWS

Clark Griffith, "Ths Old Fox"
Ry XOKM.W K. BSOWX.
When the American league Invaded Chicago in the beginning of
its fight against
the National
league which finally resulted in
tho old circuit requesting a peace
parley, Charley Comiskey headec;
tho Chicago
club. "uld
Fox
Clark Griffith took the job of managing the team and coaxing Na
tional league stars to join the nev
rganizatkn. His success as a siren
and in managing that White St
and later the New York club, who.,
the American league forced its wa;
into the eastern city, played an im
portant part in the development ol
Ihe organization.
Griffith is still one of the leading figures of the game. For the
la:;t two years he has been in th"
magnate class as the directing hea
of the Washington club.
Griffith remained In New York.
alter helping establish the A. L.
team there, until 1310, when he
us manager,
went to Cincinnati
mly to suffer tho fate of half u
have heart
dozen others who
Garry Herrmann's pleas. He remained there two seasons and then
club a
joined the Washington
manager and stockholder.
Two years ago Griffith and William M. Richardson,
a
friend, bought the greater part of
the stock of tho club and Griffith
became president.
It is said that
the salo by President Minor and
the board cf directors was forced
by public sentiment created when
the then club officials raised the
admission prices of tho fans when
the fans held a "Johnson
day to

JF4 '

some

iSHLS

all-st-

r-

champ

(B.t The Anoclnted
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Left to right, Tommy Gibbons, Gene Tnnncy and Karry Greb,
meet them one at a time if he
These three lads form a comcares to come over. Tommy Gibmittee which has sort of invited
bons, Harry Greb and Gene Tun-ne- y,
Georges Carpentier, recognized
the three Rents referred to,
chamworld's light heavyweight
are the leading contenders for
the light heavy title and have
pion, to come back to the United
States to defend his title. Of hopes of even getting a crack at
course they don't intend to jump
on him at once.
Georges can

A

J,

;

a.

PrsM.)

Washington, Feb, 2S. The radio
which has
telephone conference
been tn session for the past two
to
the views of those
days listening
Interested in the art of radio
Its
concluded
open
telephony,
and three
meetings late today
committees now will meet behind
closed doors to sift Information
gleaned with a view to formulating
recommendations.
The committees, one legal, another technical and tho third composed of amateurs on the commission, are now confronted with the
problem of working out and allocating wave lengths and providing
other measures for the prevention
of Interference between amateur,
commercial and government stations.
It was expected that the
committees would require ten days
or longer to report and that recommendations would be considered
looking toward some legislation by
congrcsa giving the department of
commerce
broad
discretionary
powers for thn regulation of all
sending and receiving stations.
of experts from the
Opinion
principal radio telephone manufacturers, public service corporations handling communications and
amateurs wero found at the open
sessions to be In accord regarding
government regutatton, but differ
ences arose concerning the attitude
of other users toward the amateurs
and novices.
The manufacturers. Including the
WestlnghouFe Manufacturing company, tho Western Electric comElectric company, the General
pany, tho American Telephono and
Telegraph company and the Uadio
Corporation of America, all disclaimed a hostile attitude, which
the amateurs, represented principally by the American Radio Relay
league, declared existed.
A criticism of the type of sets
put upon the market by the manufacturers, made by Paul F. Godley
of Cedar Grove., N. J.. on behalf of
amateurs, who stated that they
wero inadequate and caused most
of the interference complained of,
resulted in an executive meeting of
the conference during tho recess
for lunch.
Broadcasting has developed to
the point, it was pointed out, that
all classes of persons from those
those In remote
in the cities to
had available
districts
farming

j

j

j

v
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Springin Styles
P

i

OOt wear

The finest line of oxfords and high
shoes we have ever displayed now

awaits your approval.
Black, tans, fancy decorated tips and

plain effects
vative ones.

late models and conser-

The Famous Toe Lace Basketball Shoe in All Sizes

E. L. WASHBURN CO
Albuquerque's Exclusive Clothiers.

Taking music
out of me air
After the evening meal your family settle themselves in comfortable chairs; you turn a dial and your
room is filled with the glorious voice cf a grand opera
city.
star, singing in some
This is not a dream of Utopia, but what is actually
happening in thousands of homes today. What the
future may hold in radio telephony staggers the
imagination.
In this newest defiance of space, just as in the regular telephone and telegraph systems, Exide Batteries are an important factor. For they supply the
current to make audible the sound waves snatched
from the air.
far-dista- nt

Of the numerous ways in which Exide Batteries
are connected with the daily life of the nation, you
are perhaps most interested in the part they play in
motoring. It is because of experience in making batteries for every purpose since the dawn of the storage
battery industry, that the Exide, built fpr your car,
gives dependable power so much longer than you
batteries.
would have a right to expect
fronyther

wflfi
will

if

The Electric Storage Battery Co., Philadelphia
Service Stations Everywhere,

I

I

in

I

Branches

PS'STKi?J

in Seventeen Cities

Whatever make of battery

if,.

Js

,.

'

lilHl

Gft

Cft

filg

W iRlJft
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ie

selec-lectio-

j

MW MEXICO
LOAN & MORTGAGE
COMPANY
THIRD and GOLD.

'

PHONE 142

BATtTERflES

nation-rendin-

THE

LONG-LIF-

E

BATTERY FOR YOUR CAR'

n

March 1, 1922.
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By JANE PHELPS

MRS. BARBER IS
NEW PRESIDENT
OF LOCAL Y. W.

ARE
FOR
Good Cheer club will meet with
Mrs. F. A. Sherer at 625 South
JOAN TELLS OP HER NOVEL the thing to do, so they all see it Edith street at 2:30 p. m.
Mrs. C. M. Barber,
for three
and all do it, exactly as the guide
DREAMS.
years a member of the board of
intends they shall.
I wouldn't
F
directors of tho Young Women's
CHAPTER 104.
give a postage stamp to go that KNICKER PLAYTIME
Christian
association, has been
"I'd like to be a regular vaga- way."
made president of tho board for the
bond woman, Mumsie," Joan said
FROCK OF PONfJEE
"Perhaps you will travel some
as she pushed her work aside. day, Joan."
year. She takes tho place
Washington Journalist Says coming
of Mrs. W. IT. Long, who filled the
"I'd like to find the pot of gold
"It I hadn't made up my mind
at the rainbow's end, and the not to take a penny of dad's
New Style Will Remain unexpired term of Mrs. M. E.
treasure of Captain Kidd, and money for ever and ever so long
ilickey. Mrs. Barber has done ex2'
W. ft, ii
?;'"irtV)
Crusoe I'd ship on the first tramp steamthe footprints Robinson
Popular Because Intro- cellent work on the finance committee of the association.
made in the sand, and every er that would take me. 'A life on
duced Naturally.
Tho board elected three other
othor impossible thing that puts the ocean wave, a home on the
officers
the lure of adventure into one's bounding
at its meeting cn Monday
would
look
deep'
knieker-bockeof
fad
new
The
sports
a
mo
soul."
to
for
night, the first since the newboar-mighty good
year."
suits for women has como was elected in January. Mrs. Ho;
"You'd get tired of it, Joan."
Margaret waited a moment beto stay, for a while at least, ac- Allen Stamm was elected vice presWhen Joan
fore she answered.
"How do you know? How does
got a notion into her pretty, anyone know what tires unless
cording to Frederick J. Haskins. ident, Mrs. J. R. McCullom w.'i
head of the Haskins syndicate of made secretary and Mrs. W. Ii
bobbed head it usually led to they try and see? Experience is
Was this to be a new the only teacher in the world
.t-something.
Washington, D. C. who is a visitor Long was made treasurer. All
in the city en a return trip from have been members
Was Joan longing to worth a whoop!"
f the boar-experience?
California.
so
The style will continue for two years and over and are
"If you feel so keenly about it
Margaret
go adventuring? If
in favor because it was Introduced
familiar with the work of the ascould not let her go alone and give up this foolish notion of
time In tho sociation.
at a psychological
Craig!
earning your own living and wo
A discussion of convention issues
"Kather an impossible idea, will go abroad," Margaret said,
change in woman's dress, in the
to be taken up at the next biennial
of
writer.
the
opinion
Joan isn't it?" she finally said heaving a sigh as she finished.
"Women could not be converted meeting of the Y. W. C. A. at Hot
with a smilo. "Rollnson Crusoe's She had thought of Craig.
'
to bloomers when they were intro"I don't want to go abroad! 1
Springs, Ark., on April 20 occupied
footprints in the sand must be
duced by intellectual feminists as a the remainder of the board meetpretty well obliterated by this know what you mean. Go in
reform
in
in
dress
back
j
1851,"
siys ing. Twa officers from the local
time, probably washed away by style and comfort on one of the
9
Mr. HaskiiiH.
"But now a te
association will attend the national
the sea; and as for the pot of big liners with letters to society
young flappers stroll off tho golf convention.
Tho
Estes Park
gold at the rainbow's foot haven't folk, and all that nonsense! Not
course in knickers and go down Rocky mountnjrt conference will be
there been many who have on your life, Mumsie! Not for
Main street to get a soda and tho held as usual this summer.
When I go I'll either go
chased it when it was lying right Joan!
i
The monthly report of the genyouth of the nation acclaims the
near if they only knew how to alone or you'll go my way.
And
new style for street wear.
eral secretary, hotel and cafeteria
reach for it that a pot of gold my way isn't the way of school
there
decades
half
a
"For
dozen
manager, nnd other department
teachers and missionaries, nor of
is happiness, dear."
have been prophets who saw, or secretaries were read and
"You don't catch the idea, society folks either. I want to
approved
ysr
thought they saw, trousers for wo- by the board of directors. The
Mumsie! I'd like to take a tramp go to the Orient, and I want to
men on tho horizon. A few times hoard will meet again in tho latter
steamer and just go with the tide live as the Orientals do China,
indeed some daring feminine souls part of March.
not caring where I landed or how Japan, Egypt, India and Africa,
did break away from the tyranny
me.
Like Frederick! all beckon
Sometimes it
long I remained.
And more and more of our people are finding this true each day. That is the
of hoop3 and di!3t trailing skirts
A human
in
skeleton
O'Brien. I would love to sail the seems to me that I hear every
or even Ohio in 1S99 measured dug up feet.
to appear in bloomers
South Seas, and like him go country of the earth calling me
eight
reason why so many people are flocking to Kahn's Store. One look was enough
trousers. Hut tho experiments gen
Vi1i
in a different tongue, and here
where my fancy led."
erally fizzled cut speedily.
I sit in Greenwich
"But ho is a man, dear."
Villago purno
for them, and they are now more than ever boosters for the Kahn's Store fair
to
"A flnpptr who could claim
"A
fact, Mumsie." ring like a cat, and let all these
tho pioneer wearer of knickers
1
"What I meant, Joan, was that wonderful calls go unheeded.
and square method of giving their customary Really Low Prices. We solicit the
would doubtless bo proud of th.j
a man can do things a girl can't wonder sometimes why I don't
title. But hack In 1S51, Amelia
run away!"
do."
business methods and lowest possible
the
the
that
Uloomor
lamented
fart
people seeking
"I know and, Mumsie, it may
Margaret was speechless from
famous bloomer
garment should
Never has she heard
sound sacrilegious and you know surprise.
first-class
ever have been associated with her
price really consistent with
merchandise, to visit our store and let our
I" don't mean it so, but that's one Joan talk like this, nover Been
name. She spent endless time exof the things I blamo Ood for. her so excited over any subject.
first
to see, in order that you may compare
show
not
the
whatever
was
desire
salesmen
she
that
you
you
plaining
He shouldn't have made us with Her eyes fairly Mazed as she
5
person to wear bloomers; that thry
such a handicap.
The odds are talked, her cheeks took on a high
our values and see for yourself where tho greatest bargains are to be had. At
should really be "millers," as a Mita
too great."
kck-v.color, she gestured excitedly.
W i Vy
Miller was the first wearer.
"You wouldn't do that, Joan,"
"Oh, Joan!"
were
no time will you be urged to buy, if in your opinion ours are not the greatest barbloomers
"Nevertheless,
"There, I have shocked you. Margaret finally said. "No mator as hotly aphotly denuum-'eSorry, Mumsie! But to get back ter how you want to go or where,
proved by everybody who talked,
gains in the country.
to our muttons.
I should love dear, I will go with you. Never
wrote, or lectured about them
to go adventuring my own way. say you foel like running away
were taken seriously by the
They
I wouldn't give a rap to go with again."
nndecorative blue stockings, and so
Pongee Waists, fine quality; sizes 36- - Fancy and White Oil Cloth, good qual- a crowd like Cook's tourists. They
"All right. Mumsie! Now that
they failed to appeal very much to
run about like a flock of sheep, I have worried you almost into a
nc assortment, in patterns,
44. One to a customer.
By EI.OISE.
Hie yotinRcr people who might hnv
all have to do the same thing headache, will you be nice and
rongee is one of tho favored popularized them. They died a
3 yards for
Each
and do it Just the same. No in- make a cup of tea while I finish fabrics for summer wear.
is
It
natural death.
WEDNESDAY IS 03o DAY.
no personal prefer- this article? I promised the edi- cool, washable and durable, and a lingering,
dividuality,
"Modern knickerbockers, like the
WEDNESDAY IS 03c DAY.
ence. It is the thing to see or tor he should have it tonight."
bit of color to set it of makes it old bloomers, have r.ourrht the lev
ono of summer's most attractive of tho skirt in vogue. Skirls pro up
materials. It 13 particularly good and down, but they have never le
Mair and Scalp REMEDY
for the child's dress, which must fore gone quite so high, and they
C&3' sif3f 42"38" inch'
be washed again and asain. Little are now wavering toward a drop.
Amoskeag Gingham, in a grand assort- - Pillo,w
chilood
Mothers
their
should
watch
Knieker dresses which are popular This was the psychological moment
ment of plaids and checks.
isV DaV.
dren's heads for dandruff to avoid
the first in centuries when
just now with the "under six"
5 yards for
troublesome scalp affections.
sizes aro attractive when made of knickers mis,'ht suceessf ully appeal
By LAURA A. E1RKMAN.
Youth
Craft positively prevents and
'
en the streets. They were only a step
pongee.
...
removes dandruff, stops the itching
WEDNESDAY IS 93c DAY.
This little dress shown here is from the knee length skirt and so
end puts the scalp in a healthy con- of
condom
a
little
of
made
natural they attracted very
lovely quality
dition. Nature can then supply ths
Alarm Clocks. "America" guaranteed
COOKING FOIt ONE.
half can of peas, pickles and colored
elements for a thicker, softer snd
pongee. The bloomers are nation.
tarts.
Alarm Clocks that sell regu- more lustrous growth. Results guar- worr.
now
beint
mado
with
nro
a
cuff
wide
"Knickers
at
tho
Two Reader Friends have writBaked
Tuesday Noon Lunch:
enteed. No oils, dyes, no odor and but
as sister's riding habit for sports, on the Ptieet in the day
much
knees,
in
and
Calico
Rainbow
stripes
Shirting
macaroni
of
alcohol.
larly at $2 are in this sale only
At
and
and
Stores
sll Drup
l'
cheese, cocoa, applo breeches.
ten me to ask for menus for a
The little blouse is time, for shopping, and In generi'
Toilet Counters. Ask fur Youth Cralt
Wednesday is e:ic day.
woman who is living alone and sauce.
figures.
wear.
Their
colin
embroidered
is
informal.
for
and
popularno
pleated
other.
and
accept
Tuesday Night Dinner: Broiled ored yarns. Fclds of the material ity ns a permanent feature of wo12
for
own
her
"There
doing
yards
slice of ham, creamed potatoes
cooking.
For salts by luttg Priiff Stow,
with tassels add a trim- men's dress depends on their possiM
are so many women living alone, (left over rrom last night), spin- finishedtouch
nntl ISamuT,
WEDNESDAY IS 0.1c DAY.
to tho neck, sleeves bilities for variety. So long as they All)ii(Hor(tHN N.
ming
31.
N.
dessert and
coffee,
like me," says one of these let- ach,
goiatine
Store,
(inlluj),
Soft Sole Shoes.
Infants' Soft Sole
have some touch of novelty th' Vtug
knieker cuffs.
for
(enough
twice.)
will
chances are good that women
ters, "and I believe they would
values
button
Noon Lunch: Last
Shoes,
up to
Wednesday
style;
in
them.
to
be
irterested
continue
all appreciate an article on this night's ham
minced
1
seem
sale
RPecial
it
Price
makes
which
fact
"The
?1'75'
rair'
Linen Finished Indian Head, for
subject."
and mixed with boiled, mashed
likely that knickerbockers will reThe problem in cooking for
Wednesday is 93o day.
made Into cakes and
Is thit they have
Ko
main
cure
for
. but wetcoma
today only, 4 yards
oneself alone, Is to select foods potatoes,
popular
it,
fried.
rest
of
Coffee,
gelatine
without
introduced
been
tl
nr.tnrally,
S relief is ofter i brought by
WEDNESDAY IS B3c DAY.
that one can buy in small enough dessert.
any snptrestion of dress rcferm atquantities so that the
Night Dinner: CanThe vogue of
to
them.
tached
will not be more than enough for nedWednesday
(1-- 2
chicken
Men's Overalls. Full cut, No. 220, blue
can),
sports hro'Kht about sport clothes,
one meal. Roasts such as leg of chops, baked soup
canned
potatoes,
and these became popular because
denim bib overalls; high and suspender
lamb, for instance' are out of the corn and canned pineapple.
A
K. S. Hair Nets. Hand made, of finest
women were not frightened away
question unless one wishes to
bac! double stitched
Ooer 17 Million Jan Uud Ycarlu
Thursday Noon Lunch: Cream
by the words 'sensible' or 'reform.'
have a guest in to share it with. cheese
human
"
hair; guaranteed full
half
1
other
sandwiches,
1
the
were
attracted
At th(J gae
by
ke
Instead, they
In the following menus I have can of corn baked in
A package of one dozen. OU
ramekin,
newest styles which happened to
size.
not touched upon breakfasts; for tea, cookies.
Wednesday is osc day.
So
with
combine
comfort
nevelty.
DAY.
the average woman likes about
WEDNESDAY IS 03c
Night Dinner: Rest
long as knickerbockers continue to
the same things for breakfast, of Thursday
Pape
last night's chicken soup, Hambo associated with the latest fashday in, day out, and would not burg steak meat balls, boiled rice,
ion by reason of new trimmings,
follow my suggestions for varying onions, coffee, rest of last
Men's Work Shirts. Extra good quali- night's
cut, or material, they may bo
them.
can of pineapple.
in black and ty Work Shirts, best made;
Hose
Ladies'
to rise in favor. At any
Mercerized
When cooking potatoes it is
was
Last
nite
I
about
heavy blue,
thinking
Friday Noon Lunch: Left-ovrate, they are here to stay for actual
best to do a double portion half rlco,
cordovan, full line of sizes.
khaki chambry; $2.00
from last night, formed into doing my lossins and nia was
gray,
wear."
sport
for the next day. As a pie would balls with floured hands and
and pop
lmbroidery
values. Choice at
Special, 3 pair
last too long for one person, the fried, then eaten with
smoaking with his slippers
Tea. was and
I
syrup.
Journal Want Ads hrinc rr'nlis.
WEDNESDAY IS 93c DAY.
can
be
Mrs.
ma
was
Hews
in
WEDNESDAY IS 93c DAY.
baked
pie pastry
tart
said,
on,
Dinner: One-haFriday
Night
patties and these shells filled can tomato soup, boiled cod, heer before suppir.
with either a lemon filling, raisin boiled potatoes, beets and lemon
How fortunit, sed pop, and ma
filling or a plain jelly filling.
sod, How do you meen, fortunit?
meringue tarts.
Noon
Dinner: Can of Saturday Noon Lunch: Bacon and pop sed, Fortunit I wasent
Sunday
Women's Night Gowns. White and Men's Hose. Black and cordovan, good
consomme (using only half of it), sandwiches
home.
beef loaf, mashed potato (double bacon from(using cold,
Mrs.
Now
flesh muslin; embroidered; full
Hews
is
quality Hose that sell at 19c.
Willyum,
breakfast), cocoa, perfeckly lovely, sed ma, and
quantity), can of peas (half of cookies.
pop
Sale
sizes
in
priced at, 8 pair
line
all
it), coffee and raisin tarts.
Saturday Night Dinner: Other secf? So are proons, in their way,
WEDNESDAY IS 93c DAY.
know how I feel about
but
Sunday Night Tea: Potato Salad halt can of tomato soup,
WEDNESDAY IS 93c DAY.
you
from
O
ma
and
proons,
sed,
potatoes and bot- and beans, fried potatoes, pork
Willyum
tled salad dressing, cocoa, pre- over cooked beets heated in left- you do make tho craziest comvineserves, cake.
st
Men's Dress Shirts in all the latest
parisons, well enyway Mrs. Hows
gar with spices (a quick pickle); is
Monday Noon Lunch: Peanut orange-banan- a
taking up a collection for a
and
salad,
tapioca
terns, with or without the collar;
Bags, fitted
butter sandwiches,
poor family with the father out
tea, stewed pudding.
prunes.
values up to $2.00
with mirror and coin
If the housekeeper has dinner of werk and sick and the mother
Monday Night Dinner:
Other at
WEDNESDAY IS 93c DAY.
the luncheon menus out of werk and sick and tho
WEDNESDAY IS 93c DAY.
half can of the consomme, boiled givennoon,
sick.
children
here
be used for supHow is it the children arent
potatoes, cold beef loaf, other pers with may
equal appropriateness. out of werk too? sed pop,
Men's Canvas Gauntlet Gloves, leather
Thevrft toft vnnne- tn hn nnf rt
werk, I meen to werk, and all tho
faced.J
line; extra heavy;
Children's Play Suits. Khaki and blue
laaies i Know nave contributted
4
for
denim
red
with
pair
trimming;
$5 a piece and I think its ony
WEDNESDAY IS 03c DAY.
rite that we should contribute $5
Sizes 2 tO 8
even if we haff to sacrifice some.
DAY.
WEDNESDAY IS 93c
Bi WALT MASON.
thing, sed ma, $5 is the lcest we
Knitted
can give.
a large shipment of the newest eastern
The dooce It is. its the most
can give, sed pop.
style Neckties in all the latest patterns;
ANCIENT ACHES,
And yet with all my ceaseless
mats wat I meen, sed ma, now
Pure
Cotton Batting,
values up to $2.50.
I'm whem T
Wilyum, Id be perfeckly willing
There are so many ways of taking
7
years ago; and as my grandsire's to sacrifice something for that
white,
quality.
good
Choice
the
aches
curing
that torture
WEDNESDAY IS 93c DAY.
Ah, Moon of My rjelight(ln a Persian Garden) (Lehman)59013
bone and thew, it does seem uuaua were acning, bo my old poor family, so sippose you jest
WEDNESDAY IS isc DAY.
me
111 give it to
let
have
$5
x
and
O,
call
Lovely Night (llonald)
strange we are enduring the how Science knocks miun,
diseases, and Mrs. Hews so she can put my
same old pains our fathers knew.
27013
American Come, The (Foster)
ouc numan aches
and name down on the list.
On our main street the signs are wipes
Dear Old Pal of Mine (Lieut. GItz Rice)
O I see, me shell out $5 so you
stings; I also read some other
swinging, the signs of healora by wheezes
27020
At Dawning (Cadmnn)
concerning pigs that fly can sacrifice something, well how
the score, who'll start our dis- with
The Science tales about VOU fnrkinc nvni iha
wings.
Where My Caravan Has Rested (Lohr)
mal hearts
if we'H dig are most
me
and
sacrifice somealluring, but, while I
letting
80053
up five bones or four. By
Creation (Haydn), "In Native 'Worth"....-- .
read them -in mv
t nunutrr
A
j xning, wy should you do all the
mall I get a letter from one every
j
Stabat Mater (Rossini). "Cujus animam."
prac- why welre still enduring
sed
rheumabut
on
no.
sacrificing?
pop,
titioner or two, who'd free me
.27016
God Bring Tou Safely to Our Arms (Gibson-Shaw- )
2nd thswts vnu VinvA iu
.it
from the gout or tetter, the rheu- uti mumps ana railing hair.
).
ideep and I must say it does you
Pipes of Gordon's Men, Tho
matism or the flue. And all these
1 Can No. 212 Glass Jar
2 Cans Signet Country Gentleman Corn
creait. un
Peaches,
When Miss Dora Egan
27010
way home today
I Shall Meet You (Sanderson)
healers I have trusted, I've paid
recently I noticed a my
1
windo
full
an 0' 2
of
to
ladies
You
Home
of
gained
control
When
Come
I
tho town clerk's
(Gery).
them money by the yard; I've
Pears,
Puvallup
Kuner'a
2
all marked down to $5 from
fetring Leans.
x Can Puyalup
had my ancient spine adjusted, offico in Waterbury, Conn., to hats
27005
I Love You Truly (Jacobs-Bond- )
Loganberries.
and I've been boiled in rancid which office she was elected, her $3000 or some sutch fabuliss sum,
Just You (Burleigh).
1 large Bottle Curtis Bros. Blue Label
act was to discharge all the and there was one little turbtn
lard; I've taken pellets green and first
27013
the kind you like and I thawt
Jean (Burleigh)
yellow, I've taken tablets flat and male assistants. Women are En- jest
Id
better tell you to go up and
Melody of Home, The (Stephenson).
catsup.
square, and, guided by some heal- gaged to fill their places.
look at it before you see the
Mother's Prayer, A (Ferrari)
.....27017
ing fellow, consumed a horse's
same
somewares
WEDNESDAY IS 93c DAY.
thing
elts
for
bill of fare.
Our God, Our Country and Our Flag (MacHugh).
I've taken brown
Hannibal had 90,009 foot sol- $20 and like it mutch
better, but
and brindled bitters, and pills diers when he crossed
A
59015
Love
Sevllla
wo
now
(di
the
Nogero)
can jeRt call that all off
Song,
Alps.
that taste like toilet soap; for he
Sunshine of Your Smile, The (Ray).
and give Mrs. Hews the 5 for sacmust rank with tinhorn
rifice
quitters
money.
27011
tal1 S1Ze Mllk
Star Spangled Banner, The (Key)
who doesn't sample every dope.
WEDNESDAY IS 93o DAY.
Wat store was it, ware? Tell
Minister Thankful
When Johnny Comes Marching Home (Lambert).
WEDNESDAY IS 93c DAY.
me immeeditly, sed ma, and pop
11 (Verdi). "Home to Our Mountains,"
in
EngTrovatore,
"I had stomach trouble for sed. But how about tha
sacrifice?
THIS MAX WAS HELPED
20
27509
KATHT.EEN
also
nearly
HOWARD, contralto
lish with
constipation and ma sed. Sacrifice
at
John Grab, 2539 Jackson Ave., which filledyears,
1 large package Corn Flakes,
"When All Was Young," in English.
my system with gas home, if I dont get a begins
Eggs, Eggs, Eggs. Strictly fresh.
Faust (Gounod).
new hat
New Orleans, La., writes: "My
and fever. I could not do my boo;i
contralto.
Kathleen
Howard,
1 Sambo Pancake Flour,
peeple will be taking up a
were weak and had a" soreness work, and while I- was down sick
3
While
dozen
they last,
for me.
1 pound Meadow Gold Butter,
and dull pain across my back. I a lady from out of town sent me collection
It is to laff, -sed pod.
tome
In and lc tis piny these records for yon. You will
felt dull and languid and my kid- a ' bottle of Mayr's Wonderful
is 93c day.
Wednesday
Wlch
he
did.
large package City Soda,
act
e
didn't
neys
wonbe surprised at the natural nnd
right. I began tak- Remedy which proved
reproduction of this
1 can Del Monte Hominy,
.
ing Foley Kidney Pills and they derful. I believe it Istruly
best
the
on
the
Pnthe.
voice
tenor's
famous
In
soon put my kidneys in a sound medicine on earth." It Is a simyears gone by parents in Per1 O'Cedar Mop and 1 bottle
"
glad to got rid of little
healthy condition." Foley Kidney ple, harmless preparation that sia were
fl
and sold them for a few dolgirls
Pills help the kidneys rid the sys- removes
8
mucus
the
catarrhal
O'Cedar
combination..
Polish,
tem of a. ids and waste that cause from the intestinal tract and al- lars, but now there Is a strong delameness, backache, sora muscles, lays the inflammation which sire to educate them, and indusWEDNESDAY IS 93c DAY.
WEDNESDAY IS 93o DAY.
trial and other schools for the
swollen Joints and rheumatic pains. causes practically all stomach,
Tonio in effect, quick In ., action. liver and Intestinal ailments. In- purpose have been established in
Bold everywhere.
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
One dose that country.
cluding appendicitis.
C.
will convince or money refunded.
1
Ave.
Gold
113
Phone 409-West
A
Eskimo Pic Tliomn Brand 10c For sale by Brlggs' Pharmacy
mackerel produce!
and drugglsW everywhere,
"
1,500,000 eggs at, a time, ,
They're belter. Ask ior 'pin.
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who Jammed their way in found
him sitting in tho corner, on an
old packing box.talklng to his son,
Iteed.
Asked to pose on tho bench for
photographs, the Judgo said:
"I shall never return to the
bench. If you want to photograph
me, do it here."
The judge was particularly hard
on Volstead act violators during
bis final session of court.

CAREEH

I
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BENCH ENDS
YEARS

AFTER

Chicago Judge's Resignation
Becomes Effective Today;
Disposes of Ten Cases in
Rapid Fire Order.
(By The Associated

Pun.)

Chicago, Feb. 28 (by the Associated Press). Kenesaw Mountain
Landis today completed his seventeen years of service as federal
judge for the northern district of
Illinois and nt 11 o'clock rendered
his last decision and Flopped from
the court room with the announcement that ho would never asaln
occupy tho judicial bench. The
resignation, recently sent to President Harding, becomes effective
tomorrow.
Judge T.and is wound up his career on the bench by disposing of
order. His
ten cases In rapid-fir- e
last decision sent a man to thirty
days in Jail for violating the prohibition laws and previously he had
rendered decisions rannine from a
fine of one cent to n year in prison.
He conducted his final court In
his characteristic fashion, taking
cases away from lawyers to
them personally, lauKhing.
Idrtdinrr, storming and fuming. In
tho woids of s court attendant he
was "1.000 ppr cent Landis."
After the final sentence. Judge
Landis said:
"Mr. Bailiff, are there any more
ensps?"
"None, your honor," was tho reply.
"Court," began the judge. He
arose and for several seconds stood
looking around the room. Then
he continued:
"
Is adjourned."
The Judge stalked Into his chnm-ber- s
without a word and a few
minutes later dozens of friends
con-d"-

-

LEAVES SICK BED TO
BID LAMMS GOOD-BY-

E

Chicago, Feb. 28 (by the Associated Press). With a tear in his
Kenesaw Mountain Landis
eye,
today walked out of the federal
building a private citizen after 17
years as United States Judge for
the northern district of Illinois.
Starting tomorrow, the famous
Jurist, who recently resigned, wifl
devote his time to tho position of
baseball commissioner.
Judge Lnndis swung through
the first part of his final day on
the bench In characteristic fashion, disposing nearly a dozen
cases in a typical liandis manner,
which once caused a convicted
bootlegger to refer to him as
"That white haired hellcat in
federal court," and a pardoned
youth to term him the "whitest
guy that ever talked to a feller."
He fined one man one cent for
tax dodging, because, ho said
"You ve tried to be square," and
slapped a $5,000 fine on the
man's partner because he "hadn't
played fair."
In the afternoon the Judge sat
In his chambers watching his personal effects being carried away.
Busts of Lincoln, of Gresham
former secretary of state under
whom the, judge served as secretary pictures of famous persons;
the propeller of the airplane his
son, need, flew in the war, a
clock from his boyhood Indiana
home, and dozens of other me-- 1
mentos surrounded
him during
the Informal reception of hundreds of visitors from all walks
of life who came to clasp his
hand. P.ank presidents and society leaders mingled with day
laborers, and occasionally a former prisoner at the bar with
whom tho Judge had been lenient.
Judge Landis showed the great

est emotion
when
tne federal
building newspaper men presented
a signed testimonial
him with
wishing him luck, saying thnt he
was "taking the life of the joint
away," and that they would always remember him as an
man, and a judge with
tho right kind of backbone."
After
reading it the judge
swung his big chair around so
the reporters could not see him
and when he turned back, five
minutes later his cheeks and eyes
glistened with tears.
"Oh, hell," he said. "I can't
thank you fellows. We've been too
good pals and I Just can't seem
to talk. But I hope that each of
you know down in your heart
how much I hate to leave this
building and you . .But, no, I'm
not leaving you fellows. We'll
have our reunions and grow old
together telling each other how
wo used to sit on tho federal
bench."
The last person to bid farewell to Judge Landis was Joe
Buckner, bailiff in the Judge's
first court. Buckner left his bed,
whore he was confined
with
pneumonia, to Journey through
a snow storm for his farewell.
"Why,
Joe; Joe," said the
"What are you doing
judge.
'

here'"

"I Just had to come tell you

gqod-by-

Judge."

e,

"Why I was Just going to see
the judge.
"I
you," answered
wouldn t leave without telling you
good-byNow you put tills muffler on and go back to bed."
The Judge took his own muffler, put It on Buckner and rushed him away.
e.

TWO AUK l'AUDOXEJ),
Santa Fe, Feb. 28. Pardons
have been granted by Governor M.
C. Mehem to Charles E. Lord and
Harry iiichai dson. Lgrd was sentenced from Colfax county In
1921, to serve one year in
the naton jail for contributing to
Juvenile delinquency; Richardson"
was sentenced from Guadalupe in
December, 1920, to servo ono to
one and
years in the reform school.
r,

one-ha-

lf

Every week in London It la estimated that articles to the value of
fl,000,OUO are pawned.

MANY CLUBS TO

DEVELOPMENT

OP

RYDRO - ELECTRIC

FORMED
STATE COLLEGE

PROMISED

The organization
of a large
number of extension service clubs Alabama Company Will Proin Bernalillo county is the desire
duce Enough to Indusof W. II. Trentman,
club leader
trialize a Territory 800
at the State College, who was
with County
conferring
Miles in Diameter, Says.
Lee Reynolds yesterday. It isAgent
possible that arrangements will be
(By The A'iiicliited Prcm.)
made whereby a large part of the
Washington, Feb. 28. Develop
county agent's time will be dec
ment
of
voted to club work, as the
power sufhas no club leader and thiscounty
work ficient to industrialize a territory
is regarded as very important by S00 miles in diameter with the center based on Muscle Bhoals, Ala.,
the State College officials.
The State College intends to em- was promised tne nouse military
committee
the
today by Thomas W.
phasize
importance of the
poultry business in New Mexico Martin, president of the Alabama
Power
and will mako an effort to escompany, in the event contablish hundreds of poultry clubs gress accepted the offer of that
fur purchaso and developthis spring. If properly
company
conductowned
ed, the poultry business is very ment of tho government
water power projects at
steam
and
profitable in the state, according
the
shoals.
,
to Mr. Trentman who has
made
a study of tho situation.
Thorough studies had been made
All types
of
clubs
will be of power markets within a radius
formed among tho children and of 400 miles of Musclo Shoals, Mr.
These
grown ups.
will include Martin Kiid, and applications for
corn, alfalfa, poultry, sewing, energy already filed with the power
cooking, canning, pig and stock company convinced him there was
clubs. An accredited club consists need for developing Muscle Shoals
of five members and the work is and distributing the power through
done through the season under out that section of tho country. His
tho direction of the county agent, company was prepared to serve tho
as a public
.. ,j public,
fltn hrtmo domnnnt rn f
mnetloning
bV federal and
field officials nf the State College 'utlIity rKulat-'ne
deliver
at'ded,
DIAMOND
PKOKKIl KOIJBFd' !atatB Iaws'
Chicago, Feb. 28. Samuel Cad- -' powvr 1,1 pm(!reency cases to a
sreuU'r
bK
systems,
a
cllstnn,co
relty
diamond broker in a loon
Irh,
Itepresenlativo
Green, rcpubh-polic- e
office building reported to the
contrasted the p. wer
this afternoon that he had can, ermont,
been held up in his- - office bv company s proposals with the offer
four armed bandits, who bound t
him and escaped with $50,000 he latter Mr. Green believed much
of the power created at the shoals
worm or diamonds.
would be used in the manufacture
of fertilizer, parts for automobilen
Covington, Ky., Feb. 28. Three
('out rusts Proposals,
bandits this 'morning boarded a and other
commodities by a private
street car and at the point ot guns concern. The question was,
he said
robbed two clerks connected with whether the Ford or Alabama of
the First National bank of Ludlow. fers would best serve tho public
Ky., of a satchel containing $7,000. holicy, adding that tho power com- hydro-electri-

in
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pany did not make any provision
lor fertilizer production.
Chief among tho provisions of
the otfer empnfcsized by the Alabama l'ower company Head were
those pledging uiu imputation of
Musclo Snouls for
public service
under regulations of the federul
water power act, the secretary ot
war and tho federal power commission, in Mdrlirton tn Atittt Inws.
Other fuatures
of the proposal
which recounted particular men
lease
tion, included the fllty-yea- r
agreement; the payment uf $5,000,-00- 0
to the government fir purchase
ot the Warrior steam plant, transmission line and steam plant at
nitrate plant number two, less an
amount necessary for the completion of locks at dam number two;
the giving of 100.000 horse power
free to the government for operation of nltrace plants and completion by the company of dam number two, ut its own expense.
To Opcrnto Xltrato l'lants.
Mr, Martin also told the committee his concern had been approached by persons interested in
fertilizer manufacture who, he believed, were ablo and ready to
operate the nltratu plants for that
purpose in the event the 100,000
horse power was supplied by the
power company.
Chairman Kahn said tonight he
expected Mr. Martin would complete his testimony tomorrow or
Thursday and as soon as that was
done the committee would call W.
B. Mayo, chief engineer
for Mr.
Ford and clear up certain questions respecting alterations in the
Ford proposal which already have
been approved by Mr. Ford but noi
revealed officially to the commit

BICYCLISTS MUST

in its proposal

tee.
Mr. Mayo was expected to

return

tomorrow from Detroit, where he
went last week to confer with Mr
Ford. One of the additions understood to have been agreed upon by
Mr. Ford and his advisers, was to
write into the proposed contract a
clause fixing the minimum capitalization of the company to be
created to operate Muscle Shoals
at $10,000,000.
Secretary Weeks
suggested adding such a provis
ion to the Ford offer when he submitted it to congress.
Tho daisy is the American
gion's official flower..

le

HAVE HEADLIGHTS
F0RJIGHT RIDING
Bicyclists must. conform to the
city ordinance requiring that all
bicycles driven at night carry a
light, according to orders issued
at' police headquarters yesterday.
Persons owning bicycles were
given several wppUa in ,t.inu
equip their machines with lights
and as the time has expired, arrests will follow all violations of
the ordinance. The ordinance also
applies to wagons and buggies.

MURDER TRIAL STARTS
AT TOMBSTONE TODAY
Tombstone. Ariz., Feb. 28. The
Introduction of testimony in tho
case of W. J. Bennett, former deputy sheriff and constable at Benson, Ariz., harged with the murder of E. O. (Red) Osborn at Benson on January 22. will be started
in the superior court here tomorrow morning. The entire day was
occupied in the qualification of
the twenty-nin- e
jurors from which
number the twelve to try the caso
will bo selected.
The case is expected to take the balance of the
week.

Take Care of Your Cold
Guard against Grippe, "Flu"
and PneumoniaRub Musterole
on Throat, Chest and Back
Grippe, Influenza and treacherous Pneumonia all start with a
cold, so guard against these dangers before your cold gets deeply
seated.
At the first signs of a cold
(which is Just congestion) bring
your circulation back to normal
Musterole
on your
by rubbing
throat, chest and back. Musterole
is a counter-irritawhich warms
up tho body quickly and sets the
blood surging through the congested parts.
liemember the ennri
ioned mustard plaster that was
grandmother's standby? Musterole
has all of the good qualities of
that messy old mustard plaster
without tho sting and blister.
Made of pure oil of mustard,
eivhiphor, menthol and other simple ingredients, it penetrates the
pores and goes straight to the
seat of trouble.
During the "Flu" epidemic several years ago, Musterole was
used in our nrmy training camps
and the Y. M. C. A. War Board
sent thousands of Jars to our
soldiors in France.
If you are feverish, If you ache
all over, rub on good old Mus
nld-foc-

terole, take a hot bath, drink
plenty of hot water and go to
bed and call your doctor. Keep
good and warm and see that there
is plenty ot fresh air in your
room.
Musterole has been used for
years and Is recommended
by
doctors for Sore Throat, Pleurisy,
Headache. Neuralgia, Croup, Lumbago, Grippe, "Flu" and Pneumonia. Apply the healing ointment with your finger tips, rubbing it gently into the affected
parts. First you will experience a
warm tingling glow. then, a refreshing, cooling sensation. Thousands of families keep Musterolo
always on their bathroom shelf
ready for colds and other emergencies.
All druggists; 35c and 65c, jars
and tubes. Hospital size, $3.00.
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G eneral Stock and Fixtures of
220 WEST CENTRAL AVENUE, ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO,
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And Continue Twenty Day

OF THIS LARGE

STOCK

AND

FIXTURES
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If you value a dollar be on hand when the doors open Every article will go at
your own price

AND THIS

aoim.

In many instances

25c Here Will H ave the Power of $3.00 Elsewhere
COSTS ARE DISREGARDED

We Have Only Twenty Days in Which to Dispose of the Balance of This BIG
STOCK, to we have arranged it at

PRICES

that will MOVE it at ONCE
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PRICE

DreSSCS'
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3,1

EXTENSION PRICE

EXTENSION PRICE

$3.69

89c

kbo Crdury

Fants' values

EXTENSION PRICE

$3.89

$2.89

UP

to

up to

Men's Dress ShJtsValues up to Ladies'
?10
?3'25'
EXTENSION PRICE

98c

69c

89c

Itsfvalues
Dress
up to Ladies' Silk and Serge Dresses. Children's Shfel Values up to Ladies' Shirt
values up to
$20.00, m all materials.
Values up to $25.00.
$2.50. All sizes.
$1.50.
EXTENSION PRICE
EXTENSION PRICE
EXTENSION PRICE
EXTENSION PRICE

Wsf

$8.98 and up

$7.48

98c

OUT WE GO

Remember Any Purchase Not Satisfactory Your Money Back for the
Asking

THE FASHION SHOP,
'

SL.

DresJ
Values up
up to Men's Soft
t0
PRICE
EXTENSION PRICE

SpringHValues

220 WEST

So be on Hand Thursday When the Doors Open

28c

The OLD STAND OF

CENTRAL AVENUE, ALBUQUERQUE; NEW MEXICO.

The Philadelphia Purchasing Company
TERRY McGOVERN, In
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grime by har$h scouring
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Your hands are soiled do you clean them by scraping them with sand alone ? Savages used to. But civilization,
substituted soap. Then cleansing came more quickly, more thoroughly, without hurt. WASHING IS SAFER than,
scouring, isn't it ? Like the early savages, you today can take a gritty, soapless tooth paste and scrape clean the
delicate enamel of your teeth. How much simpler and safer is the civilized method. B' washing you don't
dentists and physicians know
wear away the long life of your teeth. To keep them sound and strong

Therefinement of civilization
brought out that thorough
cleanliness of teeth does nut
depend on harsh scouring
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Your Teeth Need "WASHING" Not Scouring. Here are
Simple Tests that show if you are using the Right Tooth Paste:

Ik.

Anyone, even a little child, knows Iwhen his teeth or gums hurt. This
sensitiveness often comes from brushing with a harsh, gritty soapless
tooth paste. Suggestion Try a gentle "washing" dental cream for three weeks.
(A trial Size of Ribbon Dental Cream will be sent you free on request.) If
no improvement is noted you need to consult a dentist at once.

You wouldn't "g rind'!

:.

See if gold fillings look dull. If a scratchy, soapless tooth paste has dulled
the gold, imagine what it does to enamel and delicate mouth tissues !
Brightness can be restored in many cases if a "washing",
Suggestion
dental cream is tried for three weeks. (A trial size of Colgate's Ribbon Dental Cream will be sent you free on request). If no improvement is
noted you need to consult a dentist at once.

2

non-scouri-

A$$f

V?

O If "teeth are on edge git e up u: f any "drugged" tooth paste. Return
to a tooth cleanser safe to use tvciy day because it "washes" scientifically does not scour with soapless grit. (A trial size of Colgate's Ribbon
Dental Cream will be sent you free.) If nomprovement is noted, you need
to consult a dentist at once.

a

A "drupgy, medicine taste" in a tooth paste often discourages regular
use of the tooth brush especially among children. Suggestion-Th- e
unpleasant "druggy" or "acid" taste doesn't help clean. You can just as
well use a safe, thorough dental cream that has a delicious flavor one that
makes tooth brushing a treat not a task. A trial size of Colgate's Ribbon
Dental Cream will be sent you free on request. Your own dentist will tell
you using Colgate's twice a day will help preserve your teeth.

COLGATE'S CLEANS TEETH. THE RIGHT WAY
"Washes" Doesn't Scratch or Scour
Sfft

'
.

VcJ'MV

,

iJ

minutes. Such dentifrices, therefore, fail to accomplish what
they claim, and whatever good they may accomplish is
measured only by the cleansing they do and is limited by the
omission from such dentifrices of the most effective cleansing
agents.
Colgate's is made to clean, and to clean without injury No
false claims are made that it possesses any other virtue, but
it does possess this in the highest degree, and in a higher de- -i
grce than is possible in any dentifrice that is

You can't beat common sense backed
by modern science. Healthy saliva is practically neutral, sometimes slightly alkaline. Colgate's Ribbon Dental Cream is
mildly alkaline, practically neutral, and cleanses without disturbing nature's balance. Avoid dentifrices that are strongly
alkaline or appreciably acid. Colgate's helps to maintain the
riht mouth conditions.

Sensible in Theory.

Modern science rejects
"drugged" tooth pastes

Correct in Practice." Today scientific dentists know that

SYS

feri'Sl

harsh drugs and chemicals harm mouth tissues. Colgate's
Ribbon Dental Cream does not contain them. Scientific
dentists are also all agreed that the one essential to the preservation of teeth is thoroughly to clean them. It is better to
get rid of food particles before they ferment than to try to
combat the destructive fermentation after it sets in. Yet some
makers of dentifrices, in place of cleansing agents that help to
get the food particles out and prevent fermentation, substitute acids. These are said to stimulate a more alkaline saliva
(it is in reality an irritation), and the alkaline saliva is said to
acids which food fermentation
neutralize the

lis C
More dentists prescribe
Colgate's than any other
dentifrice

COLGATE'S

Particles (2) Emulsifies them so that
away. Brought into action on your teeth Colgate's fine, non-gritcalcium carbonate (precipitated chalk) loosens and emul
sifies clinging particles, and directly polishes the enamel with
out injury to tooth structure or gums.
Then rinsing leaves the mouth in a healthy, normal condi
tion practically free from materials that would gradually ferment
and change to destructive acids. TKere is no better safe cleanser.
'
The most effective and trustworthy tooth cleanser for habitual use is one that offers the combined action of fine, non-gritprecipitated chalk and pure soap. Thus in Colgate'
you get what modern science finds best: A Superclearuer
ty

'
produces.
But careful scientific investigation shows that any alkaline
reaction produced by acid dentifrices lasts at most only a few

ty

.

fPl A VJl

"ZiWA

To make ny oi the fout tots above i trial fa
of Colgate'! Ribbon Dental Cream will be mailed
to you wlthoutcharge. Addreas Health Dept.,

'

-

V"""'
V

m 0"(y

COLGATE'S cleans teeth thoroughly
no dentifrice does more. A LAR(jB
Tube costs 35c why pay more?

Husk? mm like the thcrough

Colgate'scleamtheteeth

i

tSll

"

ti
"'"

(1) Loosen

they may be readily mashed,

tooth-destroyi- ng

V'

The Double Action Dentifrice

1

'il

l

Sf

'
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COMMENCING

TOMORROW,
van

CASH

IT 8:15

TONIGHT

6

There will start a solid week of the greatest canned t
Celebrated
and
Operatic
goods sale that has happened in Albuquerque for a1
Concert
Appears
Singer
several years. You will be able to buy high grade
Here in a Pleasing Profruits for less than some wholesalers' prices.
gram of Songs.
7 Vic
Fels Naphtha Soap, bar
The recital of Paul Althouse.
I
Ec !.! tenor, will begin at 8:1.j tonight in
Bob White Soap, bar
Mr.
Hi he high school auditorium.
25c !'j Althouse will bo assisted at tho
Crystal White Soap, 6 bars
I

'

that broken window

Rudolnh Giuen. his

hi piuno bv

PfiSTllE
LEWIS

J.

m
inSHADOWS OF

TIE SEA"

mnm iTrmo

Coal Supply Co. Phnn 4 and E.
Dr. Murray, osteopathic physician. N. T. Arm. jo ltldff., phene 741.
There will be a regular meeting
of Albuquerquo Council No. C41,
Knights of Columbus, at S o'clock
this evening at St. Mary's hall.
Factory wood, fwH truck load,
four dollars. Hahn Conl Company.

Phone

91.

-

ill

federal
Collins,
building Inspector, is in the city
on business.
Carload sweet and Juicy oranges
Cheapest
bought at a bargain.
navels you vill get this year. Ask
your grocer.
Charged with loitering. Fetronilo
Montoya was given a til) day jail
sentence in police court yesterday.
Carload sweet and juicy oranges
bought at a bargain. Cheapest
navels you will get this year. Ask
your grocer.
Max Kass, proprietor of a store
on South First street, reported to
police that some one broke one of
the front wlndowH at tho store and
stole a revolver.
Mr. Rnd Mrs. Guadalupe Garcia
of Gallup aare in tho city visiting
Mrs. M. C.
their
Gonzalez. 402 West Atlantic avenue.
A. C. Gonzalez, principal of the
Vadillus school, is ill with the flu.
Mrs. Chacon is substituting.
P. G. Paulson, of Fergus Falls,
Minn., arrived in the city yesterday
to visit his family wlio aro spend
here. Ite is a
ing tho winter
brother-in-laof N. E. Wills, of
602 AVest Coal avenue.
Dr. James S. Holrterness, of El
Paso, was a visitor in tho city last
week.
Tripla Link Rcbckali lodge, No.
10, wiil meet tonight at 7::io o'clock
at the I. O. O. F. hall. The, Sun- d
shine circle meeting ha3 beenlpost-poneindefinitely.
Albert G. Simms is ill at his
home on North Fourteenth street.
Miss Ruth Beatty. of Omaha,
Neb., will arrive in the city today
to be the guest of Misses Anita and
weeks.
Margaret Hubbell for two from
a
Miss Beatty is returning
trip to California. number G, A. F.
Temple Lodge
at
and A. M., will meet intonightfirst
the
7:80 o'clock for work
and third degrees.
Those planning to contribute
eolieetion being
clothes for the
made bv the Emmanuel Lutheran
church to be sent to Russia should
have their offerings at the church
today or tomorrow.
There are undelivered telegrams
nt the Western Union for J. D.
llarrv. C. I. Striker, Floyd Carey,
Mrs. "Eva Mann, Ablleno Velarde,
Ted Bender, II. W. Moore and R.
10. Campbell.
Albuquerque Camp. No. 1. W. O.
W., will meet tonight in the Knights
of Pvthias hall at 8 o'clock.
Members of the executive committee, of the Montezuma Baptist
rollers will hold a regular meeting
this
at Las Togas on .T.Thursday of secW. Bruner,
week. The Rev.
retary of the New Mexico Baptist
ocnvetitioM, will attend the

fc.

NDIA

First St.

i.

Phone

017-.-

one

or unn
in
IU UL iiLLEJ

T

01

Lily-Whi-

V.

n

Mario Curie, eminent

the

j

j

Call

Specialist.
701-- J,

The

"SUNSIIIY1','

nut

In

Ma-chi-

20.13--

EMPIRE Gleaners
DYERS AND HATTERS
RUG CLEANING
Phone 4.p3. Cor. Oth and Gold

hand-mad-

per

week.

RUGS

CLEANED
9x12 Rugs, $1.25.
For Next 30 Days.
PHONE 471.

FOR RENT

steam heated office

Heater, Range, Areola

$9.50 per Ton
GALLUP LUMP, GALLUP EGG, $11.00 Per Ton

HEW STATE COAL CO.
PHONE 35
A story that shows how far a
wlfo will go to help tho ,man sho
loves.
To help a man, in this case, accused by another woman!
See tho thrilling escapades sho
shared to prove his Innocence!
Beautiful Betty Compson In her
dainty, dazzling glory!

npaco

nt

evsew

THE PASSING SHOW OF
50

ALL-STA- R

1922

CAST.

Ct (paramount picture

Under Auspices of the Albuquerque
Kiwanis Club.

from the Clyde Fitch Play, "The Woman

Adapted

A IViuiiyn SUinlawg
by Adolph Zukor.

Presented

MONDAY & TUESDAY NIGHTS
March 6th and 7th.
Admission
$1.59 and $1.00

OF QUALITY"'

In the Case

Production

Scennrio by Albert S. LcVlnd

ADDED ATTRACTIONS

:

POPE BENEDICT XV
An epochal film memorial of the late Pope. These are
the only films of his holiness ever made. THE POPE AT
MASS, PRICELESS JEWELS OF THE CHURCH, INCLUDING THE POPE'S TIARA. Also

BURTON HOLMES TUMELOQU

Dry dentins.
Dyeln, Hats
Cleaned and Blocked.
.
latent
process,.
by

Rug-clean- ed

REGULAR PRICES.

A

4th

u

Phones

A L

Auto

and

148

449.

mi

Im Egg CcaL.

)

Ii

Gallup Lamp

11
T II 0

iS

The Metropolitan

1

e

CABA

The Best Is Always the Least Expensive.
Cerrillos Coal Burns Longer Produces More Heat

"THE LAUNDRY

House Tenor

Opera

1)8

Ira Site!

Anthracite Clean, Economical No Smoke or Soot
For Furnace, Areola or Heating Plant.
'

Number Seven (most popular size)
Bascburner and larger sizes
ft

First

CONTINUOUS

TO 11 P. M.

The man, in his strength, a Samson
the woman, in her very womanliness, Delilah!

13.00

Serr1ce
Always

1

THREE DAYS STARTING TODAY

$ 9.00

VJT.

PHONE 91.

Quality

i

And as Adam for Eve, as Samson for
Delilah, as
Antony for Cleopatra
this mighty man fell

8:15 O'clock
.

Under Auspices of Apollo
Club.

AT

TICKET

R O N E Y ' S

S

$

seats reserved. On
sale and redeemable at
All

the New Mexico

--

Taos

DAILY STAGE
To Taos (Read Down)
Leave . 7:30 a.m.,.
Arrive . 10:30 a.m...
Leave .. 12:30 p.m...
Arrive . 2:00 p.m.. .
Arrive . 0:00 p.m.. .

To Albuquerque
...Arrive
Albuquerque
Leave
Santa Fe
Santa Fa
Arrive
.
Arrive
Espanola
Taos
Leave

.

(Read Up)
7:00 p.m.
4:00 p.m.

12:4."p.m.
11:15 a.m.
7:.'i0a.m.

.
.

,

$11.50.
Headquarters, Ringling Brothers
Cigar Store. Phone 600. 210 West Central Avenue.
Santa Fe Headquarters, Bank Confectionery,

Albuquerque

Phone 222.

AUCTION SALE

Sale Starts

at

204 South Walter.
Promptly at 2:30 P. M.
28,

Carpet Sweeper

To every purchaser of a Wilton or Axminster
Rug during this week we will give FREE a Carpet
'
Sweeper.
Through the loss of a copy order for a Spring's
supply of rugs, it happens that we have on hand a
double supply of rugs, and in order to reduce our '
stock to its normal size we are going to sell these
rugs at cost, during this week. It will pay you to
buy your Spring Rugs during this sale.
Our stock of fibre furniture is the largest in
the state of New Mexico. Consequently 'our patterns will allow you the widest range to select from.
And in keeping with LIVINGSTON'S policy, the
qualities are the highest and the prices lowest.
We invite you in to inspect the largest stock of
furniture in the state. Whether you are contemplating buying or not, it will be a pleasure to have
you call. We will gladly assist you in any way we
can, from suggestions, to the most liberal credit
terms.

Mm
WW

fiml

jgfex

of AFurniture to go to' the highest bidder for
cash; note the following articles to be sold: Blrd's-EyBedroom Suite, consisting ot dresser, chiffonier, stand Maple
table
rocker and chair, reed living room set same as new, mahogany dresser, leather davenport, dining tnblo and leather upholstered chairs, china closet, three Sjc12 rugs, good
shape
one 12x14 rug, good shape, beds, springs and mattresses
and
rockers, porch furniture, dishes, cooking utensils, tubs, boilers
and hundreds of other articles not mentioned on account of
space.
Now. if it is good house furnishings you
you ran
not afford to miss this sale. Theso goods aro wnnt,
absolutely Aand Bhnuld be seen to be appreciated.
Come and see for vour-sol- f.
All goods are sanitary, never used by sick. Don't let
this, chance go by; come early and bring your friends.
-l

J-

-

mm

-

X

J

hip

r-

One kiss

and

of

n

their first

A
Won
last.
Life at the Gates
of Death

A Stupendous Drama of the Loves

of the Mighty

None can forget the force of mob-hatmob-lovn
Hint
leaps from this mammoth production; nor the art the wonderful.
Indescribable pantomime
of Europe's
greatest nrtlsts, barked by
players in thousands, and led by Einll Jiiiuilugs, Master of Emotion.
e,

o

J. L. GOBER, Auctioneer

f

lIMm Pi
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Fare to Santa Fe, $4.50; to Taos,

Tuesday, Feb.

THIS WEEK ONLY

Phono-

graph Company.

Santa Fe

Albuquerque

mwLr&J'&m

2:00

-l

West Gold Avenue. Apply
CITY REALTY CO.

ossca

LAUNDRY CO.

DELIVERY BOY
WANTED AT
Palace Drug Co.

Six rooms

207

Convalescent

PIJIOE SHOP
213 Month Second.

10t

DAINTY GIFT PACKAGES.
shelled, Plnon nuts. Fnnnle
S. Spit, 323 North Tenth (street,
Telephone 802.

In

THE IMPERIAL

THE KING ELECTRIC
SHOE SHOP
Free call and delivery.
tops $15 and tip;
work shoes $3.00.
005 S. Second.
Phone

Tiiboroiilnrs
Rates 812.50
For Reservations.
490-- J

For

In the mountains.

W'anv Ads bring results.

FIIOXE 583.
Eighth and Mountain Rond.
We give S & It areen
Stamps.
Free Delivery to all Parts
of
the City.

with tho proper

Eskimo Pip Thomas Brand
They're better. Ask for 'cm.

Journal

Malone Taxi & Transfer 15S
c. If. CO XV En, M. I). I), o.

r,h7-l-

Cuprite Fancy Chestnut

C0- -'

Well Country Camp

ex-

date.

l'hune

or C00O

Phone 371 324 S. Second

1

The first annual Y. M. C. A.
hobby and handiwork show will
be held in the boys' department
ot the building starting April 1.
Entries will be divided Into two
classes, grade school and high
school.
Ribbons will bo awarded the
winners in tho various sections of
111
no .l.wo
01 exinou.
ine
ammvorn.lyI.3
snow, anything which
tho
made
been
has
year.
during
e.ther at school or at home can
bo exhibited. This Includes furnimeture, paintings,
drawings,
chanical objects and patterns. The
hobby entries will include all
types of hobbles, such as stamp
collections, book and picture collections, electrical assemblies and
the like.

Buy Your Groceries

CITY fcr.KCTUItr

f ICH

GUY'S TRANSFER

Finest rooms In the state
steam heat,
hot and cola
water all outside rooms.
Weekly rates, with or with
out private bath. J4 to $10 week
Transient rate $1.50 single;
$2.00 double.
With hath $2.50 single anu
double $3.00.

,

pert In radio activity, will be the
first woman
member
of the
French Academy of Medicine, acto
advices from Paris. Her
cording
election is expected at an early

sprinklers and the state will do the
rmoothing

,

I103BY SHOW BEING
AT
ARRANGED
"Y"
TO START APRIL

MARCH 7;

-

Osteopathic
Stern Bids. Tel.

USE

COAL $10.50 PER TON
Gallup Lump

ELMSHOTEL

(Wal-- j

Isoil.

hi

At the annual dinner of the Al- buouerouo Game Protective nssn- ciation March 7 nt the Y. M. C. A.
gymnasium, Federal Game Warden Britton will report on the results and effectiveness of the liver
refuges for birds which were established last year by the game
commission at the suggestion cf
tho local nssnciation.
Mr. Britton has made a careful
study of the plan, which made
two miles below each wagon
briilgo a refuge for water fowl,
and bust completed tho data into
a, report
which should prove of
'great interest to local sportsmen.
Invitations have been sent to
Governor Mechem, the members of
tho state game commission and
Slate Game Wnrden Gable, nil of
whom, If they attend, will 'ive
short talks on the state 5,111111 situation.
It is expected "that too
state game warden will give VI
informal report on tho Poco'i river
fish hatchery, which will probably
bo in operation for spring use.
Sportsmen, regardless of whether they aro affiliated with the G.
P. A. are urged to attend the dinner. Reservations can be made nt
Matson's Whitney's, Johnson's and
Briggs'.
Mine.

2M

February

At COLOMBO HALL
Admission $1. Ladies Free. Tax 10c. Total $1.10
Music by Syncopators. .
Three Grand Prizes.
Dancing Commences at 8:30

Phone

The Apollo club, conducted by
will open the program with "My Homeland," byand
'peaks,
"Dreaming," by MucbiGeorge

ety?4nm

,f

te

.dl The Circat Awakening,
Kramer). Mr. Althouse.

-l

will supply

),

(a) Take All of Me, (William
..Stickles). (Samoau Song Cycle).
(I)) Tho Brown
Eyes of My
(Rua-- :
Liuslika, (Herman Lolir),
thin Love Song).
Worth While,
(c) Someone

I

WANTED

ty commissioners

(Moszltow-iski-

(c) Hungarian Rhapsody No. C,
(Liszt). Mr. Grucn.
IV.
(a) The Phantom Ships, (Rudolph Gruen ).
Gown,
(In All in a
(Kaslhope Martin),
(c) A rage's Road Song, (Ivor
Novello).
(dj The Blind Ploughman, (Mob-o- n
Clarke). Mr. Althouso,

Federal
Gama Warden
Britton to Report on Ef
fectiveness of River Refuges for Game Birds.

1

The wind attained the velocity of
almost of a blizzard In the lowlands Monday and at times blew
quite severely in the Heights.
The county commissioners promise early work on Silver avenue in
smoothing off that thoroughfare.
The state highway commission will
Immediately arrange to smooth
Central avenue from the city limits for three miles east. The coun-

).

(Slio-pln-

(Ward-Stephens- ).

g. p.

This iwnmg,

COLOMBO SOCIETY

'

(b) Spanish Caprice,

and Delivery.
rrt
I E. Lute, secretary of the
Denver Y. M. C. A., and W. H.
HOUSE R00IV1S
Dav, interstate "Y" secretary, BITTNER
will be on the speaking program 8I0J4 South llrst.
Phone 221-at the regular dinner and meetJournal Want Ads bring results
ing of the local "Y" directors and
activities board tonight at 6:15
o'clock.
We deliver any size any
The meeting will bo the organization meet of the new "Y" where. Henry Transfer Co.,
directorate and the directors, In Phone 939.
the activities
conjunction with
board, will outline the plans for
tho association for the year. It Is
thought that n number ofto new
the
"V" services will be added
regular activities and that liesome
We pay good prices for fireenwill
of the usual program
arms such as Rifles, Shot
more
effective
to
give
larged
X'istola.
Muiit
lie in
service to members and the city A-Guns,condition.
in general.
21
South First Street

UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS
DOINGS

Scherzo B flat Minor,

(ft)

B

Music and Jewelry Store

grand-daughte- r,

"Y" BOARDS TO HOLD
REGULAR DINNER AND
MEET THIS EVENING

.

OTH MAN'S
HI

Given By CHRISTOPHER

Bello-Etoll-

BEADED BAGS
MOCCASINS, CURIOS
PILLOW TOPS
BASKETS
RUGS
NAVAJO JEWELRY

L.

William

$23.50

u

1

ILL

apartment.

rcE-

111.

Three Days Starting Today

HIGHEST CLASS IN EVERY WAY

5

FOR RENT

March 1st, nicely furnished,
Phone
modern
1131-- J
or call
:01 WEST TIJERAS.

WISEMAN'S

NEWS"-To- pics

A T"F"J sr

S

$16.75

By FRANK D.7.KX
of the Day.
MITT AND JEFF'S CARTOONS.
REGULAR ADMISSION TRICES

'VOX

Phones

-J EWE -7

PRESENTS

SEtZXICK

4

Phono 188.

Johnson Coal

TIME

iae

SUPPLY AND LUMBER COMPANY

COAL

T. Ii. CONAAVAY,

Combs' Hotel.

Tho Apollo club, which is spon
soring tho concert, will sing two
number on the program. This will
$11.00 A TON
be the second appearance of the
WHY?
chorus with a visiting artist.
Althouse is an artist of wide exCo.
recogniperience and nation-wid- e
tion, lie has appeared as soloist
000 N. First
Phone 388-with the great symphony orchestras of the country; as leading
American tenor of the Metropolitan
7Lopera; aa a reeitallst in every important city of the United States
and as a singer of operatic and oraElgin watches In twenty- torio roles
the nation's
with
year open faco
greatest choral societies,
Tho program which Mr. Althouse cases
base arranged for his concert here
is ono of universally pleasing charS. 2nd
ls
acter. The list of selections follows In full;
I.
(a) Enfant Si Jetals Rol (Cui).
Sais-TLb
(Massenet).
(b)
(c) Un Doux Lien (Delbruck).
SUITS TO ORDER
Mr. Althouso.
(d) Le Chevalier,
Sec E. B. Booth nt Boatrlght
Mr. Althouse.
(Holmes).
Rubber Co., 401 West Copper.
II.
Aida."
Aria "Celeste
(Alda),
Mr. Althouso.
(Verdi).

LAST

Service Unexcelled,

Professional Whistler, teaches
by appointment, and open for
engagements.

ITU 17

W

The very best coal obtainable

WHISTLER

Gallup Lump Coal

LET'S GO

CITY

glass. Albuquerque Lumber Co
Phono 421. 423 Norm llrst.

LTHOUSE.TENOR,

lsu.

ci Mi

i!

Let Us Send a Man
To replace

Mm

r

W Mis

CITAL OF PAUL

at 1

MARCH 1ST,

February 28, 1922

e,

mob-pnsslo-

ADDED ATTRACTION:

LIVINGSTON & CO.

Pi OME FURNISHERS
213-21- 5

West Gold Ave.

"GJEAT OHEBREIii. .ESYSTESY"
.

A Goldwyn Bray Comic.

REGULAR PRICES

Albuquerque, N. M.

FOR QUICK RESULTS TRY A WANT AD

,)
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"PERFECT GIRL" PLAYED BLACKMAIL VAMP,
EXPOSES WORKINGS OF BOSTON "GANG"

HEALER

WITNESS

f

II

t

viS1Vs

Mrs.
chosen

Theresa

m

one

Dugsan,

"Boston's

TEXT OF PRESIDENT
HARDING'S ADDRESS
ON MARINE SUBSIDY
(Continued from

rage

March 1, 1922

OUR NATIONAL

One.)

perfect

American people :n trie saving of
ocan freights in that period.
girl," is aaid U have confessed
Toduy wo are possessed of vast
las,
tonnage, large and very costly ex
her part in a wholesale blackperience and the conviction of
failure.
mail schema which victimized
t
Have tlio Aspiration.
A
But we have our ships, the sec
in
Hub.
tha
1
Mrs.
prominent people
Obenchain
1 ond largest tonnage in the world
Con- Advice
nnd we have the aspiration, aye. let
prominent lawyer engineered tho
Spiritual
me say, tho determination to es
Her
Marriage
cerning
tablish a merchant marlno com
"shakedoxrns," she has stated.
mensurato with our commercial
Plans, Is Testimony.
Our problem Is to
Importance.
turn tho ships and our experience
(Ily The AwMH'Ifltnl Pre.)
and
aspirations into tha effective
Ls Angeles. Calif., Feb. iS.her
development of an ocean-goin- g
Spiritual advice concerning
shipping service without which
.
TPnrrlMRo plans was sought by Mrs.
s
there can be no assurance of main
Martalynne Obenchflln. according
tulned commercial eminence withto testimony today at her trial on
out which any future conflict at
of murdering .
the charge
1
arms will send us building again,
sweetheart, J. Helton Kennedy, hy
when the
wildly extravagantly,
described
William Iserloh, who
proper concern for this necessary
himself as a licenced mental healer.
In
commerce
of
peace will
agency
Obenchain
Lscrloh
said Mrs.
1
be our guaranty of defense in case
v "
nme to his office July 12, Inst, to
.4
Is
disturbed.
that peace
consult him on "spiritual matters."
Out of the story of ths making
"She said," the witness conof great merchant marines and out
tinued, " 'What 3id you mean by
of our own experience we ought
advising me to go into spiritual
to find the practical solution. Hapmatters more deeply?' I told her
W cunt"pily we Are less provincial than we
she ought to do something with her
once were; happily we have come
Sen. Joseph Taylor Robinson.
Miperior poweis. Then she said:
to know how inseparable are our
What do you see for mo tomorTor rapidity In changing political
varied Interests. Nobody .pretends
row? Ho you see me getting marSenator Joseph Taylor Robany longer that shipping Is a mat offices democrat
ried then?'
of Arkansas, probter of concern only to tha ports In inson,
"I told her no I didn't nnd adholds
the record. He was
ably
volved.
Sirs, Theresa Duggaa.
vised her not to do anything In n
1
Commerce on the sea la quite at elected governor' of his state 'In
enthusiasm.
spirit of extreme
vital to the great interior as It Is September, 1912. He resigned as
?aid: 'If it i a good thing tomor14, 1913, to
to our coast territory, east, south congressman January office
row, it will be a good, thing a
enter the governor's
and on
more
no
a
west.
or
is
I
reminded
Shipping
also
now.'
from
month
OF
January 28, fourteen days- later,
sectional Interest than Is agricul
lier that the next day would be HARDING
was elected to the United States
ture or manufacturing. No one senate,
the thirteenth, an unlucky number,
taking that office March 4,
of them can be prospered alona.
and told her to wnlt until August.
that
year. Robinson was born
Hroadened Vision.
10 to bo married."
August 26. 1872.
had a new manifesta
laerloh said that was all of the
HOOVER tionWeof have
AG
M
this broadened vision in tho
conversation he could remember.
enthusiasm of the great middle it out, whatever our adjustments
Mrs. Obenchain did not mention
west for the proposed Great Lakes are
the nnmo of the man silo proposed
to promote international trade,
St. Lawrence waterway, by which it is inevitable
to wed, ho added.
that the hundred
ARE
It Is Intended to connect the Great millions
Henry Liefer, a resident of Bevhers, outstanding in genius
of
marts
with
the
the
two
Inkes
of
ports
and in
and unrivaled in
hearing
erly Glen, told
viBlon calculable in theirindustry
world. There is
shots on the nlgnt of August 5 from
resources, must
In the proposal and this great and be conspicuous
in world's ex
iho direction of the Kennedy cotenterprise deserving changes. Wo cannot hope to comtage, near Ills place, about the time Immediately After He Out- Are to Be Members of the commendable
your favornble consideration Is In- pete unless we carry our concord
Kennedy was slain there. He said
ComAre
Allied
Debt
His
Views
lines
Funding
a great merchant and our influences are sure to be
from
an
fired
Steps
separable
shot
sounded
though
the
stand
measured bv that
from a shot gun and that the secAction on Other marine.
to
Them
Taken
Enact
mission;
is
our problem? I ard which is foundunfailing
What, then,
in a nation's
ond followed the first "about long
to
which
the
be
Is
to
aim
Names
suggestions
you
Into Legislation.
bring
merchant marine.
Postponed.
enough for a good
have resulted from a comprehentaken."
sive study which are recommended
nom28.
The
Otis Wllen, local newspaper reFeb.
(Hy Tti Anrln(rd I'rpM.)
Washington,
to me by
member of the Uniporter testified to having picked
Washington, Keb. 2S. President inations of Secretary Hughes of ted States every
roadboard. It Is n
shipping
and
state
up two shot gun shells In the
Secretary
the
department
which
BUYS
Harding through a message
program of direct nnd indirect aid SYNDICATE
of comof
way near the point where ,T. Tielton ho
Hoover
the
department
In
rend in person to congress
merce to the allied debt funding to shipping to bo conducted cre-by
Kennedy's body was found at the
the
session
bottoms
and
today presented de- commission, wero confirmed by the private foreign
Beverly Olen cottage. He nlso told Joint
program for
of locating tracks of an automobile administration
senate late today. Previously the ate therefrom a merchant marine
through direct and senate had adopted a resolution fund. To this fund shall bo added
tire with marks of a tire tread velopment
similar to that oi the automobile indirect subsidies of the American extending for ten days the time in the tonnage charges, taxes nnd t?rn
Imposed on vessels entering tho
which the prosecution alleged Ar- merchant marine, and immediately
judiciary commltteo can ports
his views which the
of continental United States,
thur C. Rurch, indicted with Mrs. after he had outlined
to
the
as
'constitutionality
report
Obenchain, was to have rented the steps were talsen to translate his of the nominations
of Senator also such sums as aro payable to
Into legislation.
recommendations
hy the post office
nlrbt of the murder.
Smoot, republican, Utah, and Rep- American vessel the
Hills embodying the administra- resentative
Mrs. C. S. Symmar testified to
transportation
Burton,
republican, departmentof for
simulIntroduced
were
tion
similar
automobile
water
seen
an
policy
by
foreign mails, parcel
having
Ohio, to the commission.
to that Burch was reported to bave taneously before the president had
excepted.
posts
of
their eligibility
The question
Out of this fund shall t3 paid Lincoln. Denver, Muskogee
rented near Santa Monica on the left the'rapltol and arrangements hns been raised under the section
of the constitution referring to the the direct aid In tho development
night of the murder. She Bald she were made for early committee
and Sioux Falls All Want
Joint hearings by appointment of members of con- and maintenance of an American
was unable to identify the driver. consideration.
the senate commerce and the house gress to federal civil offices.
merchant marine. The compensathe Club Formerly Loto
merchant marine committees, alof
ARREST ALIiKGKO FORGER.
Mellon, as head of the tion shall be based on
Secretary
were
28.
bills
referred,
which
Feb.
the
N.
one cent for each gross ton 'if
M.,
Las Vegas,
cated at Joplin, Mo.
department, under the al- any
Sheriff TJlibarri has arrested here ready proposed by Senator Jones, treasury
vessel, regardless of speed, for
chairlied debt act, is
!Louls Karber, who Is wanted in republican, Washington, chairman man of tho commission nnd there- each 100 miles traveled.
When
(lit The Aaauiintrd l'rcv)
be
Cheyenne on a forgery charge. The of Iho former. The bill will the
fore requires no confirmation. A- tho speed is 13 knots or over, but
The
Colo., Feb. 28.
Denver,
next
by
taken
once
man
at
of a cent
Thursday
up
officer recognized the
lthough the commission now has a less than 14,
from the description sent him. senate committee and soon also by working majority, opinion was not on each gross ton shall be added; franchise formerly held by the
s
Sheriff James S. Wnolect of Chey- tho house committee.
for 14 knots,
of a Joplin, Mo., club of tho Western
clear tonight whether the commiss
federal Operation Wrong.
enne came here and took charge of
of Baseball league was sold to a synsion could function without await- cent; for 15 knots,
of
session
Joint
the
In
addressing
Karber.
a, decision
on tho question a cent; for 16 knots,
dicate, of four men at a meeting of
conrreps at 1:30 o'clock, the presi ing
1"
for
for
IS
knots,
Western League officials and prosraised with reference to the nomiYt'e sense of smell In birds Is not dent declared that the policy of nations of Senator Smoot and Repfor 19 knots, pective .buyers here toduy, it was
knots,
as fSrong as in quadrupeds.
eleven-tenthgovernment operation of merchnnt resentative Burton.
20 knots,
for
announced
this evening.
ships had been demonstrated to be
phall be added to the
Al Price, business mun, A. M.
Eskimo I'll- Tnnmns Brand 10c "fundamentally wrong and prac-- ,
basic rate. For 23 knots tha max- Oberfelder, concert managur, both
He proposed,
They're better. Ask for 'cm.
tlcnlly impossible."
imum is reached at 2.6 cents for of Denver; F. L. Whitloek of Sidthe sale even at an admitted sac-- 1 UNION
each gross ton per 100 miles ney, Neb., und C. H. Atkins ol
rlflr-of the government fleet
traveled.
1'ectz, Colo., formed tho syndicate
built during the war and granting!
Cost of Such a Program.
which purchased the franculcse, it
of the direct and indirect subsidies,
The cost of such a program was announced.
together with other aid. to private
probahly will reach fifteen millions
It had not
been dethe first year, estimated on the cided to placedefinitely
ship operators.
tho fruncbisj in
?
This program, the president exof
the
largest possibilities
present Denver as yet, the purchasers said.
fleet. With larger reimbursement Lincoln, Neb., Muski
plained, was advanced in lieu of
ec.
Okla.,
to high speed vessels, and the en- and Sioux Falls, S. D., all want
KITING the old cough or cold Ineffective provisions of existing
the
laws designed to aid
shipping.
ABANDON
of
the
merchant
marine
largement
was
it
decifinal
a
club,
and
drag on, or the new one develop These
said,
included the "subvention" of
to a capacity comparable with our sion as to where litv club will be
eerionsly, is folly, especially when at
tariff rebate, provided for imports
commerce tho total outlay may placed probubly will bo rva'chuil at
your druggists, you can get such a in American vessels
by the present
rench tho limits of thirty millions, another meeting to be held
proved and successful remedy as Dr. tarflff I:iw, which h Inoperative
tonight.
(By The Annnclntea Pres.
it is confidently believed that
Before going nuo another session
No drugs, because of "the most favored na
New York, Feb. 28.
Union hut
King's New Discovery.
the scale may in duo time there- with Western
owners
club
league
medicine
mornrelieves
in
that
all
New
York
treatftpod
pressmen
just
tion" clauses of commercial
after be turned, until the larger and local business men tonight Al
quickly
ies. Tho president reiterates that ing newspaper press rooms abnn- - reimbursements are restored to
the
of
Chicago, president of
For over fifty years, a standard he had not intended to renounce, doncd their posts tonight, accord- - treasury.
Even If we accept the 'iearney,
the Western league, told the Asso
in tne ing to an announcement
the
as
by
these
treaties,
provided
far
colds
extreme
and
no
coughs,
that
return ciated Press that there was not the
remedy
grippe.
Association of New will ever poaslblllty
Eases croup alio. Loosens up the Jones shipping act of 1920 because, Publishers
be made, which is to con- slightest doubt that Denver would
lead to endless York City.
our
fess
to
establish
an be the eighth member in his league
phlegm, quiets the croupy coufih, he said, "it wouldnnd
Inability
invite disAmerican merchant marine, the this year.
stimulates the bowels, thus relieving embarrassment"
recommercial
of
cordial
turbance
"GORILLA"
JONES
IS
be
would
expendituro
the congestion. All druggists, 60c
vastly pre"Everything has been worked otil
lations.
ferable to the present unfortunate satisfactorily to all parties conANXIOUS FOR A BOUT
leaders in conAdministration
situation. With our denendenen nn cerned," declared Tearney.
"Ail
gress later said that no attempt
tor thB dellvery that remains now is the formal
WITH AL SMAULDINGIT
would be made to repeal the treaty
There is
signing of the papers.
abrogation clause of the Jones act
Of the indirect aids there are nothing to preclude that formality.
Gorilla Jones, colored middlebut that the new program would be
all
in
Denver
many,
Is
without
back
the
Western
draft
practically
pressed and the treat abrogation weight, who has pleased local box- upon the public treasury, and yet league again after being out 6inc3
pressed and the treaty abrogation ing fans more than once, passed all highly helpful in promoting 1917."
Albuquerque last night en
Wake Up Oerlieaded. That provision left on the statute books. through
shipping.
Tearney said that the price Denroute to the Pacific coast where he American
I think we should discontinue. ver will pay fer the Joplin fran"tired out" feeling; mornings, is due to
scheduled
is
for
bouts.
several
FIVE.
so
far as practical, the transport chise is $20,000. Five thousand
EAUTIIQrAKK KHXS
d
constipation. Dr. King's Pills act
Gorilla
Manila, Feb, 28. Five persons that he has been the suggestion
Al service in the army and navy and dollars will be paid to the Western
Mildly, stir np the liver and bring a wero
a
and
by
our
make
killed
Injured
many
and passenger league upon the signing of the pahealthy bowd action. An druggists, 25c. severe
flmaulding and expressed a desire ships the merchant
earthquako that shook the to
agents of service in peace pers, ho said, and an additional
meet
local
at
tho
the
earliest
boy
PROMPT I "WON'T GRIPE
as
well as war.
$5,000 at the opening of the leagut-seasocity of Cebu and vicinity today. date possible after his return from
The property damage was heavy.
In April. The remaining
Other Indirect aids will be found
the coast.
$10,000 will be paid during the sea
out- in tne requirement that Immigrawould
Smaulding
probobly
Journal Want Ads bring results weigh Gorilla ten or fifteen pounds, tion shall Join wherever it is found son.
but the bout promises well and to be practical in aiding the mer- would satisfy the curiosity of local cnant marine or our flag under
which citizenship is to be sought
tans as to whether Al has slipped ana
in tne esiaDllshment of the
any since his last appearance hero. murcnani
marine naval reserve.
A very effective indirect
noin
RAILWAY TRACKS ON
be found In the proposed deductions
on Incomes, amounting to five
EAST CENTRAL ARE
per
MAN-TO-MAceuium m tne ireignt paid 0n carH
TO BE PAVED SOON goes carried in American bottoms Move Child's Bowels with
Our existing ships should be sold
at prices prevailing in the wo'rld
The great ideal of this bank is to ren"California Fig Syrup"
Paving of tho space between the marKet.
we constructed at the
street car tracks on Kast CentraJ.
service. We are
der "man-to-man- "
or
cost
war
when
top
lm
avenue is to start next week, acnecessity
alive to what our clients expect of us,
to meet a great emergency.
cording to Information received by penea,
If there had come no depression n
and every person in the bank is ready
the city manager from tho City return
to approximate normal cost
Electric company yesterday.
The
to act in your behalf the moment you
was granted 1he right to wouia nave Deen inevitable. But
company
state your errand.
great slump in shipping has
do Its own paving and was givon the
sent tonnage prices to
the other
until spring to completo the Job.
extreme.
One of the outstanding
The materials are now here and
to
Your time is valuable and we try to
barriers
general
readjustment is
work will start Monday or Tuesday. me
lenaency to await more favor
conserve it by quick service; the presiable price conditions. In the widest
dent of the bank has time to take deviews tne nation will profit by sell
ing now.
posits or to find a place to cash a check
Costly Experiment.
quickly if that is what you want. Your
The experiment we have made
nas been very eostly. Much has
convenience i3 the main concern here.
Deen learned, to be sure, hut the
So Easy to Drop Cigarette, outstanding lesson is that the government cannot profitably manage
Willing and friendly service is what
our merchant shipping.
has made this bank popular. It gets to
Cigar, or Chewing Habit
Having failed at such enormous
the hearts of people who like straight
I bring you the proposal which
cost,
has helped thousands
talk and square dealing.
contemplates the return to individ
to break the costly,
tobacco habit. Whenever vou ual initiative and private enter
have a longing for a smoke or a prise which underlies all success- You can start a checking accpunt here
iui enaeavor.
chew, Just place a harmless
Even' a sick child loves the
The merchant marine Is nnlver
with as little as fifty dollars, or a savtablet In your mouth Instead.
"fruity" taste of "California Fig
as
the
sally
recognized
second
line
All
desire
the
hublt
stops. Shortly
tne uttie tongue Is ooat-eings account, paying 4 per cent interest,
It is lndlannn Syrup."
Is completely broken, and you are or naval defense.
or If your child Is listless, cross,
In
sable
with a dollar.
time
.he
of
finational
great
better off mentally, physically,
feverish, full of cold, or has
It's so easy, so simple. emergency.and It is commendable to a teaspoonful will never fall to colic,
nancially.
maintain, because it the bowels. In a few hours open
Get a box of
and If It upbuild
you
doesn't release you from all crav- is tne nignest agency of peace and can see for yourself how thoroughand bears no threat and In
ing for tobacco In any form, yout amity,
all
the
work!
it
constipation
cites no suspicion. And yet It Is a ly
druggist will refund your money supreme
and waste from
assurance, without which poison, sour bile bowels
without question.
and gives
we should be unmindful
of our the tender, Uttie
playful child again.
safety and unheeding of our need you a well, of
mothers
Millions
keep "Calito continued growth and maintain
fornia Fig Syrup" handy. They
ed Influence.
I am thinking of the merchant know a teaspooniui today savee a
&
Ask your
marine of peace. Commerce l sick child tomorrow.
Inseparable from progress and at- druggist for genuine "California
A"
TAXwriNANClAI.
tainment. Commerce and its hand- Fig Syrup" WMch nas directions for
JIATtMtNTX
maidens have wrought the greater babies and children of all age
One-Ha- lf
WllUAMJ ZaNA
Mother! You
intlmacv arnonff
nnflnnix
a,Mrh printed on bottle.
calls for understandings and irunr. must say "California" or you mayi
Wmmmmmm
ontces of peace. However, we work get an imitation fig syrup.
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AND OTHER NEW
FAVORED MATERIALS
UP TO
Some models have convertible collars, raglan sleeves, buckle belts,
patch pockets; all lengths and sizes; one each style; plenty to select from.
Our values have proven to be our best advertisement,
Our aim is to
give you better values always, and "Always Something New."
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one-ha-

WOMEN'S HCt1IL DRENS" OUTFITTERS

lf

MILLINERY

403 West Central Ave.

Phone 617

two-tent-

three-tenth-

four-tenth-

OCT IT IS WORTH
MONEY
Cut out this slip, enclose with Be
and mall it to Foley & Co., 2835
Sheffield Ave., Chicago, 111., writing
your name and address clearly. You
will receive In return a trial package containing Foley's Honey and
Tar Compound for coughs, cola
and croup: Foley Kidney Pills for
pains in sides and buck; rnouma-- j
tlsm, backache, kidney nnd bladder- ,
ailments: and Foley Cathartic Tablets, a wholesome and thoroughly
cleansing cathartic for constipation,
biliousness, headaches, and sluggish
bowels. Sold everywhere.
CTT THIS
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Jcurnsi want ads get results:

State National Bank
Affiliated With
The State Trust
Savings Bank'.

Combined Resources
Million Dollars

Four and
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St.

Glass-Lumb-

Welders.
Tel. 1U17--
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BAt.DRIIir.B LVMHF.R CO.
Vbnm 40.
Street.
f Smith

FOR SALE
WATER MOTOR
Inquire

JOURNAL OFFICE!
C. H. CARNES
SPECIALIST IN Ot't'LAR
REFRACTION
107 S. Fourth.
Phono 1057--

LUMBER 1

PORTLAND CEMENT ASSOCIATION

GLASS
CEMENT

Ideal Building
DENVER, COLO.

c4 National Organization to Improve and
Extend the Uses of Concrete
Offices In 23 Other Cltier

OUITTOBAGGO

Steel Co. Inc.

C.

has approved in the past five years expenditures
totaling $229,000,000 for three kinds of pavementConcrete, brick and bituminous. Of this,
$184,000,000, or more than 80 per cent, has been
invested in Concrete. That represents793 percent
of the mileage paved.
Any community that selects Concrete for its highways is fully sustained in its choice by the observation and experience of the Federal Government.

MOTHER

li

Conete

States Government.
The Government approves the types of construction to which it will lend its aid, and
in an overwhelming majority of instances it
has approved Concrete.
Cooperating with the Mates, the Government

n

nerve-shatterin- g

rWind Shield
Hrt

1100

No one has better facilities for determining
the past performance of roads of all kinds
in all parts of the country than the United

poo-poo-
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For Colds and CouHs

Unie Sam
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PAINT
PLASTER

iumkr 6o,
423 North First Street

ESTANCIA

ALBUQUERQUE

DAILY STAGE
Leaves
Arrives
Leaves
Arrives

(EXCEPT

SUNDAT)

Albuquerque
Kstnncla

Estnncia

Albuquerque
One Way. $5.00

,,. 7:30 am
10.00 am

2:30pm
Round Trip, $9.50.

5:00 pin

Albuquerque Headquarters,
Ringling Brothers Cigar Store

210 WEST CENTRAL.

PHONE

Fancy Egg 10.50
For Furnace, Range
Heater Use.
GALLUP-AMERICA-

or

N

LUMP $11.00
Split Cedar Kindling

600.

i

Aztec Fuel Co.
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PLACING THE BLAME,

sideration is the warning given against
WHERE
The business world has been surfeited for
months with prognostications of trade revival supported by citations of more or leas obvious facts,
but there has been no boom nor any indication of
one. This reluctance to spread out on the thin ice
of opinion based on unsubstantial sentiment has
been the element of safety in tho abnormal situation. The federal reserve board realizes this, Is
gratified with it and would have the attitude of
caution maintained.
Privileged beyond any other organization to sed
information of developments and
cure
tendencies and extraordinarily qualified to interpret the Bigns of the times, it may be assumed that
there Is substantial foundation for its conclusions
that the country is on tho road to prosperity. But
not all the danger points have been passed. Careful attention to every factor In the business machinery Is essential to preventing a reaction.
Those who have closely observed business tendencies In the last several months may feel the
warning given is unnecessary, since the courso
Yet
adopted has been that which Is recommended.
the authority with which the federal reserve board
speaks gives to its considered utterances a welghti-nes- s
that goes with no others. When it asserts that
we are nearing the point of the upward swing of
the economic pendulum it may encourage a good
many to adopt a pace In preparation for reaping
the rewards ef general prosperity that will retard
rather than accelerate the coming of good times
on a stable basis.
e.

THEY ARE SO PLENTIFUL IT DOES
CATCH

MarcK 1, 1922

SEEM

AS THOUGH

MORE.

THE NEWS FEATURE

DRAWS.

At a recent meeting of the Central New York
Press association great applause greeted the sug
gestion that the time had come when alt politicians
should be made to pay advertising rates for every
line of publicity they desired; and the Idea was
also advanced that all political publicity should only
be accepted at rates higher than those charged to
department stores.
There are a good many persons who will sympathize with this point of view, and who believe
that newspapers give far too much of their valuable space to politicians and professional sports. To
this the papers can reply that they do this only because of the element of news contained in the doings of these gentry. In themselves they may be
persons of picayune Importance, but if the public
Is Interested in their performances as a matter of
news, the newspapers cannot easily avoid writing
something about them.
The moral to be drawn from this is that advertisers should, as far as possible, brings the news
This will infeature into their announcements.
sure their being read by the public, just as the
moves of the politicians and the baseball player are.
The paper which contains newsy features in every
column, editorial and advertising as well as those
devoted to the events of the day, draws the reading public. In this respect no one medium can
equal the daily newspaper.
NOT PANIC STRICKEN.

apprehension is apparent here and
there regarding the German competition which
American manufacturers will be up against in tho
near future. Increasing German Importations of
various products show a definite purpose to Invade
the markets of this country In every possible way.
Of course, the depreciation of the mark has
been a prime factor in the purchase of German
goods owing to the advantage of exchange, but more
menacing than this is the Increase of production
In Germany and the acceptance of lower wages by
But the promise of congress to
German workers.
Immediately enact a permanent tariff law is likely
to relieve, to some extent, the fear of a raid by
German manufacturers on the markets of this
country.
While these conditions are necessarily disturbing, the American manufacturer is not
nor is he likely to cease the development of
his own business by greater skill and better quality
Considerable

rs

d
were walking over the
fields and they were comof
trees
a
to
near
when,
clump
ing
all at once, the Woozie Wolf
sprang out from behind a bush
and growled showing his teeth.
Oh, what strong white teeth they
were sharp as needles! He didn't
need to go to the dentists, that
was certain.
"Now for some ear nibbling!"
howled the Wolf.
"Oh, please don't nibble my
ears, nor aJohnnie's, cither!" begged the bunny.
Nonsense!
Johnnie
"Pooh!
doesn't need to worry about me
nibbling his ears," grumbled the
Wolf.
"His cars are too small.
But you have very long, large
ears, and I'll surely nibble them."
There seemed to be no way out,
but all of a sudden Uncle Wiggily
thought of a plan.
"Are you sure your teeth are
strong
enough to nibblo my
ears?" asked the bunny. "Maybe
some of them will break off when
you try to bite my ears, and I
wouldn't like that."
"Don't worry! That will never
snow-covere-

Bedtime Stories
For Little Ones
By Howard

STILL. CONCRETE IS GRAY.
It is all right to have somethinc the matter with
head
if it's gray matter. Omaha Bee.
your

B.

Ourlt

Copyright. 1921. by McClure
Newspaper Syndicate.

UNCLE WIGC.ILY AND JOHNTHEN IT WON'T BE SYNTHETIC.
NIE'S TEETH.
After all is said and done, the best and surest
way of making gold is to earn it. Detroit Free
Once upon a time, when Uncle
Press.
Wiggily was hopping along over
the fields and through the woods,
ATTABOY, BROTHER.
he
looking for an
Others can do as they please, but as long as passed the hollowadvenjure,
tree where
we've got a job we propose to remain an optimist. Johnnie and Billy Bushytail, the
Dallas News,
squirrel boys, had their home.
And as the bunny uncle was
CONFINING IT TO AMATEURS.
thinking of ringing the bell, to
We should like to see a contest to determine speak to Mrs. Bushytail, he heard
who is the best known liar in the country, all a voice Inside the tree saying:
"But I don't want to go, Mopoliticians to be barred. Toledo Blade.
8
t &
ther! There's no need of me goWEALTH ACCUMULATES
EN ROITE.
ing! There's nothing at all the
Then,, are too many store collars, diamond studs, matter with 'cm! I don't want to
wrist watches, silk shirts and super-sixe- s
between go!"
the man who produces onions and cabbage and
"But you must, Johnny!" said
Mrs. Bushytail. "Tho longer you
the poor devil who eats them. Houston Post.
wait the worse it will be."
"Hum!
It sounds as though
there might bo trouble here." said
Undo Wiggily to himself. "I guess
I'd better go in. Perhaps I may
be able to help."
MUSnERS OF ICOXOCLASM.
"Oh, Undo Wiggily! I'm so
(From the Minneapolis Tribune.)
glad to seo you!" chattered Mrs.
Wilbur Glenn Voliva, high priest of Zlon City Bushytail, as sho opened tho door
and successor of the late John Alexander, ought to .ur ine ounny gentleman, "I'er-hap- s
find the company of Mr. Edison and Mr. Ford
you can get Jolinnio to go."
"Go where?" nskml tlia T.imn..
congenial if tho three should arrange a night of
and
rabbit
divide
the floor, fifty-fiftassembly
with Mr.
gentleman, as he looked at
Voliva defending his thesis that the earth is flat, tne squirrel hoy sitting in a chair.
and Messrs. Edison and Ford whooping it up on "Where do you want Johnnie to
the flat money theme.
go, Mrs. Bushytail?"
"To the old gentleman bear
If a week-en- d
party suggestion is in order, with
nominations of eliglbles, it might not be amiss to dentist.
I want the bear dentist
propose invitations for Mr. Wells, Mr. Shaw and to look at Johnnie's teeth and see
Mr. Lenin. Also it might be an excellent idea to if any of them need filling or
have Mr. Townley among those present, together pulling."
r,
with a
a cubist painter and or, say,
"Oh. don't say that!" chattered
Johnnie. "I wouldn't have a tooth
Representative Manuel Herrick of Oklahoma.
We have been having one of the greatest oncn nulled for anvthlntr nnt von
seasons for lconoclasm since the recorded history ten cents!"
of man began. It is both an indoor and outdoor
"Well, if you let the bear densport to hurl rocks at traditional beliefs, opinions tist look at your teeth now, and
and institutions, to jostle them, and even to topple have him fill any little holes that
them off the pedestal when it can be done. There may be in them," said Mrs
is a considerable number of players in the tame. Bushytail, "It will be a long, long
all
but it cannot be said that lcono- while before any of your teeth
clasm has become fashionable.
Whore there is need pulling. Come now; go like
one participant there are a hundred or a thousand a good boy!"
who poke fun at the game, most of whom don't
But Johnnie didn't seem to
even go the sidelines, and that is the real hope of want to be a good boy. He would
that ponderous thing palled modern civilization.
rather be an obstinate little squirIn his solemn asservations that the earth is flat rel chap, it appeared. Ho fussed
and that there isn't any such thing as a south pole, and fretted and pouted, squirmnr. vouva is not sunicienuy enlightening. If ho ing in his chair, until Uncle Wigis rig'ht it would be possible for somebody some gily said:
time to go to the edge of tho earth and fall off, but
"Johnnie, please come and take
where would he fall to and on what would he a walk with me!"
"To the dentist's?" asked the
light, or would he ever light, and if he did light
what would happen to him? On those qumies we squirrel boy, quickly clapping a
need light, hence the urge for further enlighten- paw over his mouth.
ment by Mr. Voliva.
But perhaps Mr. Voliva
"No, Just to take a walk and
opines that the earth has no end and hence no- look for an adventure," said
body could fall off of it. In that case how could Uncle Wiggily. "Go and get jour
one of those wicked persons Mr. Voliva rails against cap!"
And when Johnnie had
gone to get his cap the bunny
get around it on his way o the bad place?
The practical person has no occasion to worry said to Mrs. Bushytail: "Leave it
over Mr. Voliva's terrestrial hypothesis so long as to me! I'll get him to go to the
he can buy tickets from Minneapolis, keep on go- bear dentist some way or other!"
ing west and finally wind up at the place whence other!"
ho started if he has the price.
Uncle Wiggily and Johnnie

EDITORIAL OF THE DAY

1

J'
'Pooh.! I 'can do thai"
howled the Wolf.

free-verse-

n,

"REG'LAR FELLERS"
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DOUT-

;

f

ml.

TOWWMOK'

V

happen," chuckled the Wolf. "I
have very strong, sharp teeth."
"Let me see if they are as
strong as mine," said sly Uncle
Wiggily.. ."Can you do this?" he
asked,, and, leaning over, he
gnawed some bark from a tree.
I can do that,"
"Of course
howled the AVolf, and then he bit
little
off a
bark, but he couldn't
gnaw it as the rabbit did, for a
Wolf's teeth are made or eating
soft meat and not hard bark.
"Pooh, I don't call your teeth
very good," said the bunny. "My
friend Johnnie Bushytail here has
stronger teeth than you. Show
the Wolf how to nibble a hickory

nut, Johnnie."
Johnnie took a hickory nut
from his pocket and soon gnawed
it open, taking out the sweet
meat inside.
"Pooh, I can do that," howled
"Give me a nut."
the Wolf.
Johnnie gave him one. But instead of gnawing the shell the
Wolf bit down hard on tho hard
nut and broke off seven of his
teeth. "Oh, you fooled me! You
fooled me," howled the bad chap.

(Copyright 1121 by Oeorr

STIMdY!
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City. Feb. 28. Eggs
2c higher.
Firsts, 23c.

Butter and poultry unchanged,

J

t

.'

.S
ffijfe

PZ

--

VJHMDVA,V:'
thin1! HC

VWULDN'cSlMH
ANY OP HIS
PEMS-TH,- S

Matthew Adams

J

"Yes,

and I guess

maybe

AUTOMOBILE

NEW YORK COTTON.

I'd

EXPERT Radiator Repairing-- . O. K. Burnt '
mrini woms, ill norm inira.
5
FOR BALK
Bulck touring car,
first-clas- s
condition. Bond-Dillo- n
Go;

better go to the bear dentist's to
New York, Feb. 28. Cotton fuhave him look at them," said the
closed steady. March, $18.54;
tures
to
want
"I
my teeth
squirrel.
July, $17.48; Oct.,
May, $18.24;
last."
"Fine," cried Mr. Longears. $16.78; Dec, $16.62.
There was only one little hole to
LIBERTY BONDS.
fill in Johnnie's whole set of
teeth, and that was soon done,
New
York, Feb. 28. Liberty
and very Happy the squirrel boy
was. Thus everything happened bonds closed: 3s. $97.08; first 4s.
first
4s, $96.82;
for the best, you see, and if the $97.00: secondsecond
4ViS, $96.90;
cat doesn't put her tail through 4Hs. $97.20;
fourth
4Vts,
44s,
$98.00;
tho keyhole and tickle the door third
know so it turned a somersault, $97.24: Victory 3s, $100.00; Vic$100.26.
tory
next
tell
I'll
about Uncle
you
4s,
Wiggily and Bouncing

Billle.

WANTED A Ford touring body In iV.
change for a roadater body. Phona.
1G23--

CASH PRICES for UMd eara,
tlon, Mclntoia Auto Co.,

NEW YORK MONEY.
,

New York, Feb. 28. Call money
Firm. High, 5 per cent; low, 4
per cent; ruling rate, 4 per cent;
closing bid, offered at and last loan,
J 5
per cent; call loans against acV
ceptances, 4
per cent.
Time
loans Firm. Sixty and 90
(By The AMrtted Press.)
to 5 per
New York, Feb. 28. A sharp de- days and six months. 4
cline in the volume and scope of cent; prime mercantile paper, 4
5
per cent.
operations, compared with recent to
active sessions, and recurrent presNEW YORK METALS.
sure against vulnerable issues, were
tho outstanding features of today's
New York. Feb. 28. Copper
stock market. Dealings were of a
and nearby, 12
professional
character, especially Electrolytic, spot 13c.
in the food, tobacco and motor
futures.
12c;
sales. The uneven course of sub
Tin Weak. Spot and futures,
stantial or Investment issues, in $29.87.
Iron Steady. Prices unchanged.
the faco of further bidding of specLead Steady. Spot, $4.70(3)4.80.
ulative stocks, suggested
profit
Zinc Quiet. East St. Louis detaking by pools.
Marines strengthened In antici- livery spot, $4.5004.65.
Antimony Spot, $4.37.
pation of President Harding's ship
Foreign bar silver, 62 c.
subsidy message to congress. Steels
Mexican dollars, 48c.
Improved on the pronounced increase of production reported by
FOREIGN EXCHANGE.
the United States Steel corporation.
The general list was at best price
levels in the final hour, regardless
of the rise in call money from 4
change steady. Great Britain de
$4.44.
to 6 per cent and the passing of mand, $4.43
cables,
the quarterly dividend on United France demand, 9.17; cables, 9.174.
cables,
Retail Stores.
Italy demand, 5.30 :
Aside from the British rate, 6.31. Belgium demand. 8.70; ca
demand.
which established a new maximum bles, 8.71.
Germany
Holland decables.
with demand bills at $4.43, foreign exchanges were subjected to mand, 38.36; cables, 38.39. Norde17.20.
Sweden
Moderate re way demand,
further irregularity.
cessions occurred In the French mand, 26.60. Denmark demand,
and Italian remittances and the 21.10. Switzerland demand, 19.60.
Dutch rate forfeited part of its re- Spain demand, 16.00. Greece decent gain. All the north European mand, 4.60. Poland demand, .02.
demand, 1.70. Arremittances were slightly higher
and Swiss francs rose to 19.60, gentine demand, 36.37. Brazil demand, 13.76, Montreal,
thirty points above parity.
Closing prices:
36
CHICAGO PRODUCE.
American Beet Sugar
40
American Can
American Smelting"
Chicago, Feb. 28. Butter MarRef'g.. 47
ket higher. Creamery extras, 36 c;
American Sumatra Tobacco.. 27
seconds. 29
American Tel. & Tel
1194 firsts,
13
American Zinc
48
Anaconda Copper
Eggs Market higher. Receipts
97
12,979 cases. Firsts, 25c; ordinary
Atchison . ;
37
Baltimore & Ohio
firsts, 2223c; miscellaneous, zinp
63
25
c.
Bethlehem Steel "B"
26
lower.
Fowls,
Alive,
Butte & Superior
Poultry
Rn. ronnler. 1 Re.
finrlnffa
51
Oft,,
California Petroleum
Re
138
Canadian Pacific
Potatoes Market , steady.
33
Central Leather
ceipts 30 cars. Total u. S.
59
357 cars. Wisconsin sackel
Chesapeake & Ohio
round whites, $1.85 2.05 cwt;
Chicago, Mil. & St. Paul.... 23

im hurkeis

f67,

FOR SALE 1921 Ford roadster. In firit- claaa running order. Car has atarter,
demountable rims, two new casings, one
extra: will trade for good touring. Phone
1523-J-

.

SO to 76
per cent on used parts,
tires
wheels magnitos,
bearings,
etc.
Our
stock grows larger
springs,
dally. Parta In eto''- - for Overlands. DO.
80; Chalmers, Maxwell truck an" pleasure
eai , Chevrolet, 490, Paige 4, Reo 4, Slurte-hek- er
4
and 6. Mcintosh Auto Co
ail West Copper.

SAVE

FOR HALE 1920 "Big " Rtudebaker)
excellent condition, new cord tires, ex-

tra equipment, rear windshield: must sell,
going east, $750.
Hotel.

97.

31S6c;

LOST AND FOUND
Purse contuinlng driver's license
and rallroud passes; return to Frank
Santa Fe Store House.
Lady's dark grey driving glovee,
Saturday night; return to thla office;
reward.
LOST End-gat- e
for Ford Truck, painted
trim: finder please
red, with gotd
phone 1518 and we will call. M. J.
O'Fallon Supply Co,
Kngy.
LOST

1

'""t'lr

By

HE blDNl
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111

AMY
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'
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Alvarade

LOST

snip-ment- s,

PEtVMura1

A. Friedman,

WHEN IN NEED OK"
TIRES, rlma, carburetors, springs, magnetos, generators, wheela. gears, axles,
bearings, horns, accessories.
COME TO PARTS HEADQUARTERS.
We have salvaged to date the following cars:
Bulck, Maxwell,
Chandler,
Mitchell, Chevrolet 490 end V. B. ; Overland, every model. 69, (19, 79. 80, SI S,
8HH, 85-75. 76B and SO; Crow Elkhart. Reo. Dort, Saxon, Studebaker. both
4 and 6.
Viaduct Oarage. 600 South Second.
Largest parts house In tha state.
Our prices the lowest.

Czecho-Slovak-

SN
A ')

condt-- V

ii

.43.

.43;

nr

til Weal V
uoppcr.
FOR SALE Borne extia, goad uaed cara! f
eaay terma. Mclntoib Auto Co., tit ,
$
West Copper.
FOR SALE Ford touring, Tord truck,
In good running order.
Tie North 1
Thirteenth.
L,
WANTED Ford chaasta; muit be In
good condition and reasonably priced.
Phone 1009-.
BUY MT FORD touring car, good con
dltlon, bargain It taken at once, aa I
have larger car. Cnffman, 1224 North
seconn, phone 1737-FOR SALE Ore ton Ford truck, 20
wor.n drive;
light Bulck, 5S0,-- .
Ford touring, $125; Studebaker, flve-paaaenger, 1260. 11 Weat Gold.
f
FOR SALE Ford touring or Ford apeed- -i
A-In
or
both
l abape;
will trade, 1
ter,
(
Ford light truck. Call at 307 Eaatf
Central at noons, or after 5 p. m.
FORDS FOR RKN'T Rates: 16o per mile, I
11 per hour minimum.
Special rateaj
week daya. Ak for them. Drlverleasl
Ford ro..
North Third, phone 5S0.
FOR SALE Bulck Six. A- -l
condition,,
new rubber, sacrifice at $500: owner!
leaving, must ell; terms to right party.
207 West Gold, City Realty Co., phone

Trade Mark Registered tj. 8. Patent O fflec)

I

A

teeth."

RESERVE BOARD'S WARNING.
Optimistic at is the report of the federal reserve
board, the feature deserving of most careful con- -

f

LIVESTOCK MARKETS.

J
Chicago Livestock.
Chicago, Feb. 28. Cattle Re. j
ceipts 11.000. Beef steers steady
to weak, quality plain. Early top, I
$8.75;
bulk, $7.408.00; fat she f
stock Jml stockers
and feeders
and calves slow.
bulls
f
steady;
Hogs Receipts 25,000. Market fj
to
10c
6c
fairly active,
higher, t.v
mostly lOe higher than yesterday's 1
average. Top. $11.35 for one load,
170 to
averages; bulk, I
$10.9011.25; pigs steady to 25o
100 to 120. f
desirable
bulk
higher;
pounders, $10.25 1 0.60.
Sheep Receipts 16,000. Market
slow, sheep and yearlings steady; l
aver- lambs weak.
Wheat
28.
Choice fed western f
Feb.
Chicago,
lambs. $15.60; best not sold early;
aged higher in price today for May
An
choice
wooled yearlings,
delivery but lower for July.
quotations $13.75; shorn wethers. $9.25; wool,
advance in Liverpool
storms
snow
ewe
ed
whereas
May,
affected
top early, $8.50.
In the domestic winter crop terrimarket
The
Kansas City Livestock.
tory, influenced July.
net deKansas City, Feb. 28. Cattle .
closed unsettled at
$1.47
with
"So
May
to
gain,
cline
Receipts 10,000. Beef steers slow,
to steady
to 15c lower. Early top,
and July $1.24
to $1.47
Corn finished unchanged c $8.50; some held higher; she stock;
$124.higher,
oats e off to
mostly steady to strong, some early
advance and provisions up Be to sales 15c to 25o higher. Good and
choice heifers, $6.60(5)7.50;
best
40c.
At first the wheat market as a cows, $5.75 6.25 ; cables steady to
tendency
(fj)
an
25c
best
$10.00
upward
vealers,
whole showed
higher;
10.50; other classes generally steady
here in response to gains atIn Liverfavor
to strong: canners and cutters genpool, although sentiment
less erally $3.00(S4.25; most bulls, $4.00
of higher prices was much been
recently
has
(3)4.50; early sales feeders, $7.00'
noticeable than
a 7.50;
stockers, $6,000)7.35.
the case. On the rise, selling of
and
Hogs Receipts 10,000. Market
persistent character developed,
ensued,
active, opened 15c to 25c higher;
many irregular changes
towith July gradually workingevinc- bulk later sales 25c higher, spots
more.
Few 170 to
ward lower levels and May
It was $11.10; packer top. $11.05; bulk
ing comparative strength.'
snow
that
to
170
assumed
weights, $10.90 SJ
generally
$10.85; bulk
storms in the southwest meant a 11.00;
har1922
most throw-o- ut
the
of
for
outlook
sales,
$10,500)11.00;
better
delivsows, $9.00 9.50; choice stock
vest represented by the July
or
talk
to
$10.60.
On the other hand,
pigs up
ery
T.000.
Sheep Receipts
Sheep
export business In progress helped
somewhat to maintain cn'ld,ee steady. Fall shorn Texas ewes,
that foreigners neededto allbe the 191 $7.60; wethers, $8.50; yearlings,
applied $13.00; lambs generally strong,
wheat still available
Predictions of spots lOo to 16o higher; top.
on May contracts.
soon
enlarged demand for wheatmillers $15.50; bulk. $14.75(3)15.50.
on the part of domestic
' '
stimuDenver livestock,
i
acted also an more or loss
the
for
28.
Cattle
Re
Feb.
Denver,
toward
prices
lus
higher
16o
to
254
1,600.
Market
ceipts
delivery.
May
Prlpes for corn and oats rulea higher. Beef steers, $8.007.85;
unstable owing largely to the er- cows and heifers,
$4.507.00ji
ratic fluctuations in wheat. Corn, calves $9.00(911.00; bulls, $3.60 li
however was relatively firm as a 3.75; stockers and feeders, $5.75,
7.00.
result of smallness of receipts.
Sheep Receipts J. 4 00. Market
Higher quotations on hogs gave
a lift to provisions. Lard touched strong to 40o higher. Yearlings,
lambs,
$12.00(3)12.75;
a new top price for the season.
$14.00j
15.00; ewes, $7.007.7S; feeder
,
Closing prices:
Ju
Hi
$1.47
lambs, $13.0014.00,
May.
Wheat
"Now I haven't any teeth to $1 24
70Hc.
July,
Corn
May,
67c;
nibble your ears,"
Oats Mav 42 c: July, 44 c.
"Ha! I hoped that would hapPork May, $21.40.
pen," laughed tho bunny, as the
Lard May, $12.20; July,
Wolf ran away. "Good work for
Ribs May, $11.57; July, $11.20.
You have strong
you, Johnnie.

panic-stricke-

of output.
Making the world safe for democracy by conquering; Germany on the battlefield has naturally
been followed by the more difficult economic
gle which must proceed until there is an adjustment
of the equilibrium upset by the great war.

Kansas

240-pou-

CRISP PARAGRAPHS

Ht'SToO

.

CITY PRODUCE,

to'c

Do you regret, In fields of
blowing.
The sterner love that cleaved our passion here?
ur do you dream my tears are dewdrops glowing
Round your unmarked sleep?
And do you wake, and weep I wonder, Dear?

I

I

Idaho

1C

As on that day alone, 'mid dead leaves blowing,
I stand and watch the dark ships seaward glide.
And wonder if the Flemish autumn's strowing
leaves
ited,
Where, like stopped water, your wild splendor
died.

.UKE

KANSAS

whites, ij
sacked
sacked f

,
J

Time and creed went past;
And old earth sang to us her old wild song.

1

2fi

,

er

ghost-flowe-

Minnesota sacked round
$1.751)1.90 cwt.;; Colorado
56
Russets, $2.30 cwt.; Idaho
10 '4 Rurals.
$2.05 f 2.10 cwt.;
sacked Russets, $2.30 2.45.
11
26

Great Northern pfd
,. 75
30
Inspiration Copper
72
Tnt. Mer. Marine pfd
2S H
Konneeott Copper
Louisville A Nashville
113J,
122V,
Mexican Petroleum
2fi
Miami Conper
Missouri Pacific
23.
77
New York Central
81
Northern Pacific
35
Pennsylvania
1 3
Consolidated
i
Copper.
Ray
. .
Reading
48
U
Republic Iron & Steel....
224
Sinclair Oil ft Refining...
8434
Southern Pacific
2 IV.
Southern Railway
..101
Studebaker Corporation
"Mi
Texas Company
5954
Tobacco Products
...134'-!Union Pacific
"'"ft
United States Steel
62
Utah Copper
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE.

An effort is being made by such newspapers as
the Santa Fe New Mexican and the Las Vegas Optic
to have it appear that the Journal is antagonistic
to the Normal University at Las Vegas. Any one
who reads the Journal knows that quite the contrary is true.
Perhaps the suggestion that a eortaln type of
The Journal Is very much in favor ot the Norcar paper may be substituted for the body instead
mal University and the other normal schools of ths of whatever it is they Use now was advanced with
Btate.
It regards tho development of the public the idea that it may eliminate the rattle.
schools of the state as the only solution of tho peoThe senators who are asking President Harding
ple. The normal schools are a prerequisite to that
He cannot have public schools with- for light on the
development.
treaty appear not to
out teachers, and we cannot have teachers without have been taking much Interest in the conference
normal schools.
in their midst.
It was the opinion of the Journal that there
session
of
the
should have been a special
legislature
Divorce statistics suggest that they still are
immediately after the fire at tho university to make scrapping on the matrimonial sea.
largely increased appropriations for that school In
.order that its physical equipment might be adequate
to its needs. Our vision outran that of the powers
VERSE OF TODAY
that be who were satisfied with the restoration of
the destroyed property. Thereby the school and Las
TO ONE IN FLANDERS.
Vegas were the losers. However, we have no comAs on that day, among the red leaves blowing,
plaint.
We lay and watched the wild hawks windward
Our criticisms have been made in an effort to
throng,
save rather than to destroy this great Institution. You looked at me and, like thin water flowing.

No school can long survive political control. Allow
the politicians to lay disponing hands on our school
system and it is doomed. To make such efforts unpopular Is the only defense our school system has.
For that reason and for that reason alone we have
critlsized the turning over of this great school to
Sec. Romero and his henchman, Dr. Jose Sena. Until the school is rescued from such hands we can
expect nothing but steady deterioration.
The New Mexican criticizes us for implying that
there may have been liquor selling about the school.
We do not know the facts. President Wagner told
us that the authorities claimed that a janitor waB
selling liquor to the students. He also said that he
had not discharged the janitor. We repeated the
story of Mr. Wagner and are accused, at once, of
being unfriendly toward the school.
The authorities of the school had the power to
discharge at once a. janitor coming under such suspicion. If political considerations prevented this
from being done it Is not our fault. Had it been
done there could have been no criticism.
We are not implying that moral conditions at
the school are bad. We think quite the contrary
is true. We do think that politics will result in a
policy which will soon create the public Impression
that things are not as they should be. One of the ludicrous stories In circulation is that
the Journal wishes to move this school to AlbuThis is a preposterous lie. No such
querque.
thought ever entered the editorial mind. We regard the location of this school as permanently
fixed In a good location and our only wish is to
see it thrive there. We desire to see its scope of
service largely Increased.
However, we will not cease to criticize the political control of schools because such criticism might
momentarily retard them. Their future usefulness
demands the nipping in the bud of all such efforts.
It Is too bad that politics has embarrassed this
The blame should be placed where it
Institution.
belongs. We did not introduce political control.

Chlno Copper
Colorado Fuel & Iron
Crucible Steel
Cuba Cane Sugar

Erie

first-han-

four-pow-

WE OUGHT TO
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Gene Byrne!

,

March 1, 1922.
WE

ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL
BRINGING UP FATHER.

WILL PAY YOU
8 io

IT

Net on amounts from $2,000
up and give you first lien
on improved
mortgages
city
property in return. We now
have houses from $725 up in
all sections of city. Let us show
you what we have before you
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By Georjre McMamu
HE

SO

TO YOUR OAUCiHTER.
IbEFOPtE. ICO- .

CALL

1921 by the Intern ntional News Service.
Registered U. S. Patent Olfles

MUtT HAVE.
TAKIN' A OltjUKE
TO

buy.

JUt)T LEFT.
TOO LIKE

THE CICAR.

I

tMOKE.D

ft.vVr-- v

LIST

YOUR PROPERTY
WITH US.
YOUR PROPERTY
WITH US.
We Get and Give Results.

INSURE

National
200 Yt

Investment Co.

well-bui-

HOME

To sell for $4,200 if
once. Owner Leaving;.

Terms.

FOR RENT

Rooms

FOR KENT
i.oveljr furniahed room. 120
South. Walter.
FOP. RENT Room, with
sleeping porch.
203

North Edith.
RENT Light hou.ekeenl,,,,
HLiLl Central.

1'Olt

,,....-

-.

".

ro
w"
Third.
FOR RENT Furnished room, for house- keeping. S?.l Roiith Third
OR RENT
Furnished
with furnace nent. 31)7 South room,
Walter
HUNT
'
Largo unfurnished room,
new,
soutli Erilth
FOR ItF.NT Two room for
light houe- Sll'Plnii2'''V'o5tJron; no alck.
ROOM and slrepTng
adJoTnTng
porch,
.
301 Rnnlh
Oflth,
.1

Fw.r!E;Furnlsh'?,1
South

II

South

lrurn,,1"'1 I11"
"""y' ,1,pe""

'"rn'shed room.;

hIL,toT

FOR RTfNT

,

ground rinni
Fruit, phono

Two

alao cau

furnl.hed

,W:

Walter,
and
Ch,ld"n'

roome
n

Furnace heHtetl frm,t to,
.!(.. I..I
09 Weat
2042-.-

spee-plnFOR REXT
porch and dressing
room, electric light., bath nnd
tele- 414
phnne.
West Hold.

Fori

RENTr-Thr- ee

GRIFFITH,
Phone 414.

WEST

furnished room, ana

painted. phone 1804-J- .
FOR nKNT oTan. sunny,
airy room".
PHvate entrance;
employed party pre- ferred. SQ4 North Walter.
FOR RENT Nice
rooms for house
keeping and sleeping; under new management. 121U North Third
NEWLY furniahed .team heated room;
home cooking; two gentlemen preferred: no alok. 8 21 North
Fourth.
IMPERIAL ROOMS Vice, clean rooma;
Theater, 81 iy, Weat Central.
ELGIN HOTEL siettng rooma and
Housekeeping
by the day
week or month. aparimemp.
SnSI West Cen(-- .l
JfOR RENT
Three
rooma
fur 4lg!it
housekeeping, with
.leeplng
bath, liacht and water furniahed. porch,
2
North Fifth.
WOODWORTH
Newly
furniahed. nice,
clean rooma and housekeeping apart-nT
day, week or month. 811
rMii n i mra
fO" RENT One larto well furniahed
room, not water
I'uuseKeepine;
Wee for roupie working; no ick, heat
close
In. 3D West Iron.
MAN EMPLOYED,
will share room and
porch with congenial partner; no objection to healthsreker If not bed
$13.50 per month. 213 North High.
FOR RENT Strictly high class room
iiniui, east ana south exposure, aouth-ea- st
sleeping porch, private home, boM
residential nlstrlrt; gentleman preferred;
no Blek. call 970.
FOR RENT Special offer, one furnished room, adjoining bath, In brand new
modern home; private outalda entrance;
furnace heat; employed peopia preferred'
reasonable. Phone IIMH--

ROMA

PROFEUTY
FOR SALE
Five-roobrick stucco bungalow, two porches, large basement, furnace, built-ilaundry tubs, hardwood
floors,
&0xH2.
walks, lot
This is a
real home for the price asked.
Cnn be had on terms If dosir-eBee us for appointment.
DIECKMANX REALTY CO.
Realtors.
Real Estate, Insurance, Loans.
SOD
W. firilil Ate Mmne ntn

TflaieT
Man; car repair work, City
Electric Kama, Old Town.
WANTED Mala
atennarapher.
J. IX Waters, 803 H Kast Central.Apply
WANTED Bushelman. Kobelia & Put-nirroom 2. N. T. Arml.io bullillnit.
ujiT Uluatrated calalo?.
Learn how.
Tounn Men's
Christian
Association
Auto School teaches. Loa Angcies.
EMPLOYMENT
office furnlstu-clerks, bookkeepera, carpenters, cooks and laborcra. Plrone 3C4-110 South Third.
WANTED Man, between 40 and 60 years
o common
iu in
cooking for two
men and do chorea around
place; ateady
,1oh for riKht man.
State Line Trading
Company, r.upton, Arizona.
WANTED-Ma- n
with
or two men
to milk and rare family
for thirty-fiv- e
to
forty.flva cows; house free; mutt rive
reference; 1101 per month each. C. M.
!,
Prada, Wlnslow, Ariz.
Venule.
WANTED Oirl for'gencral housework.
217 South Tenth.
WANTED
Oirl for general housework;
nlahts. Ill Coliimbln.
WANTED (llri to wash dishes and do
housework: must apeak English. 511
south rsrondway.
WAN fc.lt
Experienced vhambennald;
must apeak English. Bcllcvue : otcl.
31
South First.

20

A. L. MARTIN CO.,
Realtors.
Real Estate, Fire and Auto
- Insurance, Loans.
123 W. Gold
Phone 156.

tral avenue, furnished.

must sell wllhln
Terms.

,

m

n

a

few days.

You want to dispose of. Wo
have for sale a new small and
modern home of four rooms In
Fourth ward. A bargain In
price, easy terms and your lot
as first payment. Look it over
today.
J, D. Keleher, Realtor,
Phono 410.
211 W. Gold.

four
bungalows,
modern, and nicewith new furnican live In one
Income from other

FRANKLIN

Cen-

SEwvice.

JJ

Inc.

FURNISHED

J

tk

"VOI R OPPOItTCNITV"
HOME.

Highly Improved ranrh near
city; must be sold in thirty
days. Phone 2412-JJ. A. GLEASXEH, City

Pouftry-Egg- s

FOR SALE H. C. R. I, Red aettlng egg..
m.
.i.iunr per seinng. i'tlone 1K70-- J
FOR SALE
Rhode Island esgs for hatch- 'n17 South Waller.
FOR SALE iJla.k Minorca
,S
10'
F"'' KU,U'"'
S49lJlr':

St-

-

Wfd

A. C. STARES,
Gold Ave.
Phone

WANTED

To You It Means Get In Now.

roRETOtRooms

McKinley Land

have several Rood Inans.
If you have the money lets get
together.
We

McMillion

&

New

Albuquerque.

20(1

West Gold.

It

Call

K.vr- -

!::-.-

For

SALE

modern
house,

aieeping
l:oi
Walter.
furnlstrod cot"

nth

m

!n.1?.nlXoHhJVrnnd.

Full RENT
FOR
W

IieuutifuT'i

phone

2II7K--

uiTgTiTT.w;
514

f,.,r sale; all or part.

!;.:ri)

Fifih.

'1

house.

!

FuR RENT Three-rooPorch, furnished.
FOR RENT Three-roo-

furnP

North

imjee, tw rooms
and porch; newly fixed up. IMS South
erl

alter.

FOR

RENT

Ho ise,"7iHnlshed or unfur"
Phone 1110 or call 1!,:.4 West

loduil.
l rat.
Three-rinun- i
1'i'lt
REXl'
furnished
li"iie, sleeping porches; keva at 704
Hart Santa Fe.
RENT (Hi
SALE
i't'l;
Tin
house with screen porch, alimt new.
IF!
Con

West HoMSevflt.
fENT
FOR
Thra-- r
,1
furnlsh-- d
See J. A. Hammond, 624
tnge.
Silver, phono 1522-lt- .

ouT
East

FU" RENT Three-rooconvert
bou.- -,
lent to :.hops In too highlands, only
a month. Phone 41 11.
FOR

RENT

Three-mo-

natTlurnTsTTeTL

largo sleeping porch, modern.
Marquette, phnno IL'.S-M- .
F( )

REX T

Wisl

L'Fl

iis

with
sleeping prch; nicely furnished. 413
FoulhBrondwuy,
phone la'i'i-l- t
FOR RENT Wi hn"v'e"eoveral verv de"
slrnble unfurnished houses In Fourth
Two-roo-

BALE

2100-lt-

Dwelling

Five-roo-

ward.
McMllllon & Wood.
FOR RENT New four "room fTcaT
per month. See F. 11 Stvon or

WEINMAN,

70S West Copper, City

Or any real estate agent.

r

FRUIT

125
C.

R"--

"

IIOHDVH

PAHA

.

Phono 318.

FOR SALE

ilaitd "sortfuin."

Phone T.lillr

IS EST

I.N

TOWN.

cana dulce embaloda.

FOR

8 A LE Manure.
Sohufflcharger
Line, 114 John street.
FOR HALE Snow
costs arui cou liter
' 0 - 4 N " r " Fourth.
1
SAXAPIIOXKS
and 1 Ion:, m"wThd used
Freil R. Kills, phone :iu;..i.
FOR SALE
iilver type u r er wllif" case,
box flJ. city.
..t0.IMttoffi,-DESVEU POST OellverV-- l'
Tyor

Ti"fer

Houtea

Phon
llrlek, nine lurire
cash. 124
2401-K-

A t " HHMVft.
JOHN W. WILSON,
Attorney.
rooms, Ho rn. II, 17 and 19, Cromwell Building.
South
Phon 1153-J- .

on

FOR SA LE
modern
close In and convenient to shops. home,
420
West Coal.
NIIW small nonui. on Siuuth
Walter,
well built and you can have It
for 8101) down nn,l t it: b n.n.,,i. ri-.- ,.

IOR SALE
house,

sired.

FROM TFIR LOW ZONE TO
THE OZONE.
That's us and we find that
there are hundreds more just
like us. The manager of this
firm is moving his family to
University Heights; all the Joy
was being taken from their
lives In winter by the heavy
nmoko and In summer by the
mosquito. To get real New
Mexico ozone about Albuquerque where must one go?
UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS
Is the ideal location for that
home for yourself and good
family. A lot in tha Heights is
a dandy Investment. $10.00 a
month will secure one for you.
The Main Office Is at Second
and Oold.
Phones 40 or 899.

PROFESSIONAL CARDS

brick house,

By owner,
modern
two large porches; terms If de1117 west Kent, block west
n

park.
Down hoJ :o a month are the
terms on a brand new shingle bungalow; two large ro.,ms ond sleeping
porch,
price lar.ii. Phono 410.
H'it SA..- E- I'raclicat.y new four-roor""l,ML-n!.onPhone 1P40-M- .
n
brick, modern except heat, close In.
! OR
SALE i viiThT" a",Vl tiTr" n.i '"
nicely furnished. Ir.oo uown, balanc like
hi d; r.evr
rent. Phone 1925-M- .
us.oniy jiioh. phone so-w- .
eon Ai,K-nar:- aln,
one cool rnnco and 5200 DOWN and 8:5 a month will
buy
fourteen window ahadea, practically
.0.11 a well-buiadobe, plastered white,
neiv.
704West Coal.
shingle
floors
ro,f,
and
brand
new,
'
,
J'OO
''OR SAL E o n e" "il7 eompl.te; bIm. I'll,-.phone 410.
some nice chtr kens.
HA.VE ioi; cash?
Phoae 14m-nTw
Four fine
70lWial New York.
lio'.iacs for
than construction ma'F7.u"TjATE-l!..M,t- r..'r
terials, a
sacrifice. Room 7,
National Hank lniiidlnir.
w.th rang p!..w.
Hardware
I' 01:
nepantnent. J, Korher
Co.
H.W.H
Hy uwiier.
718 West Coil,
frame stucco, 4 rooms and b.th.
FOlt SALE Grape vutYmisw. j:Wk at"i- 2
volse. While Vcrilios.
large
porches,
newly
decorated, vacant
Cataw' " U f..!if '
ba and Conevirds. Phono 33,
hm 1803 w.
J'
TYPEWRIT E :ri.n m a k", 7 Tis and up; A KAI'.GAIN, five-rooliome In Fourih
r'
glassed-iward; two
per monlh. Alhiinuerriue 'i vpe vriler
fire
porches,
r! :t 0 n
place, ges
ttvi
Exthange. 1J2 South Fourth.
.,i
Phone 348.
FOR SALE Fresh"' buttermilk 'andeot" handle; balance like rent.
tags cheer.e; also fresh milk In Italian FOR SALE Oft RENT Six brand new
houses.
Phone Klir.-M- .
eirne KlnO.
?1nHL','!"nilrV;
Coal; will sell ,,ne or all nn fnann. 1..
CA B I D i
s V N I .IT i ;,
terms.
S"o
F.
H.
F. O. B. our office.
Strong, or U C Ben-ne- tt
1110 South Briml- Phones
or 14",.
l"1- - Phone I947..M.
-- 11 ?. J:T--1 Pl P! r
Five-rooFOR SA I.E
brick house;
Foil SA LU Cheap, a heiivv
modern; well situuud on car lirto In
overcoat, sire 40. Call het vecn 0 col u
house
highlands;
has
hot
a. m., college 4. St.
air heat,
Joseph SanaLolnm. rlasai-d-lsleeping porch, and Is comFoil SALE - Two.horso inovTga '"Tine pletely furnished.
Price Is very reason- engine with pump nnd fortv feet two.
Inch pipe.
1028
North Klxlh, phono FOR SALE One of the
16R0-nicest homes in
University Heights; five-rooSpanish
W ELL MACHINE
for sain, trade, lease type adobe, new and modem throughout;
or will furnish drilling to pnv for It. large
hot water heat, basement,
J. F. Branson, 315 South Third, Albuquer-nue- , irarnge. porches,
hardwood floor.: house I. well
N. M.
furnished. See owner. 117 South Olrard.
FOlt SALE PURE
MILK FOR SALE
WHOLE
Mr. R. R ShopUmploye:
with all the cream, delivered to you as
We can sell
No. 418 West
It comes from th cows. HICK S DAIRY, Atlnntlc avenue, you house of
a flva-rooconsisting
phone 250.
frame house with a very valuable lot.
SOFT SPOTS
Heel and arch cushions 50x100, for 12.750, on reasonable terms.
prevent fallen Insteps; cure, all foot City Realty Co., 207 West Gold, phone
troubles, 11. Plantar Arch Supports. Thus. 567.
F. Keleher Leather Co., 40 West Central.
13 US j N
A
FOR SALE
Washing machine,
d
cultivator: also one
Two-storSALE
bilck
building.
215 Soulh First; location
blily goat, hornless, coming two
good for any
yeara old. 1115 North Fifth,
kind of business.
5100

d"

PIITWICMMH
AND SI RliKONti,
UK. 3. I.. UlliTON.
I.lsense of tuft Stomach.
.
Suite.
Harnett Building.
lr,ye, r.ur, Nona and Throat.

Barnstt

Phon III.
Building,
Otflc Hours
and 2 to 8 p. m.
I)K. irtAUGAIU;rtrAlPfWKlL(TllT.
Residence 11S3 East Central. Phon 171,
Phone 571.

. r .WANTED

Salesmen

ETcHi

iES

FOR

First-clas- s
SALE
shoe
full
-line of machinery; price veryshon,
east
owner leaving. Address s. R jare

.Tournnl..
FOR SALE

to IS a. m

9

W. M. SHERIDAN, M. D.

Practice Limited to
OENITO - URINARY DISEASES
AND DISEASES OF THE KKI
Litbonitnrr

IVusserman

Citizens Bunk

Connection.

Phono

H88.

CAK.MKV.

V.

Chiropractor
In and 20 Armljo Building.

FOR SALE

Ranchet

a
FOR SALE
A small ranch,
mile we8t of bridge; modern house. A.
J. .Tames.
FOR BALE Or lease, cheap, ftve-ac- r
fruit and truck farm. In neighboring
town.
Inquire 40u West Oold.
WO OPENING of farm and atock lands
in the beautiful Chama Valley this
spring. Write K. Heron. Chama, N. M.

POULTRY FA"RM
Well Improved, forty acre.,
fruit, water.
I7S5, terms.
health;
Wellman Arthur. Mountain View, Mo.
FOR SALE
125 acres unimproved valley
land, eight miles out, at a bargain If
sold .oon. by owner. Address 1. C U..
care Journal.
FOR SALE Ranch. Old Town boulevard;
owner leaving on account of health;
good houses, garage, fruit, alfalfa, horeej,
cow., chicken, and f&rmlng Implements.
Phone 348, or ivner, 2417-Re,
FOR SALE
Ranch, two ml'es from
four acres, on main ditch, doubt
house, garage, milk house, good chicken
blooded
houses,
chickens and turkeys;
also furniture and tools; terms. Ph n
241-JFOR

SALE

FO.. SALE Fruit ranch, or will trad
for city property. Twenty acres horse,

cow and farming Implements with It; also
s0 Leghorn hens.
Flv miles and a half
from town. Postofflc bog 601. Phon
24

J.

20--

"ivf

ATTR ESS RE NOVATING
WAITRESS ULNOVATlMi. I.ti and up.
furfurniture
Rug cleaning,
niture packing.
ding Comnanv.

Phou

repairing,
Ervln

471.

Bed-

Restaurant, opposite Santa
I.ONB STAR Al'TO LINK
Fe depot, or will .ell fixtures
and rent
Th orango colored cars, Engle, Ele
storeroom for other business purpose..
Butt Dam and Hot Sprlnga. N.
Fixtures lnrlude swell
soda fountain, Pliant
M.
Meet all tralna at Engle. leaving
which cnnbe bougnt separate.
Hot Sprlnga at 11:30 a. m. and 2:30 p. m.
FOR SALE
Indian 7Fading .tor ond.
Oldest Dam drivers, best Dam car. on
ranch. ten ncrna 1,n,lfl
m.ltl.
Dam line.
W drlv our own cars.
fenced; one section land leased; aton th Write
for reservations at our expense.
so voxjw
"ul
icet; tnree living rooms,
HEFFERNAN
T!RC,o , Prop.
storehouse, corralla; fin well of water;
Hot Sprlnga. N. M.
gasoline engine: three heavy horse., harness and wagon: twenty
turkeys, thirty
e
chickens, one fine milk cow; twenty-fivTIME CARDS
mile, from Gallup, New Mexico; ten
miles from railroad; a bargain; dissolving partnership.
Address postofflc box
INS
.17S,Abnnuerque, New Mexico.

CAJRPENTF.RI NG
THE ODD
JOBMAN.
Phone 1073-.- ?
a
i.u iniii joos carpmlerlng. house
painting and repairing, at reasonable
Phone 1458-prices.
I WANT you to
Investigate my low prices
on any kind of a building proposition
you have In view.
A. E. Palmer, Punga-'Rullder. box 41. city, phone 175S-I1U1LDING. alterations, repai'rsag.
large
Jobs or email; work by contract or
by
the day; reasonable prices; work guaranteed: estimates free. Call 1755-E.
T.
Johnson. S18 John street.
PETTH.-Trrt-

All kinds of work.

w

FOR RENT
FOR

Ranches

WESTBIJUN:3

Train.
No.
No.
No.
No.

1

I
7

I

No. 59
No. 17
NO. 1
Ko. 4
o. a
No. to

Del1.
Arrive.

Depart.
1:30 pm
Llmlted.Iu:3n ant 11:00 am
Fargo Fast. .10:50 am II :10 am
Th, Nnvajo. .12:15 am J:00uro

Th
Calif.

Scout....

T:30 pin

SOUTHBOUND.
Bl Paao Exp
El Paso F.xp
EAST BOUND.

Th Naval..
nm
Calif. I.imlud. 6.00 pm
a. r. lugrit.. 7:Z5 pm
Th Scout..,. 7:29 am

10:14 pm
11:39 am
nM
1:40 pm
1:1 pm
7:60 am

acres. 8 miles north!
ot town; two acres In alfalfa, balance No. 99 from El Paao I 35 poa
for crop; no buildings. Phone ino. 10 From El Paao 7:00 am
ready
2101-.no. 10 rwnnecta at
with No. tl
mornings.
for Clnvta, Feces Valiy, Kajia- - city and
FOR SALE Lease on
O
Coast
ranch, five miles north of Old Town,
No, 19 connect, at nljn with No. II
on Rio Grande boulevard;
nearly all iand from CIotI and points
at and south
plowed; also nine milk cows and m
snddl
J409-Rhorse.
Phon
O.
L.
RENT--Eigh-

t

rln

Jones.

Fir Ecsnafi.

ir Laus

Store room at 115 South Second St. 35i2 ft. front,
75 ft. deep. Tile floor, modern, desirable.

WANTED

Saleaman to cover local territory aelllng dealere. Guaranteed .alary of 1100 week for right man. The
commercial Radium Co., Fifth Avenue,
Bids., Nw York.

In

BMr.

CHIROPRACTORS

ls

ALERtlEtatiT

TYPEWRITERS

hEillih.

SALE
tt.'MH);

"AiNTED

TVPKWRITEna
All make
overhauled
and repaired. Rlhbona for every machine.
ExAlouquerqu,
Typewriter
change, phone VU3-lit ftoiua Fourth,

WALE

Phone Fo't

MILK,

A CO.

Albuquerque;, N. M.

Fine player plain.

Phone
VENDER
Telefono 2109-112II3-R4-

TREES

PR TREES AND ORNAMENTALS
FROM 'Al.nU- QrEHQl'E NITRSEniES
et Your Order in Now. Write
for catalog.
SIT A

3. T. YOCNO

P' nnolt, phones 75 or 115.
Foil RENT Five-- r
liouHp,
al 407
South Seventh, prl
$17
O'litlir. 1001
.
North Ninth. phone
FOR RENT Five-roofurnlBhed bungalow, highlands, close to car line, modern. Apply 710 East Central.
FOR RENT Three"
foiira"nd five-roohouses and apartments, some furnished.
208
West Gold.
Wool,
LIST your vacant houses with the CM'.y
Realty Co., for prompt ond efficient
service. 207 West Gold, phone 887.
FOR RENT Five-roohrlck house,
bath, sloop:. .j porch, garage, unfur- nJh.S2.' M5, ynter free. L20 North High.
FOR RENT Modern furnished cottage,
two rooms ond glassed-isleeping
porch, on car line. Apply 1218 South
Edith.
FOlt RENT Four-roofurnished house,
phone
bath, two screened porches, basement, 1917-vacant March 3. 1201 East Copper. For
FOt SALE Young pet coyote, about
inrormntlon phone 237R-fifteen month, old; have raised thl. a a
TO LEASE Six mouths or longer, brand a
pet alnce two weeka old. and Is very
hard-voo- d
three-roonew
house,
tama. Apply at 1423 South econd. or
floors, heat, disappearing bed, wo phone H68-W- .
nice porches; all conveniences; nlc part
ASBESTOS
ROOF PAINT
of lowlands. Phone 755-GOOD for all kinds of roofs. It per gallon. Th Manzano
South
Co., 110
1854 J. Try a built up
Wolnut, phon
roof, will last as long a the building.
FOR RENT Furnished apartment. 410
USE EFFECTO AUTO TOP and seat
South Edith.
dressing. Effecto Auto Enamel, Vnls-pa- r,
FOR RENT Thro rooms, furnished. C14
Valsplr Enamela on automobiles.
South Broadway.
Humeatead
Plymouth Cottage Paint,
FOR RENT Furniahed two rooma and Floor Paint. Roof Paint nnd Cement. Sat18. 700 East Santa Fe, phone isfaction assured. Thos. F. Keleher Leathporche..
1423-M- .
er Co.. 408 West Central, phone ?'!7-,T- .
FOU RENT Thre
rooms, partly furPositwrT
nished, bath. Apply lot North Eighth,
637-Phon
WANTED
Housework by the "day.
Phone 104B.
FOR RENT Two furnisneo room., for
light housekeeping; adults; no ick. STENOGRAPHIC and clarical
work
724 South Second.
wanted. Call 1586-FOR RENT Nice furnished front apartWANTED
Work by th hour.
ment with heat and .leeping porch.
1343-p. m.
after
o.i eduin r irm.
WANTED
Washing and Ironing to take
FOR RENT Apartment, completely
home.
18(11 West Mountain road
two room and sleeping porch. FOR HOUSE
floor waxing,
CLEANING,
1C01 East Central.
lawn work, call J. W. Lwe. 14J0-R- .
FOR RENT Two-rooapartment with HIGH school girl, 18, desires room and
sleeping porch; garago If desired. 608
board In exchange for work after
North Twelfth.
school.
Phone 1331-FOR RENT Two unfurnished rooms, WB AUDIT,
CHECKToPEN, CLOSE and
bath, sleeping porch, .team heat, range;
WILLIAMS A ZANO,
keep books.
reaaonable. 102.1 North Fifth.
701-mom I, Mel'.nl building. Phon
FOR RENT Thre or four-roofurnishYOUNG MAN with car wants position
ed apartments,
200
as salesman with wholesale house or
block
modern,
south Sixth. Inquire savoy Hotel office. real estate firm. Address J. L. D., care
FOR
RENT Three nicely furnished Journal.
housekeeping rooma clean and comMAN wanta work of any
fortable; no alck, close In. 306 West
kind; ainglo and Christian; graduute
Iron,
coast artillery electrical school. Address
FOR RENT Furnished apartment, two rl. ,T. p. I,., care journal.
rooms and porch, in modern home: no
WANTED
Position a. chauffeur;
any
25.
sick, no children,
621 South High,
make car; experienced In cross counphone 1187-try trip.; will go anywhere; can do
FOR RENT Apartment, furnished comWrite C. F. R., care Journal.
plete; light, water, beat and cooking
go
furnished. Crane Apartmeit., 216 "FOR" S
North Seventh.
Fin corner lot. reasonable.
FOR RENT Three rooma and sleeping FOR SALE
Phone H5S-J- .
porch, modern, completely furnished
two bloeks from poetoffico;
FOU SALE
100 feet.
no sick.
lnntln.T Hllvir
703 West Sliver.
avenue, by 131 feet, fronting Highland
FOR RENT Very dealrable houaokeeplng park; level, on grade and fin view,
rooms; private acreened porch: hot cheap: on eaay terms, J. A. Hammond,
bath; completely furnished. Call at 606 824 East Silver.
North Fourth, plron 1822-e
FOR EXCHANGE A beautiful
place,
FOR RENT Furnished apart'menta. conpartly improved, fronting on
venient to sanatorium.; four room., paved highway, sixteen mile from Sun
u
to exchange for
glaaaed-l- n
aleeping porchea, gaa; on En.t Diego, California,
real eatate. What have you7
Central car line. Call 1321 East Central,
L.
care
Address
Journal.
D.,
or aee McMllllon
,J
Wood Rhone 148.

V

D.

FOR
2:01.

Fuli

pressed brick
two
with
liouso,
bath
rooms and larire sleeping
porch. All modern and In
good condition.

& Wood,

Mexico.
FOR

FOR PENT

CHEAP

A

Realtors.

Lumber Co.

'

;.

OPPORTUNITY,

(Of about 1,000 feet)
Call with Wagon
Terms Cash

Miscelle.

eggs for hatching.

SALELivestock

Better Grade $15.00.

A

l(l.

VoU WANT some one to haul dirt or
gnlveV phone llljS.J.
A
W NTKD
hSS,
first mortgase, new property. MoMII-lloft Wood.
SALE
Pure blood Itnode "island
Ftlr'
CI.KANl.NU, kiilsurnnie nnft popor, waxRed cockerels and hens. Inquire 71
West Lead.
ing and oiling floors; Work guar i,,;,;ej.
Eiios FOlt HAlCHINtt irishel "attauT John Goudson, jjhone G"4-J- .
WANTED
Recundhana fiirnitufii
While Rocks; limited nuinUr, at 13 for
nod
trunks. We buy rveryllilng In houselo. Phone "4l-t?- n
hold
..lux's llaraln Store, 315
.VAVA.KJ STRAIN" Si. C. H. i. Hedai South goods.
First.
Phone 858

Five-roohome
in Fourth
ward; fireplnoe, gas; now rented
at $55; $3,300 will buy it: $1,200
down and terms on bnlnnco.

AD

AVTOMOBILE
INSURANCE.
Wo can give you ample protece
tion In seven of the best
companies in the states.
As to Auto Insurance
we
Public
emphasis
Liability.
Have you got it? Tf not, let's
protect you right NOW.

FOR SALE

house of pressed brick,
rooms one side, five on
other, two sleeping porchos. Two
bath rooms. Good cement .basement, garage, shade and fruit
trees.
Well located In Second ward.
Convenient to shops.
One side
rented. Owner
lives In otlior.
Priced for quick sale. Would
ihkp smmi property as pare pay-- 1
merit If priced rltrbt.
Let us show you this one.

$10.00 Per Load

two-ator- y
modern.
Thl. la one of the finest InIn
homes
the
cited
city, facing one
of our pnrks In the Fourth ward:
baa fine trees and lawn, on paved
street. lar-- e lot. 50x142; not many of
these fine locntiona loft and this Is
with
$7,flr,0.
going at a bnrToln
ea first payment; move fast
?,r;oo
If Interested and call.

FOR SALE

FIRE

old-lin-

Double

It Lasts

As Long As

FOR RKT.

SFVFRAL ITRMSIIEO AND
UXFVRMSIIED
IIOL'SKS.

J. A. HAMMOND,
S24 E. Silver.
Flume 1522--

OPPORTUNITIES

9

COTTAGE

Three rooms, bath, porch, garage, nearly new; 60 foot lot,,
near car line, $2,100, with $000
down and $30 month.

& CO.

Realtors.
Third and oolfr.
Phone 65T.

BUILDING LOTS
Four beauties In Terrace Addition
for only $450 each. Hurry for
they will soon be gone. Good
terms.
R. MeCLT'GITAN, Realtor.
Real Estate, Insurance, Loans.

Highland Poultry MA X.
1K1AIN rYuV(K. at 815 Soulh
Yarrls.
South Broadway.
First, will pay the hlghcat prlcea for
I' OR SALE
Egga for hatching; It. 1. vour serond-bnnclothing, ahoes end
Red and White Leghorns. $1 for If..
fornltore.
Phone
W A N T E D O r Mo do fookliiK onil huuue-worUE't'TKIt
KODAK
j"f is
FINISHING
no washing and Ironing, call FOR SALE
Setting "eggs from Haired
better.
Return postage
on mall
Rocks and R. I. Reds, from thoroughmornings. 1107 Kent avenue.
orders. The Lamum Studio,paid
S19H A'est
bred
23
chickens.
North
Second, phone Central. Alhmiu-roc.- e,
WANTED Reliable woman Tor house,N.
work, three or four hours each day.
TEACHING
OH .SALE 8. C. While Leghorn lu.Hh-li:- g
Call at 112S Rest Sliver.
9AXAPIIOXE.
clarinet, ilrums. cornet,
egga, from Fiance Colorado strain
WANTED A cook In a family of four; of
all brass Instruments
trombone,
Prif
d
i
hlgh
hens, !o each. Geo. Kills.
good wage, for a good cook.
Forrestrr. Phono JOS-- j.
Mrs. Weinman. 70s West Copper. Apply . ' rM.IITI, IiliX .it.T, City.
RUG
CLKAnCrs
run
SAI.K
Kb
for
B.
WANTED
'.
English-speakin8x1! Ruks Cbnncd. 11.25.
experienced
R. I. Roils. C. P. Tlay hatclilng;
strain. S. c. W. MATTRESSES
chambermaid. Apply housekeeper, Al- renovated. 3.r,o and up;
Mrs. Gentry strain, II per set- Leghorns.
!"
furniture
not phone.
bjmUF'rnuenjiaorlum:
repaired ami packed. Krvin
t.lng. 1 :a s.,uth rirondway
Beddln.r Co.. phone 471.
WANT E
Wo man fu r gener;ilToue-work- :
FOR SALrt
Duff Orpington eggs for
must go hole
Careful
three
Kodak fTniiTng"
also Huff cockerels, wlnnrr WANTI.D
"nulla In family. Apply 707nights;
Twice dally service. Remember, satisSouth Hich of hp.tcliing;
first and special prizes In Albuquer-ou- e
AN TED
faction
Send
Young. PFat American girl.
guaranteed.
your
poultry show. Phone 1710. W
to a reliable, established firm. finishing
assist with housework: good h fTn tk a ti rl LEADING
llanna
drains White Orpingtons'
Master
excellent training. Call mornings. 111C
t'liotograohera.
Mjnia.
Single Comb Rhode Island Redi. rite
Wert Central.
wi'xDowri.KAxTxn
for prices, eggs and cockerels. Zimmcr A!
CO.
Windows
cleaned and
Slnlp and Foniuln.
floors
".a.T,5i1...fj--;iAcnoluKe w Mexico.
offices
scruljhed; stern.
and houses
YO'JNG men, women, over 17, desiring FORs'ai.E
Pur- - bred S. C-reasonable rates and honest
honi hatching eggs, 10 cents each: 111 cleaned;
government positions,
J130 monthly,
A. Granone;
leave your calle
write for frea list of po.ltlona now open. per hundred: fancy table eggs at market work.
American Grocery. - phone r.".'.
R. Terry, (former Civil Service examinDRES5MAKING
price T. S. Wiley, box 135, city, phono
10
er).
Continental Dldg., Washington. 21
lcir Kent-Koom- ii
with Hoard
FOR KALEThooroughhrcd
fCWhire ROOM AND HOARD. Oil South
DRESSMAKING
the dsv or at borne.
By
Leghorn
pullets,
hen., roosters and
302 West Iron,
FOR
phone 1320-.cockerels; thoroughbred Buff Orpington
WANTED
heilS. tV,l nnrtihl..
t
Sewing Mrs. Foster , 603
FOR RENT
Room,
with board. 218
JK SAFE Two
'
1,
young mllki wesi Granite.
North Fourth, phone 1239-cow..
South
oailwav.
Phone SOT.
HEMSTITCHING,
BAI.E-Mlltm
c. White Leghorn hatcn-ln- g FOR BUNT Nicely furnished r... ai wi .a
W'illiama'
S.
pleating.
MlTk
COR
RAI.E
con
and heifers.
llnery. 50(1 Konth Broadway, ph. 777-.eggs and baby chicks. 120 per
first clas. table basrd. 110 Soulli Arno,
Phone 2400-RI327-W- .
100; also few cocks and cockerel.. Gen1) H E s s M A KING!
designing and ladles' FOR HALE Buck, and doe.; al.o fry- try
Poultry
Ranch,
boi
315,
tailoring a specialty; best of refere-ce- a
pustofflc
ROOM AND HOARD, gentleman prefer710 West Lead.
ing rabbits.
Phone IBKO-red, 140 ond up; no sick. 10:7
FOR SALE On exua good
TWENTY-nTn- k
FIHST-CLA8- 3
pair of
year, on the .ame old
dressmaking done;' quick
mar
S. c. Whit
mulea;
ral.ed
ranch
J
her.
service; own designer.
Leghorn
Mra. Bandy, B. Nlpp,
chick, GOOD HOME COOKING, served family
120 per hundred.
phona 2421-it- l.
Rid North Eighth.
Twenty-fiv- e
year.' exatyle. Mrs. Knight, corner Hroadway
FOR BALE
Or trad
Yott Poultry end
for hoga, good perience with incubators.
Gold.
PI.EATINO, accordion. .Ida and bog;
-work
107.
box
Postoffice
Ranch,
nhone
lTRt.T
n be
weight about 1100;
mall order..
N. Crane, 8U North seen at hor.e,
AND BOARD In private family,
C. W. Hunter ranch, north end FOR SALE
BUFF ORPINGTON eggsTor ROOM
Peven'h. Crane Apartment.-- - phone HM. Rio Grande
near
,
bivd. Phona
gnioge; no sick. Address F. It.,
oHii'uing-- owe riDoon winners, flret, care Journal.
FOR BALE
aecond
and
Horsea
third
flrat
cock
w
and
and
have
pullet,
mulea;
LEGAL NOTICE
furnished
rooms,
twelv head of horae. and mule, for second cockerel, special on best female FOR RENT Nicely
413
with board.
South Broadway,
cheap. 3J0 North Rroadwav, Albu- In tha Mediterranean class, cockerel,
NOTICE OF ADMINISTRATORS. sale,
pnono ID09-querque: thla I. all broke to work and and pulleta for aula.
Phon 1472-In the Matter of the Estate of sounn
BIS Fruit avenue.
ROOM AND HOARD,
.lock, pnon 10B8-south glassed-iSlclllo Garcia, Doceased.
porch, adjoining bath; also garage.
.SAr'E Very fn'le driving mare, FOR RALE Hatching eggs; four popular
Notice is hereby given that Can-delar- la
138 East CH
1.000 pounds; good
8. C. R. I. Reds, Mayhood
varieties:
et of single har.. JAMESON'S-RANAranda de Garcia and ness, Jersey cow, fresh
lOeal locotlo'nfor
27; train, 15, 11.50; Famoua Silver
3S, M.00; 8. C. Light Brown LegNebares Garcia, Administrators of highest record butter fat February
few reservations now
te.t In coun- healthseekers;
182(1-horn., 16. I. M; a. C. Dark Brown Leg- available.
the estato of Sicilio Garcia, de- 'y: aieo cair.
Phone 2238-- J
13,
2.00.
Old Town, FOR RENT Double Bleeping
Jtoblneon,
One carload of choice Jer- - horn.
ceased, has filed in the Probate FOReV SALE
porch, lurge
.IIVXI. mil phon 1S8K
COW.
- - - Will ha h..b
I.
111
ueu room, excellent meals, cneeriui
Court of Dernallllo
iir.il
county New aay.; will
sold on monthly payment., RD POULTnr YARDS
be
best
reasonable.
Blue
ribbon
surroundings:
location;
Mexico, their final report as such
win ira.ua ior rat oowa; alao one
n
Phone 1422-winners, egg. for hatching, from
Administrators and the court has
Jersey male and on Holateln R. grand pena; beat winter layer.: 8. C. MRS. REED has moved to 309 Souih
I. Red., IS for 1.50, 12, 13, 15; Barred
appointed Thursday, the 23rd day registered male. 115 North Second,
Broadway and haa lovely room and
Rock.. 15 for 2, 3, 5; only ten fine
of March, 1922, ns the day for hear- Phone 41), or 942-porche. with board for conva
breeding
cockerel, left. Wm. Bletn, 413- - sleeping
ing objections. If any there bo, to
lescents.
Phone 528.
4j?..We!lt Atlantic, phon 1483-the approval of said final report
ROOlS and sleeping porch, with good
VIEW S. C. R. I. REDS,"
and the discharge of said Admin- WANTEIV-Furnlsh- ed
houses to rent In '.MOUNTAIN
In modern private home, fur-na- c
board.
make big winning at National Western
all parts of town. McMllllon A Wood.
istrators.
heat best location In highlands;
Rtock 8ho
at Denver,
1922. rate
123
North
reasonable.
Witness my hand and the seal of WANTED To buy or rent,
Apply
Thl. ahow waa age of the January,
largeat held In
2S92-wt,t aide. Phone S34-said Probate Court this 17th day of United States thla year. W won aecond Maple, phone
MIRAMONTES-ON-THE-MESWANTED Five-roohouse, In good cockerel class of 68; sixth pullet das. of
February, 1922.
for tubercular
neighborhood In Fourth ward; prefer 48: ninth young pen, cla;a of 20; fourth A SANATORIUM-HOTEFRED CROLLOTT,
(Seal)
one badly "run-dowconvalescent.; graduate nurse In atand In need of display, clasa 600 Reda.
Our second
of
Clerk
Said Probate Court.
rates by the week or month.
repRlr; no Inflnted price, considered; Denver cockerel wa. valued by axperts tendance;
street, number and prloe, Addrea. at 1350; also champion wlnnera at Al- Coll 1400-JJournal Wanv Ads bring results. give
'X. U. T" car Journal.
with
buquerque, 1822, winning flrat, aecond NEWLY FURNISHED ROOMS,
and third cock, first, aecond and third
eteam heat, hot and cold water, two
of
hen, first, aecond and third cockerels, first-clas- s
best
dining rooms, with
first pullet, aecond young pen, first old home cooking. Mra. Illgglns, 222'4 East
pen; .pedals for heat male American Central. Occtden tal Building.
class and champion
cock of show. RESERVATIONS-m- ay
now bo had at St.
ureedlng bird for aalej hatching egga
John'a
(Episcopal): rates,
and baby chlcka from fifteen of the $17.60 to Sanatorium
2S per week; Includes private
flneat pan. mated In the weat. ORDER room with
sleeping porch, connected to
CHICKS EARLY.
C. P. Hay, SS North bath and toilet;
medical care, medicines,
High, phon 2230-geoeral nur.lng: .xcellent meal, tray
BABY CHICKS AND HATCHING EGGS service; no extra.. All rooma have ateam
Rev.
Comb White Leghorns, from heat hot and cold running water.
Slngl
There are some things we wish to say
stock bred for egg produotlin rad that W. B. Zlegler, Superintendent,
Phon
To you and in a pleasant way,
have proven that the power to 'ay I. 401.
Remind you of a chance to win
bred In them. All atock on frea range;
Great stacks of money, if you come In.
chlcka hatched In modern mammoth maPERSONAL
chine Insures chick, strong, vigorous,
DETECTIVE
AGENCY.
Phone 266.
will
that
Into
grow
makera
for
money
Faint heart ne'er wins success or fame.
you. Chick, from flock, with record of WANTED 500 dlnlrg chairs to repair
And the doubter plays a losing game;
130 eggs, 100. 120; (00, 185; 1.000, 1180;
and
Craft Shop,
at
Art
II
each.
polish
So get a grip upon yourself,
:8 North Third, phone Iir.2-,limited number of chick, with trapnest
And lay your doubts upon the shelf.
record of twenty egg. per month, all CHILDREN'S HAIR CUT at their homes,
laying under the age of flv month., and
SSc, ladle.' shampoo, mens hair cut
S2 per cent laying In the month of l)e-- ; and shaves
at their home, by Perkln.
Big Interests now are buying In
comber.
Chlcka 25c each. Egg. half Brother., phone 198'-And soon the scramble will begin.
price of chlcka, via parcel post prepaid. EPILEPTICS
Don't hesitate, don't be afraid,
Would you core to learn
deilv-i
shipment twice each week. Safe
about new rational treatment for ImFor thus, were fortunes never mada.
ery guaranteed.
If you want to know
more of thla stock, send for olreular. mediate - relief of Epilepsy; positively
all aelturea from first day'a use.
MESILI.A VALLEY HATCHERY. MRS. atopplnWe urge and Insist that you Investigate
Information free. "Specialist." drawer
H. V. BUNDY. LAP, CRUCES. N. M.
Before it Is for you, too late,
Lander, Wyoming.
As prices now are very low;
MONEY TO LOAN
FOR SALE Furniture
Hut soon to tip-to- p
peaks will go.
WE HAVE 4,000 to loan; must be close FURNITURE
REPAIRING and upholsterIn
property and gilt edga first mortDon't wait until you lose your chance
riiiins all, X'.rvin ammnis
gage. McMllllon and Wood.
Hut buy some now, it will soon advance.
FOR SALE Living room and dining
MONEY TO LOAN
On watches,
room set, at a bargain, 305 North
Yourself, you will pat upon the back,
guna and everything valuaola. Twelfth.
When you have made this pile of Jack.
Mr. B. Marcus.
!13 South Flrat.
FOR SALE Davenport, two dressers,
MONEY TO LOAN on diamonds, watcne.
bookcase, six chairs, piano, music
Now, a word of warning, we would say,
and cold jewelry; liberal reliable, con- cabinet. 515 Wert Roma.
Don't heedlessly from it turn away.
Co.. 105 N. tat FOR SALE
fidential
Gottlieb
Jewelry
Furniture at factory prlcea
.
But take a chance and win It too
CONFIDENTIAL loan, on Jewelry, diawhich makea It coat less than recond
And Jet Oil a fortune make for you.
mond, watches. Liberty bonds, plan is, hand goods. Com and aee for yourself.
o
antnmnblles. Lowest rates. Rothman'a American Furnltura Co., 221 South
117 South Flrat
The Mesa Leon will soon drill In one well. A second, a little
Bonded in th atate.
later. More to be started soon. Shares advance to '35.00 at
FOR SALE New furniture, consisting of
Wilton rug, fine bed room act, player
noon, March the 1st. For Information see, E. C. Powell, Agent,
Mesa Leon Oil Trust, 111 South Fourth street, Albuquerque.
guitar, beautiful oil paintings, two
FCm'TlENTOcirooTnT aiiTyPweat piano,
book cases, gas atove, Rudd water heater,
Home Office: East Vaughn.
Central.
waahlng machine, kitchen (oble, etc.;
FOR RENT Office rooms, IllVt Weat alao beautiful
bungalow for rent. 514
Central, over Woolworlh'a.
North Fifth.

-

Have You a Vacant Lot

Investment

For rent, No. 1110 West

Seven-roo-

FOR SALE

On Your

Four
now
rooms each,
ly furnished
ture. Owner
and have an
throe.

Four

d.

v

REAL HOME.
Why pay rent when you can
modern bunbuy this
galow, nicely furnished, garage,
full rlze lot on paved street.
Owner Is leaving town and
A

,

WANTKD

s"h

,ale- -

Walnut.'"
Iljjrtj,
Oil RENT

1'

&

Realtors.

Fourtb.

houackeTrT

S'h""

ir',,,'1NL'r

ACRERSONf
120 S.

rgArunt

BARGAIN
Two acre ranch home, all kinds
of fruit and flowers, extra rood
house and outbuildings.
$500.00
a month.
$25.00
cash; balance
You can't beat it. $3,750.
SIIKIXEY REALTY CO.
115 SoutU Second St. Phone 727W

HELP WANTED

Third

Fn-- 'II3N'- -

CHOICE MODERN APARTMENTS
Two
apartments with private bath, completely furnished.
Heat, light and water paid.
One
apartment with private bath', completely furnished.
Heat and water paid, Bplendld
location.

SUODRN SERVICE.
Tha Red Arrow (all over tha Wait) ren
der, audden acrvlo on Kodak finishing
to peopl
who demand quality.
Work
in before 11 a. ra. mailed aama day.
Work In befora I p. m. mailed own next
Address work to
day.
11.1.
THE RED ARROW.
B. Laa Vegas
Albuquerque
Furnished bed room,
h
(We want
representative la TO'JK
l'hn' S043-w- - 65 Nofth errltnry.)
Neatly furnFahed Bleeping
17 Soulh
' ,iam hf,at- -

hNT

that the real estate
office whoso aim is "a satisflod
purchaser" gots the best results for all concerned.
We
loan money at 8 per cent on
securities
gilt
edged
only,
therefore, this office is having
a great demand for money In
various amounts to take care
of Its business
transactions.
Lot's talk these money matters
over with you today.

taken at

,1922' w'Ihtx

on

lt

We believe

Metcalf Agency.
FOR RENT

CO.

ful-slz-

Phono 635.
West Gold. Ground Floor.

$5,000

&

FOR SALE
PRKSSKI) BRICK Ll.SS
THAN TWO YEARS OLD.
Four good sized rooms, bath,
nice closets, maple floors thru-ou- t;
pras, plenty built-i- n
cupboards in kitchen, front and
bunk
screened
porches;
cemented basement with
inside and ouLsida entrance.
Sidewalks in front and on both
sides of the house. It is vacant and owner Is out of town.
If you are in the market for
a small
home, close
in you will want to see this.
It's Boing to sell, and on easy
payments at that, if you like.

ONE OF 'EM

ME-

ZAPF

G,

Realtors.

OON'T YOU

DOtN'T

CHAS.

See W. C. OESTREICH

ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL
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IT'S

fie

ON
508 W. Central.

The Canned Fruit Sale at

Melbas, those large luscious cling halves;
Sliced Clings; Yellow Freestone Peaches; Apricots;
Bartlett Pears; Grapes; Pineapple in small, medium
and large cans; Black Sweet Cherries; White Sweet
Cherries; Pitted Sweet Cherries; Red Pitted Sour
Cherries, in heavy syrup; Blackberries, etc. This
is your opportunity to buy at wholesale or even less,
one can or a case, the price is the same.
Mrs. Swartz will explain today the goodness of
corn shortening for making cakes, pie crust, doughnuts, etc.

Peaches

N

House and Senate Pass Bill
Carrying $45,000 Fundi
for Local School; Meas-- i
lire Now in Conference.
Both tho house and senate have
passed the appropriation bill pro-- I
vidins $43,000 for the rebuildinK
of the Indian school gymnasium
and assembly hall and this measure
is now in conference, according to
a wire received from Senator H.
O. Buraum yesterday by tho chamber of commerce, which has been
pressing tho appropriation.
lloth Senator Btirsum and Senator Jones were active in pushing
the measure, and Senator Jones
wired several days ago that he had
no doubt but that the appropriation would pass.
The wire from Senator Buraum
follows:

TODAY

"Aly amendment appropriating
$45,000 to rebuild the buildings destroyed by fire at tho Indian school

at Albuquerque has passed both
senate and house, and is now in
conference. I am satisfied that the
bill will become a law in a few

IN

days. I will advise you as soon as
action is taken."

HIGH"

KY

FIELD OFFICERS

Canyon of Arizona.

Story of tho Grand

Also Usual Added Attractions.
t

mi

LOCAL ITEMS

rtl

Phone

91.

J. If. Phufflebarger, who was nt
Faywood Hot Springs for the p:ist
month where he took the baths
for rheumatism and received benefits, returned to the city yesterdnv.
Carload sweet and juicy oranges
bought at a bargain. Cheapest
navels you will get this year. Ask
your grocer.
.Mrs. A. MeLny, 501 West Marble
avenue, will entertain the Ladies'
Aid society of St. Paul's English
Lutheran church on Thursday aft-in
ernoon nt 2 "0 o'clock. Illness
iho Xewlander home prevents Mrs.
Newlamler from entertaining as
previously announced.

""

1111

ing eily Immediately.
.1.

A. AUSTIN'.

St THEATRE

Areola

TODAY AND TOMORROW

.

HIGHEST CLASS IN EVERY WAY.

CO.

PHONE 35

Slurges Hole!.

I

fit

THE KING ELECTRIC
SHOE SHOP

Free call and delivery. Auto
tops $15 and up; hand-mad- e
woi-snoes ju.ou.
005 S. Second.
Phono 084--

DELIVERY

km

BOY

Palace Drug Co.

50

WHISTLER

apartment.

188.

A

School

4f

if

A

7r

:

s

Aisditorium

a

$1.50 and $1.00

Admission

L

-"n

bt

to m

u

mi

jtv.--

v;j

J

HWT"".'"IH'WI'

"sun-shin-

-7

(tf
MU. rjp
It)

WISEMAN'S

law
and the

I:&s

NXTne

tflr

The Best Is Always the Least Expensive.
CerriHos Coal Burns Longer Produces More Heat

Johnson Coal Co.

-J

'"""V

4

CAST.

March 6th and 7th.

TON

E W E

-

M0MAY & TUESDAY NIGHTS

Gallup Lump Coal
why?

V

CABA

ALL-STA- R

Eiigta

501 AVEST TI.TERAS.

$11.00

f

Kiwanis Club.

Phone

or call

T

W Al

Under Auspices of the Albuquerque

Professional Whistler, teaches
by appointment, mul open for

H34-.-

'

THE PASSING SHOW OF 192- 2-

WANTED AT

engagements.
T. Ii. CONAWAV,
Combs' Hotel.
Phono

.J

usical Kcvicw

wmmwmMmmmmMmmmmmmmmmmr

modern

Roth man's

hesfnnl

Whl

HEW STATE

o

CerriSIos Lump Goal

$11.69

GerriSbs Egg Coal.

$19 JO

k

Imp mi

OalSup

,,

S23.50

.

POPE BENEDICT X'J
An epochal film memorial of the late Pope. These are
the only films of his holiness ever made. THE POPE AT
MASS, PRICELESS JEWELS OF THE CHURCH, INCLUDING THE POPE'S TIARA. Also

No Smoke or Soot
Clean, Economical
For Furnace, Areola or Heating Plant.

Anthracite

f

,fv

ADDED ATTRACTIONSi

$11.08

Egg

J

BURTON

Number Seven (most popular size) $ 9.00
13.00
Baseburner and larger sizes

HOLMES

TRAVELOGUE

REGULAR PRICES.

1

Well Country Camp

Phone

out-do-

PHONE 91.

Quality

l'irst

Service
Always

.1

''''

nomas
ICE CREAM

CITY

rlwno

'?,i--

I'n'f

Malone Taxi

KtlOK SHOP
m:; Stitith HminU.
t'titl nnd DeliiiTy.

DYF'RR

Phone 939.

WANTED

pay good prices for flro- arms such as Itifles, Shot
Must he in
inns, Pistols.
Acondition.
213 South I Irst Street

ui.nig
Machine Co.
NOW

Boys

I1ATTFRS

AT

West Gold!
Wanted

I need several boys for work
before and after school. Good
pay for workers. Call after 4
p. m. today.
KOI PAUK AVE.

NATIONAL DRY
CLEANING CO.
iiuamntecd.
Service and 8iilikfn-tioll.Oi)
Hulls, Clmnetl uinl prppsprl

11.no
Hutu, Clpanwl hih! Blat-ke?o;i Kchhrr AvrniiP. I'hon' IliS.VW.

nr
IL
AA
tDlolU
9 ir
tPii.lO
55c
40c

I2V2C
Florida Grapefruit, extra large, each
16c
Tangerines, per pound
12V2c
Bananas, per pound
12c
Fancy Washington Winesap Apples, lb
10c
Washington Winesap Apples, pound
36c
Large Size Lemons, dozen
25c
Yams, 5c lb.; 6 lbs
Monarch Pure Maple Sap Syrup, quart can
75c
Seal Brand Coffee, 1, 2, 3 and 5 lb. tins, lb.. . .43c
We Deliver Your Order for 10c.
Orders Over $8.00 Delivered Free.

Phono

3.

9x12 Rugs, $1.25.

rooms In the state
hot and coin
heat,
all outside rooms.
Weekly rates, with or with
out private bath. $4 to $10 ween
Transient rate $1.50 single,
$2.00 double.
With bath $2.50 single anu
double S3. 00.
Klnest

steam
water

Tor Xcxt SO Days.
PIIOXK 471.

ft

205 S. First St.
The Highest Grade Macaroni

dies, Spaghetti and
ncaroni Product

...

iuu limy KUDSCrine Tor nnv
portion desired. If Interested
pnone promptly Mr. McDowell,
Advertising
Department',
Journal.

The Auction Sale that was to have been
Tuesday, February
South Walter,
till Thursday, March 2
at o :30 p. ni, ,s,x rooms of postponed
A.x furniture to g0 t0 hignesl bw:
der for cash. Note the followins articles to be sold. Birdseve
maplo dresser, chiffonier, commode, rocker, dressing tabic
emir, all t match; rnahosany dresser, vanity style, mission
chiffonier, rcfri&erator, leather davenport, reed and fiber rockers, library tables, stand table, rockers, rugs, dining table nnd
chair, all to match; mahogany dresser, vanity style, mission
furniture, pictures, curtains, dishes, cooking utensils and a
big lot of other articles not mentioned. If you want houo
furnishings don't miss this sale, as we must vacate the house
not later than Thursday night. So everything must go at
some price, so this is your chance. Don't
miss It.

J. L. GOBER, Auctioneer.

!ri

1

COAL $10.50 PER TON
Gallup Lump

GUY'S TRANSFER
Phone 371 324 S. Second

THE IMPERIAL
"TnE

LACXDRY
OF QUALITY"

Dry Olennlni?,
Cleaned nnd
cleaned
by

Dyelnir, rials
Blocked, Rhrs
process.

latest

Phones 148 and 449.

1

TO 11 P. M.

TODAY AND TOMORROW

weeper

Carp

U
i

CONTINUOUS

THIS WEEK ONLY

Sweeper.
Through the loss of a copy order for a Spring's
supply of rugs, it happens that we have on hand a
double supply of rugs, and in order to reduce our
stock to its normal size we are going to sell these
rugs at cost, during this week. It will pay you to
buy your Spring Rugs during this sale.
Our stock of fibre furniture is the largest in
the state of New Mexico. Consequently our patterns will allow you the widest range to select from.
And in keeping with LIVINGSTON'S policy, the
qualities are the highest and the prices lowest.
We invite you in to inspect the largest stock of
furniture in the state. Whether you are contemplating buying or not, it will be a pleasure to have
you call. We will gladly assist you in any way we
can, from suggestions, to the most liberal credit
terms.

-

i

The man, in his strength, a Samson
the woman, in her very womanliness, Delilah!

f

A Stupendous Drama of the Loves

of the Mighty

Vone can forget tho force of mob-hatmob-lovn
that
leaps from this mammoth production; nor tho art the wonderful,
Indescrlbnble pantomime
of Kuropc's grentemt nrtlsts, backed by
plnycrs In thousands, and led by limll Janniiies, Master of Emotion.
e,

mob-passio-

e,

ADDED ATTRACTION:

LIVINGSTON & CO.

iraaEIM

K3V3TEBY"

A Goldwyn Bray Ccmic.

REGULAR PRICES

OME FURNISHERS
213-21- 5

West Gold Ave.

Albuquerque, N. M.

ziinzzzr-T- i :z..

CITY
The very best conl obtainable

WIRE NAILS

Service Unexcelled.

We Are Unloading a Car of American Wire Nails Today

COAL

4

Manager

307 West Central

Phones

5
I.:

Albuquerque

Santa Fe

--

Taos

DAILY STAGE
To Taos
Leave
Arrive
Leave
Arrive
Arrive

WHITNEY HARDWARE COMPANY
R. F. MEAD,

I

SUPPLY AND LUMBER COMPANY.'

and Quote the Following Prices:

Common Wire Trails, base, per keg
$4.80
.Wire Nails, Cd and larger in less than keg, per lb. . .06
Finishing Casing fine small nails, roofing nails, in
.07
less than keg, per lb
.:
'American nails are far superior to ordinary wire nails.
We are out after the business and will make a price
to get it.
Let Us Quote You On Your Hardware.

PHONE 76.

f

And as Adam for Eve, as Samson for Delilah, as
this mighty man fell
Antony for Cleopatra

"OS AT

Let Us Send a Man

LAUNDRY CO.

WILLY-NILL- Y

responsible business men
enrporating a promising new t
wholesale
business. . offer a
limited amount of 50 shares S
cent
per
preferred stock, $100
par value.

in- - 3

Called Off on Account of Weather

that broken window
glass. Albuquerque Lumber Co.
I'liono 421. 423 North First.

llal

To every purchaser of a Wilton or Axminster
Rug during this week we will give FKEE a Carpet

AUCTION SALE

To replace

"fi

I

Cor. fitli nnd Gold

ELMS HOTEL

sr.:

CLEANED

8

thrill

117

XT)

leaders

RUGS

'

-l

j

A

Transfer

15S

P.Ki CLEANING
f,

We

&.

liPHE

We dehvc any size any
where. Henry Transfer Co.,

NEW MEXICO POTATOES,
Medium size, 10 lbs
NEW MEXICO POTATOES,
Medium Size, 43 lbs
NEW MEXICO POTATOES,
Medium Size, 100 lbs
Sunkist Oranges, large size, dozen
Sunkist Oranges, medium size, dozen

we

Touring car with $40
extra equipment. New
February 11, 1922. Owner leav-

worth

FOR RENT
March 1st, nicely furnished,

C01II

In

hmy
Sprite
Furnace, Heater, Range,

GALLUP LUMP, GALLUP EGG, $11.00 Per Ton

00 N. First
Phono 388-geline Booth will visit the metrop
e
olis of the
state." The
officers from Arizona, Texas and
New Mexico will meet here for
7Lseveral days' councils at the sumo
time. Staff Captain S. Bradley, or
this division, vntn headquarters at
Elgin watches In twenty-yea- r
F.l Paso,
will conduct the first
open face
f
scries, beginning at 2 p. m. March wises. .v
ft, and the morning session of tho
Tho aftcrnocn session will be
Music and Jewelry Store 9th.
under the leadership of the pros
215
vincial commander from San Fran117 is. First St.
Phone 1117-- J
cisco.
It has also been arranged
that Miss Booth will stay over for
March 10 to conduct councils as
she is very desirous of closer conUNIVERSITY HEIGHTS
tact with-thfield officers.
SPITS TO OUDEn
ThTe has never been a meeting
DOINGS
See E. It. Booth nt Itoatrlglit
in this city which caused greater
than this coming one. Kiintier t o., 41)1 West Copper.
Colonel Sellers distributed flow- Kven the Schumsnn-Heinrecord
ers to a number of friend i in the
will seem small, if preslowlands Momhiy as n reminder of gathering
ent interest is any gauge of things
tho mild, Buotliing climato of the to follow.
Tne concert
ly the
Heights.
Shrlners In
with the
F,. C. Morgan is planning the
For Convalescent Tuborrtilars
Apollo club of itself is enough to
building of a unique Spanish-typ- e
warrant a full house.
In the nioiintaliis. Rates $12. .Ml
residenco on the corner of Brown
One thousand tickets have alkt week, l'or Kescrvntions.
and Coal, opposite his own ome. ready been distributed,
and the
Tree pruning is now the popular phone is hot with calls from people
498-- J
over the city, asking for seat'.
tport on the Heights. All
are requested to lire care ,r!ll
Since 2, 00 scats is raid to bo the
primers
and not d'.a'.urb the new birds' (en partly of the armory, this leaves
nests.
il'lfleen hundred for the csiiy com-erAt 7:43 the building will be
1
F.sMimo Pic Thomas Brand !0V thrown open, no seats being guar-- j
Ask
better.
for 'em.
:mte"d after this time. Fifty Boy
They're
scouts will net as ushers.
In
Tho
'Si rvSIiirvi;'
mit
Made With Pasteurized Cream.
DAINTY ;ii'T IMCIi UiF.S. Ma-- 1
c. ii, owr.n, m. n. n. o.
PHONE 313.
cliiiio shelled, Pincn nuts. Fannie
Specialist.
Osteopathic
s. Spitz, ;'2S North Tenth street,: Stern I'.ldg. Tel. 701 J. 20."3-02.
Telephone

Journal Want Ads bring results.

Se

s

$9.50 per Ten

S875

The. Salvation Army will have n
big time in Albuquerque during tho
ecming month, when Hiss Evan-

BEADED BAGS.
MOCCASINS, CURIOS
PILLOW TOPS
RUGS
BASKETS
NAVAJO JEWELRY

VETERANS' TRAINING
SCHOOL OPENS AFTER
A HOLIDAY FOR FLU;

J. A. SKINNER

5.

OF

ndiaN

For a durable, comfortable, guaranteed corset, call your Nu Hone
corsetiere, Mrs. Williams, 20S9-J- .

After a week's vacation on nc-- 1
count of the influenza epidemic,the training sctiooi of the. V. S. veti rans'
bureau, has reopened for
lass work. Many of the men wb.:
had been sick were back at school,
but lifteen were absent, yesterday
Tim wlinol 'wfia closed at the orders
of the physiciuns of the veterans'
bureau. .
The bureau has not yet received
authorization from Washington for
the leasing of a building at Grand
avenue and First street for trie
new automobile mechanics depart
ment which is being moved here
officers had
from Fort Kaynrd.
toexpected to open up the school
day.
The opening of the auto mechanics and carpentering school here
means the centralization of all of
the industrial tra:n?nr; work of the
The comstate in Albuquerque.
mercial training students will be
transferred to Las Vegas In the
future, and the present school in
the Korbcr building will be dlscon
tinned.

I
mm

PRICKS.

REGULAR ADMISSION'

Coal Supply Co. Plinno 4 and Ti.
Cottonwood f i rove N"o. 2, Woodmen Circle, will meet tonight at
7:30 o'clock at I. O. O. F. hall. The
hard times party has been postponed.
has
Sheriff Tony Ortiz, who
been sick with the flu for the past
at
was
recovered
has
and
few days,
his office yesterday.
Dr. Hurray, osteopathic physician. X. T. Arnr.jo F.ldi;.. phone 741
There is an undelivered telegram
at the Western Union for O. II.
Hunter.
Forest Ranger F. E. Brennnp
returned yesterday to his station at
SIcGaffey. X. M ., after a cot.ferenee
here in the office of the M.mzano
forest supervisor, K. ('. Kartchner.
Carload sweet and Juicy oranges
Cheapest
bought at a bargain.
navels you will get this year. Ask
your grocer.
Victor F. Hogg, wire chief at the
Santa Fe telegraph office, was injured in a fall from a ladder at the
station yesterday.
Warren Graham It still confined
to his bed with an attack of influenza.
Harnett,
Mr. nnd Mrs. Joseph
who spent the past two months In
Los Angeles, Calif., returned to the
titv yesterday.
truck load
Factory wood,
four dollars. Hahn Coal Company.

u

Hi

0$
w

Dodfto

William Fox Presents

A Thrilling

rrrv i?nT.Tv

APPROPRIATED

5C8 WEST CENTRAL.

PH5Tf

FOR RENT

fiicaiti neateu ottice space at
207 West Gold Avenue. A only

juirii

'S
LET'S GO

FOR THE

March 1, 1922

Fare
U 4

(Rend Dawn)
. 7:30 a.m...,
. 10:30 a.m
. 12:30 p. m
.
.

To Albuquerque (Rend fp)
...Arrive . 7:00 p.m.
Albuquerque
Santa Fe
Leave . 4:00 p.m.
Snnta Fe
Arrive . 12:45 p.m.
Arrive . 11:15 a.m.
Espanoln.
Taos
Leave . 7:30 a.m.

.....
to Santa Fe, $4.50; to Taos, $11.50.
2:00 p. m

0:00 p.m...

Brothers
Albuquerque Headquarters, Rinpling
Cigar Store. Phone 600. 210 West Central Avenue.
Santa Fe Headquarters, Bank Confectionery,
Phone 222.

